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INTRODUCTION 

There is a long tradition of futures trading in India going back, in the case of 

some commodities, to over a hundred years. However, futures trading in a well 

organised form seems to have developed as a consequence of large scale fluctuations 

in prices experienced after the First Worl~ War. 

Cotton, perhaps being an exportable commodity, seems to have attracted 

futures trading in an unorganised form well before 1875. A representative association 

called the East India Cotton Association was formed in 1921 to organise such trading 

in cotton on proper lines. This was perhaps the first futures trading association in 

India with a comprehensive constitution and by-laws providing for all details. Other 

commodities in which futures trading has traditionally been conducted for a long time 

include oilseeds, raw jute and jute goods, spices like pepper and turmeric and bullion. 

During the early years of World War II, the prices of various commodities 

rose to high levels as a result of acute shortages and the Government of India issued 

orders under the Defence of India Rules prohibiting futures trading in most of the 

commodities like foodgrains, cotton, edible oilseeds and oils, jute goods, etc. With 

the cessation of hostilities, there was an increasing demand for removal of ban on 

futures trading in various commodities. However. the general consensus was that 

futures trading in important commodities should be permitted only under 

govemmental regulation in public interest. 

The first comprehensive measure for the purpose of continuous regulation 

was taken in the erstwhile Bombay State in 1947, when the Bombay Forward 

Contracts Control Act was enacted. The Act was a permissive one and applied to 

cotton, oilseeds and bullion in the city of Bombay. It vested certain regulatory 

powers in the State govemment but did not set up any independent body specifically 

for exercising them. After independence, stock exchanges and futures markets were 

included in the Union List of powers u11der the new constitution and it was decided 

to tmdertake Central legislation on the subject. In Febmary 1950, the Futures 



Markets ( Regulation ) Bill was drafted and referred to an Expert Committee Wlder 

the Chairmanship of Slui A.D.Shroff: which suggested various modifications. TI1e 

basic approach ofthe Expert Committee in regard to f01ward trading has been clearly 

set out in the following: 

" To start with, there are certain general propositions which must be agreed 

upon before any scheme for regulating forward markets could at all be considered. 

Forward trading involves speculation about the future, but not all forms of forward 

trading could be considered as either unnecessary or undesirable for the efficient 

functioning of anything but the most primitive economy. With the development of 

international communications, it has become virtually impossible in normal times for 

any of the principal commodity markets of the world to function in isolation from the 

rest at any rate in respect of those commodities which constitute the staple lines of 

world commerce. The price system is not merely subject to world influences, but also 

to influences emanating from unforeseen ¥ariations in demand and supply over a 

period of time. It is an inevitable characteristic of modern industrial civilisation that it 

involves a lengthening of the process of production, and this increases the risks 

inherent in any productive enterprise. Most persons engaged in productive enterprises 

have frequently 'to take a view of the market'. The same applies to persons engaged 

in purely trading activities. To the extent to which forward trading enables producers, 

manufacturers and traders to protect themselves against the uncertainties of the 

future, and enables all the relevant factors, whether actual or anticipated, local or 

international, to exercise their due influence on prices, it confers a definite boon on 

the community, because, to that extent. it minimises the risks of production and 

distribution and. makes for greater stability of prices and supplies. It must be 

recognised, therefore, that forward trading plays a useful role in modem business. At 

the same time, it must be admitted that this is an activity in which a great many 

individuals with small means and inadequate knowledge of the market often 

participate in the hope of quick or easy gains, and consequently, forward trading 

often assumes w1healthy dimensions, thereby increasing, instead of minimising, the 

risks of business. TI1ere are fonns of forward trading, for example, options. \vhich 

£1cilitate pa11icipation by persons with small means and inadequate knowledge. ln 
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conditions of shortage and surplus, prices may assume only a one-way trend, and 

forward trading may accentuate such trends to the serious detriment of the interests 

of the community. It is, therefore, necessary to eliminate certain forms of forward 

trading, and pennit others under carefully regulated conditions, in order to ensure 

that, while producers, manufacturers and traders will have the facilities they need for 

the satisfactory conduct of their business, the wider interest of the community, and 

particularly, the interests of consumers, will be adequately safeguarded against any 

abuse of such facilities of others." 

After the FC(R) Act was passed and Forward Markets Commission was set 

up m 1953, futures trading was pennitted in a number of agricultural commodities 

like cotton, kapas (unginned cotton), raw jute and jute goods, edible oil complex like 

oilseeds and oil including groundnut and castor, spices and bullion. 

In the mid-sixties with the monsoon playing truant, agricultural production of 

many commodities fell and prices rose in response to this situation. On the 

understanding that speculation in futures would contribute to further price volatility, 

futures trading was banned in a number of commodities and severely restricted to a 

few others like castor seeds, spices, jute etc. 

Consequently, although the Dantawala and Khusro Committees (which were 

set up after the ban in futures trading) recommended resumption of futures trading, 

our Government was not yet prepared to resume futures trading. The recent 

Committee report headed by Prof Kabra was submitted in 1994 and had also 

recommended resumption of fi1tures trading in as many as 17 commodities. The 

Government decision on the rep01t is still awaited. 

Meanwhile, not only futures trading but even trading in forward contracts 

(including non transferable specific delivery) continue to remain prohibited in most 

commodities and their product under the FC(R) Act. At present, futures trading is 

pennitted in only SLX commodities, namely castorseed, gur, turmeric, pepper, 

potatoes and hessian. Due to stringent regulatory measures, like special margms 

beyond or below specified price levels, limits on open interests, etc., liquidity in such 

fi.Itures trading is severely restticted. 
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In an economic order, marked with increasing volatility in commodity prices, 

it is imperative for the agents involved in the commodities to avail some price risk 

management (P.R.M) instruments whereby they can hedge their risks arising out of 

the adverse fluctuations in prices. It is against such a backdrop, that this paper, in a 

very simplified approach hies to demystifY the relevance of futures trading. Such a 

task has been done by dividing this paper into five chapters. 

The first chapter d'eals with the economics behind futures trading i.e., the 

interaction of hedging and speculation which takes place at tandem We try to 

distinguish between forward and futures contract and thus establish the comparative 

advantage ofthe latter. Next we make an in depth study on how effective hedging is 

and what are the conditions for hedging practices to be successful. Related to the 

hedgers, there surfaces a group of operators called the speculators, who assume the 

;risk transferred by"tbe b·edgers. ~peculation 1n :futures ·tmding :1s -the -ntiin fulcrum 

around which this paper proceeds. We ask a number of questions about speculation : 

who are the speculators, what are the determinants of the volume of speculation, is 

speculation a social evil and whether speculation destabilises prices in the spot 

market. Another trading activity, which usually hmt agents dealing in commodities is 

manipulation. The line of distinction between manipulation and speculation is 

accordingly shown. Finally, we make a study of the conditions for efficiency of a 

futures market. 

In the ne;..t chapter, \Ve cite some empirical evidences about futures trading in 

commodities fi·om the intemational market. We address four main issues : a 

COll,lparative analysis of futures trading in commodities vis-a-vis other stabilisation 

programmes, how efficient the commodity futures markets are. the speculative effects 

of futures trading on commodity prices and manipulative exercises. 

Chapter three deals with a sutvey ou the Indiau e;..l-Jerience of futures trading 

m commodities. Since futures trading in the major commodities like groundnut, 

cotton and jute, in an organised form, was in existence only for a brief period • 
(ranging from 1953 to 1966), we take it as our reference period toe evaluate the 
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performance of futures markets in India. 1 Further more, Jjmited studies and the Jack 

of relevant data in futures trading in such commodities also makes it difficult to carry 

out any quantitative analysis. Thus, it is more of a qualitative analysis that has been 

undertaken to evaluate the effectiveness of hedging and the price effects of 

speculation in the Indian futures markets. Finally, we make two commodity specific 

analysis of futures trading in cotton and grouuduut. Such an analysis has been 

undertaken since with the pressure mounting on the Government to resume futures 

trading on major commodities like cotton, edible oil complex, it is imperative for us 

to have an understanding of commodity specific attributes of futures trading. 

Chapter four evaluates the present scenario of cotton and grow1dnut. 

Variables like spot prices, production, yield and proportion of area under irrigation 

_;have "been useu to -giv--e '3 proper perspectiVe -of "tire ·neaf.ifor 'a'b.edging:mstrument"lik.e 

futures trading in these commodities. 

Finally, in chapter five we make au assessment of the issues discussed in the 

previous chapters. We thus conclude how effectively futures trading serves as a 

hedging instrument; what are the costs associated with it; how far speculation is 

essential for futures trading, its influences on price instability; manipulation and finally 

the commodities fit for futures trading in India. 

1 Although futures trading is now allowed in six commodities (castorseed, gur, turmeric. pepper. 
potato and hessian), the low volume of trading turnover in such commodities due to stringent 
regulatory measures makes it pmdent on our part to compartmentalise our selection of the period 
(i.e., between the decades of fifties and sixties and that later on) and commodities (i.e., between 
commodities like groundnut and cotton and those mentioned above) in the history of futures trading 
in India. 
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CHAPTER: I 

FUTURES TRADING 

Futures trading is a very sophisticated mechanism which assists m the 

marketing of commodities. Its principal function is to enable the trading interests to 

shift the risk involved in such activities, arising out of the adverse price fluctuations, 

to those who are willing to assume it in the hope of making some profit. Futures 

trading which serves to lock in prices has been defined by Working as "trading 

conducted under special regulations and conventions, more restrictive than those 

applied to any other class of commodity transactions, which serves primarily to 

facilitate 'bedgmg and specu1ation 'by promoting exceptional convenience and ·the 

economy of transactions". 1 

It is necessary to distinguish between futures or a hedge contract and other 

types of fonvard contracts. In any society which has to make arrangements for a 

constant supply of a commodity, trading activity cannot be confined to the immediate 

present needs. A manufacturer or a processor has to ensure in advance that he would 

get his supplies of raw material at the appropriate time and this he may do by entering 

into a purchase contract with a trader. The trader may, in tum, enter into a similar 

contract with a producer much in advance of the actual production or harvesting of 

the commodity. These 'fonvard contracts', sometimes also called 'time contracts ', 2 

are contracts for giving and taking actual delivery of goods at a specified price and at 

a specified future date. The use of these contracts has preceded the denlopment of 

futures trading. 

I) FUTURES Vs FORWARD TRADING 

FoiWard trading provides a mechanism for reducing price variability in that 

both parties can agree a ptice in advance and guarantee that ptice for a set quantity of 

1 Holbrook Working ... Futures Trading and Hedging", American Economic RevieH', VoL 13, \953. 
2 For more details on fonvard contracts refer Annexure L 
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the commodity. Such contracts, however, also have a number oflimitations. Forward 

markets are not organised in any way and trading can take place at any time and any 

place, thus both parties will incur costs associated with searching for a suitable 

trading partner and forming an agreement on price. As a direct result of the lack of 

organisation, quality levels will vary across contracts. In addition, as the trade is in 

the physical commodity, direct inspection ofthe commodity is necessary if trade is to 

take place, which is tiine consuming and costly. Price levels will be uncertain as there 

is no uniformity in the way individuals bargain, which means that the market is limited 

in its ability to disseminate information to traders. As there is no centralised market 

or exchange where the contracts are drawn up, there is no mechanism to ensure that 

the contract is delivered at the time specified, resulting in possible litigation and lack 

of trust. 'There mayF-be an"inibalance"in the number ortmyers ana sellers, representing 

the possible frustration of aspirations and a waste of resources in fruitless searches 

for contracts. Finally, the lack ofprice discovery which is always a feature of forward 

markets, means that speculators are effectively excluded from the market, thus 

causing problem ofliquidity. 

Futures trading provides an alternative mechanism for managmg the 

variability and risk associated with producing and trading commodities. In very 

simple terms, futures trading· is an organised and highly liquid form of trading in 

forward contracts. As such, it offers users the benefits associated with forward 

pricing without the constraints implied by the need to make a physical transfer of the 

commodity. The need for futures markets can be questioned when fonvard contracts 

can play a similar role. Telser1 suggests that although the reduction of risk can be 

achieved by the use of forward contracts, these are less flexible and fimgible than 

futures contracts which may make them less attractive to non-commodity traders 

(i.e. insurers). The liquidity oftbe futures market and its standardised contract make 

it a highly fimgible market. 2 As a result of its liquidity, it can be suggested that the 

1 L. G. Telser. ''Why are there Organized Futures Markets". Journal of Law and Economics. Vol. 
24, 1981. 
2 For conditions of liquidity in futures markets and its implications refer Annexure II. 
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ability of futures trading to offer a convenience yield 1 is as important if not more 

than its risk management features. 

Nevertheless, the risk-reducing oppmtunities provided through futures 

trading mean that such mechanisms are increasingly being seen as a means of 

providing the individual grower or trader with the opportunity to reduce the price 

variability they face in the absence of more formalised system of market interventions. 

The ability of futures markets to reduce the risks associated with price variability and 

stock holding through hedging is probably their most widely recognised role. 

Stoll and Whaley brings forth another aspect of distinction between these two 

contracts : "Futures contracts require daily settlement of profits and losses. A 

fmward contract is identical to ·a futures contract in all respects, except that with a 

forward contract, profits and losses are realised only at maturity or vvhen the forward 

position is re~ersed. Thus, it is possible for the buyer of a futures contract to suffer 

short-term losses (due to decline in the futures price) even if the contract is not 

liquidated, while the buyer of a forward contract would not incur those same losses 

unless he liquidates his forward contract position. The difference between futures and 

forward contracts lies in the fact that gains (losses) can be invested (borrowed) at the 

short-term interest rate, while gains or losses on forward contracts are not recognised 

until the contract matures or is liquidated. At maturity, the futures and forward 

contracts have claims on the same amount of the commodity, so that the difference 

between these contracts have to do with the timing of gains and losses. ''2 

The difference in the pattem of cash flows of the for·ward and futures 

positions means that the value of a forward contract position is slightly different fiom 

the value of a futures contract position. However, if the shmt-term interest rates are 

constant, the price of a fmward contract equals the ptice of the fi.1tures contract. The 

difference between the value of a futures position and a forward position is reflected 

in a difference between the futures and fotward prices. 

1 Convenience yield arises from the 'possession· of a commodity, and consists of making use of the 
commodity (for further processing or sale). the moment it is needed. 
2 Hans R. Stoll and Robert E. Whaley, "Futures and Options : lheory and .-lpplications ", South 

Western Publishing Co .. Ohio, 1993. 
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JI)FUTURESCONTRACT 

W11en 'fozward contracts' become a part ofthe normal marketing process, the 

development of what are called 'futures' or 'hedge' contracts became an economic 

necessity, provided the commodities concerned have ·the requisite characteristics 1 to 

facilitate such trading in them smoothly. A futures contract is a contract to buy or 

sell an underlying commodity at a future time, at a price specified today. In other 

words, it is a countervailing contract transacted in a futures market through which 

those who have bought in the ready market will sell in the futures market and those 

who have sold in the ready market would buy in the futures market. In each of these 

two cases .. a .purchas~(sale). in .the. reag_v m.arket,js off~set l.>_v an qpposite 

sale(purchase) in the futures market. Wllen the purchase or sale comnlitment in the 

ready market is fulfilled, the sale or purchase hedge contract is closed out by an 

offsetting reverse purchase or sale contract in the futures market. 11ms, a favourable 

movement in the futures(spot) price is offset by an opposite movement in the 

spot(futures) price. 

Payment for the underlying commodity is not made unless, and until, delivery 

of the m1derlying commodity is taken. In organised futures markets, contracts can be 

reversed before ex-piration (i.e. not held till maturity) by taking a position of opposite 

sign but equal magnitude in the same futures contract. In practice most futures 

contracts are not settled by delivery of the commodity. Rather, an evening out 

process takes place whereby buyers sell their contracts and sellers buy back contracts 

at different times and with different parties. Most futures contracts are. in fact. 

reversed prior to ex-piration. Futures contracts are a means for reducing risk or 

assuming risk in the hope of profit, not a means of taking possession of the 

underlying commoruty. While actual delivery of goods can be given against the 

fittures contract, usually the contract is not used for giving or taking delivery as it is 

primmily meant for providing insurance against p1ice fluctuations. Delive1ies take 

1 Refer Chapter IV for a detailed discussion on requisite characteristics of commodities for futures 
trading. 
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place only in a 'residual' sense in respect of the outstanding contracts which are not 

off-set by corresponding opposite transactions. 

Further, the standardised contract terms 1 discourages users of physical 

commodities from accepting delivery. The contract specifications often do not 

coincide with the precise needs of commercial users in terms of timing, location, 

quality or quantity. Consequently, maturing futures contracts are either replaced with 

a more distant one (roll over) or are closed (off-set) and the physical commodities 

corresponding to the actual commercial user's needs in terms of timing, location, 

quality and quantity are acquired elsewhere (e.g. spot or forward markets). At any 

point in time, the difference between the number of open commodity contracts held in 

an account is termed net long if futures purchases exceed sales and net short if sales 

exceea purcrrases. "The "Tesiiiua1 'lielivery 'takes '}5\ace··oilly When ·a futures ·tradermay 

hold open positions to take delivery of commodities (long position) or to make 

delivery of commodities (short position). 

The parties to the original contract can be relieved of their obligations with 

ease, as the associations organising futures trading facilities maintain a clearing 

house, somewhat similar to that maintained for settlement among banks, to keep 

track of the long and short futures position and to determine who are parties to 

contracts at any given time. Since futures are 'created' instruments, the number of 

such contracts that are created is not limited to the number of shares that the finn has 

issued. Open interest is the number of futures contracts outstanding at any one time. 

The clea1ing house is c1itical to the trading of futures contracts because it settles and 

guarantees the contracts. After a contract is agreed to, the clearing house interposes 

itself between the buyer and the seller and, in effect, becomes the pmty to whom 

delivery is made and from whom delivery is taken. Since the mm1ber ofbuyers always 

equal the number of sellers, the clearing house always has a zero net position. 

l11e clea1ing house of a futures association recognises only members as 

p1incipals. It does not deal directly with clients or non-members. The association 

requires every member to rep01t to its clearing house all purchases and sales every 

1 Refer Annexure Ill for details on contract design. 
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day or at the end of a week (depending on whether the clearing is daily or weekly). 

The clearing house collects amounts payable by the members in respect of their 

outstanding trading position on the basis of the extent to which the price of the 

concerned futures contract has moved against them and pays the amount to the 

members in whose favour the price has moved. This clearing house procedure' 

prevents accumulation of any large scale financial risk and facilitates liquidation of 

outstanding position by members without any financial risk to the opposite pmties 

involved. 

Every futures contract entered into has two sides : a willing buyer and a 

willing seller. If one side of the contract makes a profit, the other side "must make a 

loss. All futures markets participants taken together can neither lose nor gain --- the 

futures market is a zero-sum game. 

The futures contract was evolved to enable the various functionaries, engaged 

in merchandising a commodity or its processed products, such as dealers, stockists, 

commission agents, processors, etc., to hedge i.e. to protect themselves against the 

risk of unpredictable price fluctuations over time in the commodity. All these 

functionaries, dealing in. the commodity have to store and carry forward stocks2 of 

the commodity either in its raw or processed form over time in the course of which 

they are exposed to the possibility of an unforeseen price fluctuations, which may 

cause them huge losses. In other words, the risk of price fluctuation is speculative in 

nature. Many businessmen dealing in commodities, therefore, desire to segregate the 

speculative element from business by passing it on to others who are willing to 

shoulder it in the hope of making a profit. This segregation is achieved by 'hedging 

operations' in a finures market. 

1 Refer Annexure IV for the clearing house mechanism. 
2 Stocks of many commodities need to be carried forward over time. for various reasons. First, 
certain commodities take shape of final consumers' goods only after lengthy manufacturing 
processes. Secondly, certain commodities, particularly agricultural commodities. cannot be produced 
continuously and have to be stocked because the total supply cannot be consumed immediately. 
Thirdly, the supply of such discontinuously produced commodities cannot be precisely adjusted to 
demand, being generally governed by natural conditions beyond human control, such as rains, 
general weather conditions. etc .. and these commodities have to be stocked to meet future 
uncertainties. Fourthly. even the commodities that can be continuously produced, have to be stocked 
because it is not economical to vary the rate of output in accordance with uncertain variations in 
demand. 
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Ill) HEDGING 

Hedging is a form of insurance. The practice of hedging is based on the 

assumptions that (i) the ready and the futures prices of the commodity will move (i.e., 

advance or decline) together and (ii) the spread (difference between the price of the 

commodity in the ready market and the price prevailing in the futures market) and 

between prices of different futures contracts running concurrently will remain 

relatively stable. This is a tendency rather than a rule upon which hedgers can 

generally depend. The ready price and the futures prices of different futures contracts 

of the season ordinarily do move together in sympathy with each other because both 

ready and future prices have to respond to the same basic demand and supply factors 

since (i) futures contracts can be converted into the actual commodity by taking or 

giving delivery of goods if either the buyer or the seller so desires and (ii)experienced 

traders constantly watch the relationship between ready and futures prices for 

arbitrage 1 transactions. 

In certain circumstances, the ready and futures prices may not move together. 

Moreover, sometimes the spread between the two may increase or decrease sharply. 

To the extent they do not move together by the same extent, hedging itself might be a 

source of minor gains or losses. However, by and large, hedging does afford 

adequate protection to the various functionaries. Such risk transfer by hedgers takes 

place by paning \Yith a share of their surpluses (net profits) since the risk takers, 

essentially speculators, must be assured of a rate of retum (not necessarily nonnal 

rate of retum which should exist lmder perfect conditions) as a compensation for 

bearing the risk. Such retums to the risk bearers can be justified on the grow1d that 

they also have to im·est capital to take a position in the futures market opposite to the 

risk averter. It is this risk £1ctor which conceptually separates a hedger (i.e. Iisk 

averter) fiom a speculator (i.e. risk taker). In the process, the rate of retum is the 

1 Arbitrageurs are operators who simultaneously purchase in one market at a lower price and sell in 
another at a higher price. 
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crucial factor which pushes the futures market and thereby injects liquidity 111 the 

transactions. 

TI1e aim of hedging is risk reduction. It involves commitments of opposite 

transactions in the related spot ( actuals) and futures markets. 11ms : (i) A trader who 

acquires an unsold stock (say) of castorseed, hedges it by selling castorseedfutures. 

He is 'long' in spot (actuals) and 'short' in futures and is called a short hedger. (ii) 

An oil miller who sells castor oil to an exporter for actual delivery at some future 

date (ntsd contract) and does not have a stock of castorseed, may hedge hjs f01ward 

(delivety) commitment in the actual castor oil by buying castorseed futures. He is 

'short' in spot (actuals) and 'long' in futures and is called a long hedger. 

In each ofthese two cases, an open position in the spot market is "off-set" by 

an opposite position in the futures market and when the open position in spot is 

terminated, the hedge is closed out by a reverse (offsetting) transaction in futures. 

1l1e volume of shott(long) hedging tends to be large when stocks in commercial 

hands are large( small) and when the ready price is below( above) the futures price; a 

reversal in this situation brings a decline. Shott hedging has a marked seasonal 

pattern, reaching a peak when commercial stocks are largest and the spread is 

favourable and then declilling as the season advances. The seasonal pattern is less 

marked in long hedging. Generally there is an excess of sh01t over long hedging 

during the bulk of the crop year. 

Someone who buys/sells futures takes a long/short position and gains to the 

ex1ent the futures price at which that position is reversed (the terminal funtres p1ice) 

is above/below the initial futures price. Thus if a buyer anticipates that the piice of 

castorseed is likely to go up/decline in the fi.rture, he takes a long/sh01t position in the 

funrres market and buys/sells futures. The profit fi"om a long fi.rtures position initiated 

at price Fa is plotted in Figure 1.1. For every mpee piice lise( decline) above(below) 

F0, the investor makes(loses) one rupee. Likewise, the profit from a sh01t position 

initiated at the futures price, F0• is shown in Figtire 1.2. For every rupee p1ice 

lise( decline) above(below) Fa, he lose~( makes) one mpee. 
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FiGURE 1.1. Profit Diagram for 

Long Futures Position Held to 

Expiration. 
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FIGURE 1.2. Profit Diagram for 

Short Futures Position Held to 

Expiration. 
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Though the avoidance of price risks is normally considered as the 

motivation for hedging, Working has made some finer distinctions between different 

types ofhedging and as a consequence, by and large, the following types of hedging 

are recognised in the recent literature. 

Routine Hedging : This type of hedging relates to the hedging of price risks 

as e:\.'J)lained above, which involves the routine covering of traders' position in actuals 

by entering into equiYalent off-setting transactions in futures. This type of routine 

hedging is accepted as a standard practice. Routine (shmt) hedging is attractive to a 

trader, processor, or manufacturer whose main business activities require the holding 

of stocks, but who is tmwilling to trust his judgement upon prospective price 

movement. 

Selective or Discretionary Hedging : This type of hedging is distinguished 

fi:om routine hedging. by the exercise of judgement about ptice changes by t11e trader. 

A selective short hedger is one who practices hedging only when he strongly expects 

a fall or rise in the prices. On other occasions, he speculates with his stocks. His 

decision to hedge tl1e whole or part of his stocks depends upon his confidence in his 

14 
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O\Vll judgement regarding fltturc course of prices, his 1inancial resources and his 

ability to w-ithstand losses. 

Arbitrage or Carrying Charge Hedging : The third type ofhedging called 

'arbitrage' hedging is practised to take advantage of expected favourable changes in 

the spread between the ready and futures prices or between the prices of the different 

futures contracts, whereas the first two (routine and selective) types of hedging are 

carried out in response to the uncertainties in price changes. 

Anticipatory Hedging: In this case, the sale or purchase of futures contracts 

1s made before the actual commitment are entered into. To quote Working, : 

"Anticipatory hedging ...... differs from selective hedging in that the hedging contract 

is not matched by either an equivalent stock of goods or a formal merchandising 

commitment that it may be said to offset. It takes either oftwo p1incipal forms : (i) 

·purChase 'COntracts:fu -'futures ·a·cquJ.re(f"by "J)TOCeSSOl"S c\,"Of'1Il<lnU:facturers)'t'O 'COVer TaVv 

material 'requirements' or (ii) sales contracts in futures by producers, made in 

advance of the completion of production. In either of these forms the anticipatory 

hedge serves as a temporary substitute for merchandising contract that will be made 

later"1
. However, since there is no certainty or near certainty between the future and 

actual transactions. this use of futures market, tlwugh may prove beneficial to the 

party concemed, has to be treated on par w-ith speculation, as till the actual 

commitment is made, the distinction between the so called anticipatory hedge 
I 

contract and speculative contract is merely in the motives ofthe operator. 

In fact Kamara 2 suggests that pure risk avoidance hedging is not a goal of 

trading on modem fi1tures markets as hedging is motivated by a desire to stabilise 

income and pmtially increase profit, thus introducing an element of speculation into 

any trading strategy. In effect, fi1tures trading can be viewed as speculation on the 

movement in the basis which should be less variable than either the spot or fi1tures 

p1ice alone. 

1 H. Working., "New Concepts Concerning Futures Markets and Prices"', 771e Journal o(.-lmerican 
Economic .~ssociation. June 1962. . 
2 A Kamara. "Issues in Futures Markets", Journal ojFutur,.:s :\larkets, Vol. 2. 1982. 
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From Working's classification of hedges, it appears that the factors \vhich 

influence the decision of most businessmen to hedge are essentially three, viz. price 

expectations, relation between ready and futures prices and degree of the risk

aversion ofthe businessman. These three determinants are not mutually exclusive, for 

they together influence the decision whether to hedge or not. Hedging decisions are 

based on careful assessment of costs and tisks of hedging and anticipated retums 

therefrom. Hedging costs comprising brokerage and other transactions costs, 

however, are small. The expected hedging tisks and retums therefore play a very 

crucial role in most hedging decisions. 

The analysis of expected retltms from sho11 and long hedging under different 

conditions of ready-futures ptice behaviour discloses two important detenninants of 

Ja.edgin:gruse,;;af,;hfuturesrmarket J1Jese.a.r.e.:ij) .l11eJ:e .. should .exist .a hL!!l1 d~gree of 

positive correlation between changes in ready ptices and changes in futures prices so 

that price risks of both long and shmt hedgers are offset or reduced by hedging. The 

higher the correlation, the more unbiased is the futures market for long and shmt 

hedging. A lower correlation, on the other hand, introduces an element of bias in 

favour of one or the other class of hedgers. Thus, when the ready price rises relative 

to the futures price, short hedgers increase their positive retums from hedging while 

long hedgers eam less. Conversely, when the futures prices rise relative to the ready 

piice, long hedgers eam more from hedging than shmt hedgers. The bias against the 

one or the other type ofhedging, however, is complete when the price movements in 

the two markets are reverse, that is, when the conelation between changes in ready 

ptices and changes in fi1tures ptices is negative. Thus, when ready price rises and 

futures ptice falls, short hedgers eam profits in both the ready and fimtres markets 

while long hed1~ers lose .. At the other exireme, when ready price declines and futures 
I 

price advance~, long hedgers gain both in the ready and fi1tures markets but short 

hedgers lose. {ii) The ready-fi1tures ptice relationship at the time of placing the hedge 
I 

measures the pature and magnitude of the 'basis' risk as well as the bias of the fi1tures 
I 

market in fa~bur of one or the other class of hedgers. Short hedging is encouraged if 
I 

ready ptice i~ below the futures price, and discouraged if the ready price is above the 
I 

fi1tures ptfice. Conversely, long hedging Is encouraged when the 
I 
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futures price is at a discount, but discouraged when it is at a premium. 1 

The second determinant is therefore by far the most important between these 

two, and determines both the type and actual volume of hedging activity on any 

futures market. But, it is the first one that essentially measures, ex post, the 

effectiveness of hedging and the bias of the futures market. Hence, it alone really 

determines the economic efficiency ofhedging. 

According to Working, the relationship between futures and spot markets 

depends on : "If a substantial number of these people are usi11g the futures market for 

hedging, and therefore make decisions concerning spot transactions partly on the 

basis of futures prices, the future piices have a substantial influence on 'spot' 

piices. "2 The larger the hedging use, the higher will be the association between 

movements·m reaay ario futures pnces."T o pufit ,.ciilierenlly, the extent or the degree 

of such associations may be regarded as largely an appropriate index of both the 

actual hedging use of the futures market as well as its effectiYeness for such use. 

There are two other reasons whjch ensure close relationship between ready 

and futures prices. One is the option given by the futures trading associations to the 

sellers to issue delivery orders against the futures contracts during the delivery 

peliod. Ths right ensures that ready and futures prices rule almost at par with one 

another during the delivery peiiod, while in the pre-delivery months their relationship 

is influenced by the costs of canying goods till the maturity of the futures contract. 

True, the deviations :fiom the e:\:pected theoretical relationship are not infrequent; but 

these are continuously sought to be corrected through appropriate arbitrage 

transactions between the ready and futures markets. Secondly, the goyemi11g bodies 

of commodity exchanges fi.'\.' due rates for settlement of all outstanding futures 

1 These two determinants are not mutually independent. In fact, the first one is largely dependent on 
the second. When the futures price is at a premiuni over the ready price their correlation is expected 
to be high. But when the futures price is at a discount below the ready price, a low correlation may 
be anticipated. A low correlation emerges in the latter case because the ready and futures prices then 
represent not the same goods but different goods. While the ready price represents the low level of 
present stocks, the futures price represents goods anticipated to be produced in future. When, 
however, the present stocks are large and are expected to be carried over to the future, both ready 
and future prices represent the same stocks. In such a situation, the futures prices is above the ready 
price by approximately the cost of storage. Since, however, both prices then represent the same basic 
stocks, a high correlation is expected 
2 H. Working, .. Price Effects of Futures Trading", Food Research Jnstitur.: Studies, Vol. 1, 1960. 
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contracts on the last day of the maturity month. TI1ese due rates are detennined 

mainly on the basis of the prevailing ready rates. nus practice necessarily avoids the 

drift away ofboth ready and futures prices from one another. 

A complete parallelism between ready and futures prices, however is neither 

theoretically expected nor desirable for effective hedging in agricultural commodities. 

As it is, these commodities are grown seasonally but are held in store for sale and 

consumption round the year. Hence, over any period witllin a crop year, the ready 

price of an agricultural commodity is expected to rise more (or fall less) than the 

futures price by an amount equal to the carrying costs. Such carrying costs are 

included ab initio in the futures price but not in the ready price, since unlike ready 

contracts whlch contemplate immediate deliveries, futures contracts assume deliveries 

of .storen .commodities .. at .stipulated .futur.e .. "deli¥:ery. months. ,A ... .seller ..of .Jil.ture.c 

contract must therefore include the total carrying costs whlch he expects to incur till 

the delivery month in the price of ills sale. But the carrying costs are reflected in 

ready prices only as and when they are incurred on storage. As a result, in agriculture 

commodities, the ready price is expected to rise relatively to the futures price from 

the commencement of marketing in one crop year till its beginning in the next. 

For hedging to be effective, the deviation from perfect parallelism m the 

ready-futures price movements arising fi-om the influence of the carrying costs as 

aforesaid is. in fact. helpful as it enables the selling hedgers to earn their CaiT)ing 

costs, and also ensures that the buying hedgers who avoid the holding of physical 

stocks include such charges in the price they offer. In other words, effective hedge 

presupposes that if the relationslllp between the ready-futures price sho\VS a positive 

spread ( i.e .. the premium for fittures over ready ) , such spread shallnanow down 

during the hedge period by an amom1t equal to the carrying costs actually incuned 

during the period: \Yhile in the converse case, the negative spread ( i.e., the discmmt 

for futures over ready ) shall increase by the ammmt of such costs. Graphically, the 

movement of the spread over the hedge period should be as sho\vn in Figure 1.3, if 

hedges are to be fiilly effective for both long and short hedgers. 
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Figure 1.3 : Expected Movement in Ready-Futures Price Spread for 

Effective Hedging 
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I£ unlike as shown in Figure 1.3, the spread (positive or negative) remains 

unchanged, the buying hedgers such as expmters, processors, millers, etc. gain from 

hedging more than the selling hedgers like dealers and stockists, since the latter are 

then unable to earn the carrying cost :fi·om the former. But a perfect hedge envisages 

neither gain or loss to either the buying or the selling hedger. Hedge is an insurance 

against ptice 1isk and not a device for avoidance of canying costs by bu~ing hedgers. 

Canying costs are like all other marketing costs; the sellers must eam these in order 

to ensure smooth and efficient marketing of commodities at all time. Evidently, a 

fittures market mechanism which does not enable the merchants and stockists from 

eatning legitimately their canying costs is far from perfect. In other words. the ready

filtures spread being negative should widen by the amount of the canying costs so as 

to provide for equal hedging benefits to both buying and selling hedgers.· This is tme 

inespective of \Vhether the prices actually decline or rise. In the like manner, perfect 

hedgers visualise diminution in the ready-futures spread by the amount of carrying 

cost, if such spread happens to be positive at the time ofplacing the hedge. 
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While the unvarying price spread is thus decidedly undesirable for effective 

unbiased ·hedging in seasonally grown agricultural commodities, it should be 

recognised that the variations in spread that do not reflect the true carrying costs also 

impair the utility of the futures market to one or the other class of hedgers. TI1e 

implications of such valiations on hedging effectiveness differ according to their 

nature and magnitude, and also depending upon whether the hedging is either 'long' 

(buying) or 'short' (selling). TI1e major implications of hedging effectiveness of 

futures market via price spread which follows from the basic hypothesis that hedging 

is an arbitrage between the ready and futures markets are: ( i) If the positive spread 

widens or the negative spread sluinks, the buying hedgers gain more than the selling 

hedgers; ( ii ) If the positive spread sluinks or the negative spread \\idens by an 

amount ·more than:ihe-·carrym·· -a 'cO'sts ···fue···'Sellin·g··~;lredgers '<Y-airi ·;'froni';hedomu ·more 
b ' c b b 

than the buying hedgers; ( iii ) If the positive spread sluinks, or the negative spread 

increases by an amount less than the canying costs, the buying hedgers gain fiom 

hedging more than the selling hedgers; ( iv ) If the price spread remains unchanged, 

the buying hedgers gain fiom hedging more than the selling hedgers; and. ( v ) If 

the positive spread sluinks or the negative spread widens by the amount of carrying 

costs, hedging is equally effective for both buying and selling hedgers in that their 

gains (losses) in the ready market are fully offset by losses (gains) in the futures 

market. 

For the purpose of the distinction between hedges that reduce losses in the 

ready market and those which reduce gains in such market, hedges are deemed to be 

effective not only when they offset or reduce losses in the ready market. but also 

when they likev.ise offset or reduce gains. A fi1tures market, howewr. is really 

attractive to a hedger so long as it reduces his loss in the ready market: any gain in 

such market, if he can foresee it, he would stead£1stly seek to retain, by avoiding 

hedging. Similarly, a loss to a short hedger is a gain to a long hedger and \ice versa. a 

filtures market which benefits solely, or even mostly one of these two classes of 

hedgers necessarily becomes unattractive to the other. The attractiveness of a futures 

market to both long and short hedgers rests on three impmtant preconditions. Firstly, 
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it is essential that, in the long run, the ready market should decline as many times as it 

advances, while the average rise and fall therein should be of the same or almost 

equal magnitude. Secondly, the gains or losses from changes in ready prices over 

relatively short periods should be occasionally so large enough as to unsettle most, if 

not all, trade interests in the ready market. And lastly, but more importantly, it is 

necessary that not only should the hedging efficiency of the futures market be both 

positive and high, it should be also unbiased between long and short hedgers so that it 

should reduce gains in the ready market as effectively as it should reduce losses 

therein, and vice versa. 

IV) SPEClJLATIOX: 

Hedging on futures markets cannot be practised unless there are operators 

willing to assume the risk which the hedgers desire to transfer. These operators are 

called speculators. They, thus provide the much needed breadth and liquidity to the 

futures market which in their absence, would remain narrow and unstable. A . 

speculator operating on a futures market is one who buys or sells futures contracts 

without any corresponding ( co\mtervailing) commitments or transactions in the 

actual commodity \vith a view to making profit from the fluctuations in the p1ices. 

Futures markets are sometimes compared to the insurance markets: hedgers pay a 

risk premium (comparable to an insurance premium) to speculators in order to cover 

their risks. If this comparison is conect, it would mean that hedgers follow a sub

optimal strategy. In the long run they would systematically lose out to speculators. 

However, if markets are liquid enough, because of the large degree of competition 

fo'r buying and selling contracts. there is no real risk premimn in the long tenn. The 

costs involved are those directly related to executing the financial transaction. 1 

The basic distinction between hedge and speculative transactions on a futures 

market is that while in the case of a hedge transact~on. there is a conesponding 

opposite transaction in the actual delivery market, in the case of a speculative 

1 The concept of risk premium and associated efficiency in the futures markets has been discussed at 
length in Section Vl of this Chapter. . 
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transaction, there is no corresponding transaction in the delivery market. While the 

motives of the speculator in entering into futures transactions are different fi·om those 

of a hedger, the form or nature of transactions entered into by both on the futures 

market is similar. When a transaction takes place on a futures market, the transaction 

may wep be between two hedgers or two speculators or between a hedger and a 

speculator. 

The speculators may be long or short speculators. TI1e long speculators are 

those who expect the futures price to rise above the current level and assume risk by 

purchasing futures contracts. Short speculators are those who expect the futures 

price to fall and therefore are sellers of futures contracts. In a futures market, the 

total short selling position, made up of short hedgers and short speculators, and the 

total lo~g bl!ying position. made .11-P of loqg h~q_g:ers and lo:Qg . speculators. must 

always be equaL Any excess of short over long hedging must be balanced by an equal 

excess of long over short speculation. Tuus, speculators in futures markets play the 

vital role of absorbing the frequent imbalance in demands of commercial buyers and 

sellers. In other words, the net open position by hedgers is taken over by the net open 

position by speculators. Since short hedging exceeds long hedging for most of the 

crop year, hedgers are generally short and speculators, therefore, are generally long. 

In order for speculators to make money, futures prices must tend upward when 

speculators are long fi1tures and futures prices must trend downward when 

speculators are shon fittures. 

It is the ease with which speculation can be practised on the futures market 

that has given rise to much of the criticism against futures trading. TI1ere are, 

however, two inherently constructive or self-coiTecting elements in speculative 

activity in a fi1tures market. First. it is in the interest of the speculators themselves to 

be well informed about the market conditions and imp01tant developments to avoid 

wrong decisions as such decisions are likely to result in heavy losses. It is this fear of 

losses which brings into operation their best judgement on the current and the 

prospective demand and supply situation. Secondly, the inefficient speculators, i.e., 
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those who tend to make wrong forecasts, are bound to lose and get eliminated iJ·om 

the market. 

According to Peck ( 1985) 1 speculative trading can be classified into three 

types : (i) positio_n trading; (ii) spread trading and (iii) market making. Their 

differences lie mainly in tenns of the length oftime each position is held. 

Position trading absorbs the imbalance between aggregate commercial buyers and 

sellers of futures contracts with the expectation of making a profit from price changes 

over time. Position traders hold their positions for a day to as long as several weeks 

and include professional and amateur traders. 

Spread trading absorbs imb,alances in the degree of futurity required by commercial 

buyers and sellers. For example, if a buyer wishes to purchase a nearby future and a 

seller·4~quires ·a·"'ffiore ·UiStant"fu'tun!;.::tft:e:'SpredtNriUier,-or'>spreader··may ~tak:e··on 'both 

positions with the ex-pectation of making a profit from the relative price changes 

rather than actual changes per se. Spread trading may be performed within the same 

market for contracts with different matuiities (intra-market spread) or between two 

or more markets for the same period (inter-market spread). Inter-market spreads 

include those between two or more markets for the commodity or bet\veen markets 

for different commodities. 

Market making or scalping absorbs short-term imbalances in timing of orders to buy 

and sell \vithin a trading day. Markets makers buy and sell large volumes rapidly 

dming the daily trading session, holding positions for only a short time and rarely 

carrying positions oYemight. It is ready to either buy (say) l/4 of a rupee below· the 

last price or sell 1/.f mpee above it. Market makers do not distinguish among orders 

coming to the floor exchange; their purpose is simply to match orders from buyers 

and sellers. Thus they may buy or sell from both hedgers and other speculators. 

TI1ere has been a lot of debate over whether speculators as a group make 

money. Some, like Keynes ( 1930), Hicks ( 1939), and Cootner ( 1967)~ argue that 

1 A. E. Peck. as cited in ··vational Conji:rence on Commodities Futures ,\Jarkets ·•. ASSOCHAM, 
April 25-26, 1996, New Delhi. 
2 J. M. Keynes, ·~4 Tr<'aTise nn Money'', Vol. 2, London, 1930: J. R. Hicks, 'Talue ami Capital", 
London, 1939: P. H. Cootner, "Speculation and Hedging" Food Research Institute Studies, Vol. 7, 
Supplement, 1967. 
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speculators make money because they bear risk and must be compensated for risk

bearing services. They usually argue that speculators tend to be long because hedgers 

tend to be short because on balance there are more short hedgers than long hedgers. 

Sales by hedgers force the futures price below the expected spot price and lead to the 

situation of no1mal backwardation. Speculators make money on upward trend in 

futures prices. 

Others, particularly Telser (1958, 1959)1
, argue that speculators as a group 

are not risk-averse and do not require compensation for risk. This is possible if there 

are different categories of speculators. Professional speculators have to make money. 

Otherwise, they would be unable to suppmt themselves. But amateur speculators 

could lose money to professional speculators, so speculators as a group just break 

even .. Telser thus argues that speculators as a group do not make money even they 

bear risk. If Telser's argument is true, hedgers are better off because they are 

provided insurance at no cost. 

Finally, some argue that the amount of risk actually borne by speculators is 

small, if risk is properly measured. Dusak ( 1973 )2 takes this position. In modem 

finance theory, the appropriate measure of risk is the amount of risk that cannot be 

diversified away. In other words, risk is measured in a portfolio context. Dusak 

argues that commodity risk can be diversified aw·ay so that the systematic 1isk of a 

commodity is zero. That means that speculators do not require a risk premium. 

Competition among speculators for futures contracts will then drive the futures price 

to that point where fi.Itures price equals the expected spot price. To the extent that 

the systematic tisk of firtures contracts is negative. speculators might be willing to 

accept losses. For example, suppose futures were a good inflation hedge. speculators 

would be \\illing to lose money in futures as a way to reduce the risk in other pm1s of 

their portfolio. 

1 L. G. Telser. "'Futures Trading and the Storage of Cotton and Wheat"", Journal oj" Polirical 
Economy, Vol. 66. 1958~ L. G. Telser, "A Theory of Speculation Relating Profitability and 
Stability", 771.! Rt:VI.!ll" (!{Economics ami Statistics. Vol.4l. 1959. 
2 

K. Dusak. "Futures Trading and Investors Returns : An Investigation of Commodity Market Risk 
Premiums", Journal ofPolilica/ Economy, Vol. 81, 1973. 
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The Capital Asset Pricing Model 1 indicates that speculators could receive a 

risk premium for holding futures contracts. Obviously, some other group would have 

to pay a risk premium, since the futures are a zero sum game. Hedgers may be willing 

to pay a risk premium to eliminate the risk ofholding the commodity. The situation is 

more complicated because a hedger would consider not only the correlation between 

the futures price and the price of the underlying commodity but also between the 

futures and the hedger's entire portfolio of all assets. Annexure V shows how 

hedgers and speculators interact to determine a futures price in relation to the 

expected spot price and the current spot price. 

V) FUTURES MARKET, SPECULATION AND PRICE STABILITY: 

At. this stage it is necessary to investigate into the alleged effects of 

futures trading on prices by an enquiry as to why futures trading influences prices. 

The recent attacks against the futures markets are based on the patent misconception 

about the influence of futures trading on commodity prices. It is frequently alleged 

that the futures markets have been aggravating the increasing trend in commodity 

prices. Surprisingly such allegations have never been documented by any empirical or 

statistical evidence. but are conceived by the erroneous belief that there are no 

effective limits to the buying in the commodity fi1tures market. Tims. in the ready 

market, the volume of buying by merchants is always restlicted by the availability of 

storage and the financial resources of the merchants. But there are no similar 

rest1ictions on the operations in the fi1tures markets. TI1e unscmpulous operators, 

therefore, make large purchase in futures market in times of sh011age, with a view to 

'squeezing· the sellers. When the sellers attempt to either hectically cover or obtain 

the deliverable coll1ll1odity, an artificial rise develops in the ready price. As tllis 

situation can be repeated fi"om delivery to delivery, it is supposed that with fi1tures 

1 J. Lintner, "Security Prices, Risk, and Maximal Gains from Diversification". Journal of Finance. 
Vol. 20, 1965. and W. Sharpe, "Capital Asset Prices : A Theory of Market Equilibrium Under 
Conditions of Risk", Journal vfFinance, Vol.l9, 1964. 
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markets functioning, ready prices can easily be maintained at levels higher than those 

at which they would have ruled had such markets not been in existence. 

But even if it is granted that there are no effective limits to accumulating 

'short' or 'long' commitments in the futures market and that, at times, a few 

unscrupulous operator can successfully engineer squeezes in maturing delive1ies of 

the futures contract, it is doubtless that the price aggravating influence of the futures 

market has been exaggerated by most of the critics. When it is recognised that a 

successful bull 'squeeze' leads to artificial tise in ready price owing to frantic 

covering by bears or their attempt to buy available deliverable supplies, it is at once 

realised that the effect of such 'squeeze' is necessarily short-lived and confined to 

only the delivery month of a futures contract. Since in most of the present futures 

· .:mark'ets · in 'the ;iCiQuntry~ ·'fbat:ely rthr,ee ::or -·f-our :!d:eli1.~ries r.ax.e "tmded ~:m ::a 1¥ear.., i~l ,as 
manifest that the alleged price aggravating influence of futures markets is unlikely to 

extend beyond 3 or .f months in a year. 

The price of any commodity, for immediate or forward delivery, is always 

determined after deliberations and negotiations between the buyer and the seller. In 

these negotiations, the buyers and the sellers are generally influenced by their own 

judgements of the cunent and the anticipated future supply and demand of the 

commodity and the present and the expected prices thereof U: therefore, futures 

trading is to exert any influence on such negotiated ptices, it must affect the 

judgement of either the buyers or the sellers, or both. It can influence their 

judgements in two ways. 

Firstly, the knowledge of the cmTent prices prevailing in the fi.1tures market 

would ine\·itably influence, albeit indirectly, the ptice judgement of buyers and sellers 

of the actual commodity. Both in the organised and unorganised markets, many 

buyers and sellers transact business for immediate as well as defened delivery. As a 

result, their ideas of prices are influenced considerably by the ptices prevailing not 

only in the spot markets but also in the markets for defened delivery transactions. 

Though fi.Itures contracts are normally intended for hedge and speculative purposes, 

they are also usefitl for making genuine purchases or sales when the buyers and 
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seJJers thereof receive or g1ve delivery during the delivery month. Thus, for a 

prospective buyer or seller of goods, under certain circumstances, there is a choice as . 

to whether he should enter into a futures contract or a deferred delivery contract. In 

this way, the transactions in the fi.ttures and in the deferred delivery contracts can 

become substitutes for each other. Since the futures contract is more active, the 

futures prices substantially influence the decisions of the buyers and sellers in the 

deferred delivery contracts. There is a similar influence of futures trading on spot 

transactions towards the closing stages of the delivery month of the futures contract., 

when actual deliveries can be given and taken and thus transactions in the futures can 

compete for actual business with the ready transactions, particularly when the ready 

prices are out of alignment with the futures ptices. In tbis way futures ptices may 

.dir.ect)yjn.fluenc.e1he.~potJnic.es. 

Secondly, futures trading influences the sp0t and the deferred delivery 

contract prices through its hedging function. The market demand for a commodity 

arises fi"om two sources, viz. the immediate or current consumption and inventory 

demand. The latter source of demand emanates from the imbalance between the 

production and the consumption at a point oftime. The surplus must be held in store 

for future consumption. 

Streit (I 983)1 lists dive a ptiori reasons why futures trading may have a 

stabilising effect on ptice volatility. First futures markets allow: infonnation to be 

diffused more rapidly, and by increasing the speed of market adjustment reduce the 

size of ptice changes needed for equilibration. The argument is that, in response to 

information about a lise in fitture demand. say, producers can now plan to increase 

fittures supply and mitigate the fi.ttures ptice tise. However, with commodities that 

are continuously stored, changes in fittures prices will have a direct effect on cunent 

prices, and hence make them more volatile. llms one must be more careful to 

distinguish the effect of futures markets in reducing ptice fluctuations between years 

and, and their effect on price volatility within a year. l11e second argument is that 

fittures markets allow traders to choose whether to buy in the spot market (e.g., for 

1 M. E. Streit. (ed.). "'Futures Jl/ark;;ts : Modd!ing. Managing and Monitoring Fwures Trading··. 
Florence, 1983. 
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storage) or in the futures market. If the spot prices rise rclativ!.: to f(ncc"st pnccs. 

such traders will shift to the futures market, reducing the pressure on the spot 

market. This argument seems closely related to the ne>..'t, which is that futures 

markets reduce the risk of inter-temporal arbitrage via storage, and hence facilitate 

this form of price stabilisation. TI1is in tum means that disturbances are effectively 

spread over current and future periods, rather than being concentrated in the present. 

The fourth argument is that futures markets should eliminate cobwebs caused by 

inefficient or adaptive forecasting methods, and hence reduce endogenous p1ice 

fluctuations. Finally, futures markets broaden the market for information relevant to 

the price and hence reduce forecast enors. 

The stabilising influence of speculation is the very raison d' etre of a futures 

market. While ready and futures prices in any commodity are determined by the same 

··baSic conditions of supp1y an'a ·aemana, they ·ao not as a nile reflect 'them at exactly 

the same moment. TI1e futures market usually receives and interprets the data of 

changing market conditions well before the ready market decides to act upon it. This 

is because of the very nature of the function of the two markets. In the futures 

market, the lead is taken by speculators interested solely in price changes, while in the 

ready market, the initiative rests with trade interests who have less direct concem for 

price movements. 

This kind of stabilising influence brought about in the price-level of any 

commodity by futures trading can be measured through Prof Kaldor·s concept of: 

" ... the elasticity of e:\:pectations and the elasticity of speculative stocks together 

determine what may be tenned the degree of price stabilising influence of speculation, 

the e>..'tent to which price variations due to outside causes are eliminated by 

speculation. TI1is may be measured by the propmtionate change in stocks in response 

to a given change in the cunent p1ice, since the larger tllis change. the smaller the 

ex1ent to which any given change in outside factors ( a shift in demand or supply) can 

affect the price. If we denote the degree of ptice-stabilising influence by S. the 

elasticity of speculative stocks by- e, and the elasticity of e:\:pectations by n, their 

relation is as follows: 
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S=- e (n-1) ----- (1. I) 

Since e cannot be negative, the expression is negative or positive according as 

n is greater or less than l. " 1 

Evidently, irrespective of the degree of the elasticity of speculative stocks, 

one can answer the question whether speculation have a stabilising influence in a 

given commodity or not by mere observation of the elasticity of expectations. If the 

latter is greater than unity, speculation destabilises, but if it is less than unity, 

speculation certainly impa1ts a stabilising influence. 

The elasticity of expectations -- a concept of Prof Hicks -- has been defined 

"as~unity when . .a .. chaJ?ge jn~tlle cunen(pr.ice.,causes .an .. egu~proportionate.,cbaQ,g.e .. in 

the expected price. Hence, if the elasticity of e:x:pectations is positive, but less than 

unity, speculation will still have stabilising influence, though of course a weaker one 

than if the elasticity is zero or negative. "2 Inelastic expectations impart a stabilising 

influence as arbitrage transactions in any commodity market tend to maintain the 

basic equilibrium between ready and futures p1ices as determined by the canymg 

costs ( i.e. costs of carrying goods fl-om one pe1iod of time to another). 

The ""ex:pected price" of Prof Kaldor constitutes the "representative 

e:-.-pectation .. of the trade, but differs from the actual futures ptice of the market by an 

amount knO\\ 11 as ··marginal tisk premium" -- a remtmeration w·hich hedgers are 

called upon to pay to the speculators to induce the latter to absorb the excess hedges. 

The futures price is higher or lower than the e:-.-pected ptice. according as the 'net· 

hedges ( aniYed at after setting off the 'buying· hedges against the 'selling' hedges) 

that are required to be absorbed by the speculators, belong to the 'buying' or the 

'selling' class. GiYen a marginal risk premiu111., therefore. any change in the futures 

price will always be equipropmtionate to the change in the ex-pected price. Prof 

Kaldor's "elasticity of ex1Jectations" can therefore be best measured by substituting 

the concept of 'futures price' for the concept of 'ex-pected price·. Besides, as 

1 N. Kaldor. ·'Speculation and Economic Stability", Reviell' ~~/Economic Studies. Vol. 8. 1939. 
2 J. R. Hicks. ''l"alue am/ Capilar'. Second Edition. 1964. 
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Hawtrey had pointed out, the introduction ofthe expected price in any form in the 

theory of forward markets only tends to create additional complications. According 

to Hawtrey, "the expectations formed by the professional dealers and the speculators 

themselves do not take the fonn of an estimate of what the price will be at definite 

future dates. The speculative buyer merely anticipates a rise and the speculative seller 

a fall. 1l1e speculator need not be patticular as to what future date he deals in. And he 

need not make any estimate of the extent of the rise or fall, except that it will be 

considerable enough to be worth his while. " 1 Without going further into the merits of 

introduction of 'expected price' in any theory of forward markets, it is clear that for 

the purpose of measuring the degree of price stabilising influence of speculation in 

any commodity market, one can well substitute for the rather nebulous concept of 

"elasticity of expectations", the more precise concept of "elasticity of futures price." 

However, such a methodology can hold true only when the expectations formed by 

the different agents are homogenous to a significant extent. If, on the other hand, the 

e:-..'}Jectations reveal a high degree of heterogeneity, the elasticity of futures price will 

not serve as the right yardstick for measuring elasticity of e:\.'}Jectations. 

According to the traditional the01y, the proponents of the stabilising feature 

of futures trading on the ready prices does not refer to the long-term trend of ptices 

of all commodities. Neither do they assert that futures trading eliminates the small 

hour-to-hour oscillations in the market price. In f.1ct, they fear that probably such 

price variations tend to increase and not diminish as a result of speculation in futures 

trading. What they specifically claim is that is that futures trading reduces those major 

vmiations in prices which are noticed in any commodity from season to season and 

particularly fl-om month to month within a season. In other words. the steadying 

influence of fi1tures trading is claimed mainly in regard to the seasonal vmiations in 

p1ices, resulting specially fi·om the pattern of production and marketing of 

agricultural commodities. To some e:-..1ent, a similar influence is also claimed 111 

respect of shott-tenn (intra-month) price vmiations which are occasioned by 

temporary imbalances in supply and demand. 

1 R. G. Hawtrey. "Mr Kaldor on the Forward Market". l?l'l"it:w t?lEconomic :·)tudies, Vol. 7. 1939-
40. 
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The hypothesis that futures trading generally stabilises prices over both long 

and short duration or at any rate moderates the fluctuations therein and reduces the 

amplitude of such fluctuations, rests on the assumption that speculators · are 

essentially men ofb.etter than average foresight and judgement who can foresee the 

non-speculative events affecting supply and· demand before anyone else. A contrary 

assumption is held to be untenable, since that would imply that "speculative activity 

would be attended by a loss, and not a gain; and such speculators would be speedily 

eliminated. Only the speculator with better than average foresight can hope to remain 

pennanently in the market. And this implies that the effect ofthe speculative activity 

must be price-stabilising and in the above sense, wholly beneficial"1 (Kaldor). 

Extending the line of argument first set forth by Keynes with reference to the 

long-term exoectations and the role of soeculators in ,the investment market. KaJdor w • . 

has pointed out that even in commodity markets, the price steadying effect of 

si:Jeculation "implies a state of affairs where speculative demand or supply amount 

only to a small proportion of total demand or supply, so that speculative activity, 

while it can influence the magnitude of the price change, cannot at any time change 

the direction of the price change. If this condition is not satisfied, the argument 

breaks down. It still remains tme that the speculator, in order to be permanently 

successful must possess better than average foresight. But it will be quite sufficient 

for him to forecast coiTectly (or more coiTectly) the degree of foresight of other 

speculators, rather than the future course of the underlying non-speculative £1ctors in 

the market. If the proportion of speculatiYe transactions in the total is large, it may 

become, in fact, more profitable, for the individual speculator to concentrate on 

forecasting th~ psychology of other speculators, rather than the trend of the non

speculati\"e elements. In such circumstances, even if speculation as a whole is 

attended by net loss, rather than a net gain, tlus will not prove, even in the Iong-mn, 

self-coiTective. For the losses of a floating population of unsuccessful speculators will 

be sufficient to maintain permanently a small body of successfhl speculators; and the 

existence of this body of successful speculators will be a sufficient attraction to 

1 N. Kaldor, ·'Speculation and Economic Stability", Review ofEconomic .)'tudies, Vol. 7, 1939-40. 
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secure a permanent supply of this floating population. So long as the speculators 

differ in their own degree of foresight and· so long as they are numerous, they need 

not prove successful in forecasting events outside; they can live on each other. " 1 

While it may be admitted that the third and the higher degrees of speculation 

referred to by Keynes ("where we devote our intemgence to anticipating what 

average opinion expects the average opinion to be")2 would have a destabilising 

effect on prices, contrary to Kaldor's fears there is reason to believe that the volume 

of such high degree speculation is small and its effect is less severe in commodity 

futures markets than in security markets. Two arguments seem to suppmt this belief 

Firstly, the great mass of statistical data on hedging and speculation in the 

commodity futures markets collected in the USA has shown that the amowlt of 

speculation varies mainJy in response to .the .amount _of unbalanced he~gi~g, .and 

therefore the commodity futures markets are essentially hedging markets and not 

speculative. 

Secondly, investments in "commodities" and "commodity futures" are, as a 

rule, of a much shorter duration than investments in shares and securities dealt with 

an organised stock exchanges. Keynes has directed his criticism mainly against the 

speculation in the latter markets. The value of "investments' in securities and shares 

which represent generally capital assets must primarily depend upon the long-tenn 

prospective yield of the assets. But our knowledge of the various non-speculative 

£1ctors which -will detennine the yield of any such asset some years hence is 

necessarilv negligible. - ..... '-' 

The situation is £1r different in organised commodity futures markets. The 

investments in conm1odities, especially of agricultural origin in which future markets 

abmmd, are usually for shmt periods ofless than three months though at times, they 

may e:-..1end even longer but scarcely beyond one, year. Piice forecasting over such 

short periods on the strength of very reliable information gathered about such non

speculative factors like cany-overs, weather, and crop reports, trends in intemal and 

e:-..-port demand, foreign crop news, etc. is not altogether a difficult task. Many traders 

1 N. Kaldor. "Speculation and Economic Stability", Reviell' ~~/Economic Studi.:s. Vol. 7, 1939-40. 
2 J. M. Keynes. ''The (i.:n.:rall'hum:v ofEmploymenl, In taus/ ami Money", Macmillan, 1954. 
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and professional speculators in such markets, in fact, make all efforts to obtain fl·om 

various sources and agencies all relevant information affecting prospective supply and 

demand in order to anticipate more correctly the future trend of prices, and organise 

their investments in both commodities and commodity futures on the basis of the 

information so gathered. This is not to say that the third and the higher fonns of 

speculation referred to by Keynes are totally absent from commodity futures traders 

and scalpers who hope to profit through quick 'turns' in prices and therefore may, at 

best, influence only the very shmt-term (day-today or intra-day) fluctuations in 

prices. A relatively larger share of speculation on an organised commodity futures 

market, however, is concentrated in the hands of big traders and professional 

speculators who expect to earn fairly large amounts from their technical training and 

s~eciaiised :knowled§e~;ofuon-'Sl)-eculatix~e:-£.a,ctors·Aiff:ecting1sLlp1lty2arrd·rlenmnrl:;z:aru.e.r 

than from their anticipation of other speculators' forecasts. Organised futures trading 

in commodity markets is, therefore, more of an 'enterprise' than "speculation". In 

that event, to borrow Keynesian phraseology again, "speculators may do no hann as 

bubbles on a steady stream of enterprise. " 1 There is thus strong reason to assume that 

futures trading in commodity markets can have the price steadying influence 

attributed to it by the traditional theory, though perhaps the minor hourly and daily 

oscillations in prices may at times increase. 

Friedman· s2 argument was that speculators make profits by moving prices 
1 

towards the correct i.e. equilibrium, level and in doing so, tend to reduce the 

fluctuations of the futures price around the best estimate of the future spot price. 

Hart3 showed that this argument was unconvincing, for in his model, a sophisticated 

speculator can make money by exploiting the naive forecasting mles of less 

sophisticated agents. and profitably destabilising the firtures price. Newbery4 also 

demonstrated that if a producer has market power, then if all agents have rational 

1 J M.Keynes. ''The General The01:v (~/Employment. A!oney and lntert!st", Macmillan, 1954. 
2 M. Friedman. ''Essays in Positi1·e Economics", Chicago University Press. 1953. 
3 0. D. Hart, "On the Profitability of Speculation", QuarterZ1·Journal <~/Economic~,·. VoL 91, 1977. 
4 D. M. Newbery, "The Manipulation of Futures Markets by a Dominant Producer'', in R. W. 
Anderson, (ed.), The Industrial Orgmti::ation ofFutures .\/arkets, Lexington Books, 1984. 
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expectations, it may pay the dominant producer to destabilise the spot market, and 

possibly to engage in destabilising speculation. 

To argue for the stabilising effects of speculation, then, it is impmtant to 

exclude irrational forecasting behaviour and market power. Kawai 1 has constructed a 

rational expectations model of storable commodities in which even if all agents have 

rational expectations, no market power and there are no 'speculative bubbles'; the 

introduction of a futures market, which facilitates speculation, may destabilise the 

spot market. 

In an alternative article, Newber/ explains how speculation may destabilise 

pnces. The basic idea is very simple. Futures markets offer insurance, and thereby 

encourage agents to make riskier decisions than they otherwise would. In one

corrimodity partial equilibil.um nioae1s; the effecfis tyj)1caUy to~·increase the supply of 

the risky crop, and hence, to lower the average market clearing price. If, however, 

risk is additive and supply and demand schedules are linear, this average supply 

response has no direct effect on the variability of supply, and hence, no direct effect 

on the price variability, measured by its variance. It will typically increase its 

coefficient of variation slightly by reducing the mean price. 

Instead, futures markets affect spot price variability by increasing the amount 

of storage, as it reduces the risk of holding stocks, and hence effectively lowers the 

cost of storage. In Tumovsk-y and Campbell's model3
, storage is non-stochastic, so 

increased storage necessmily reduces the average degree of inter-year p1ice 

variability. In Kawai's model~, storage is subject to ( unexplained) stochastic shocks, 

and more storage means that these shocks will be larger, and, if they dominate the 

other random shocks. may destablise the spot p1ice. 

1 M. Kawai. '"Price Volatility of Storable Commodities under Rational Expectations in Spot and 
Futures Markets", International Economic Reviell', Vol. 24, 1983. 
2 D. M. Newbery, "When do Futures Destabilize Spot Prices ?", International Economic Review, 
Vol. 28, 1987. 
3 S. J. Turnovsky and R. B. Campbell, 'The Stabilizing and Welfare Properties of Futures Markets : 
A Simulation Approach", International Economic Review, Vol. 26, 1985. 
4 !VI. Kawai. ''Price Volatility of Storable Commodities under Rational Expectations in Spot and 
Futures Markets'', International Economic Review, Vol. 24. 1983. 
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Thus, fi1tures markets encourage risk taking, and whether this stabilises or 

destabilises the spot price depends on whether the tisky activity tends to stabilise or 

destabilise spot prices. Nonnally storage is thought to be relatively non-stochastic but 

subject to price risk, and if it is encouraged, then p1ice stability will also be 

encouraged. But once it is recognised that ( on the assumption of rational 

expectations) the main effect future markets have is on risk taking, then it is easy to 

see how risk taking might destabilise spot markets. The simplest model is one in 

which producers can produce a non-storable good in either a safe way or a risky way. 

The risky method is on average more productive, so fanners will choose to allocate a 

fi·action of their land to the 1isky method. A futures market will reduce the risk of 

producing the tisky crop, and hence increase the fraction of land allocated to it. This 

will increase the ouwut vatiability and, as there is no stor~ge, the increased output 

vatiability will increase the va1iability of the spot ptice. 

Newbery's model demonstrates that as speculators mcrease then~ level of 

activity on futures markets, so they provide increasing levels of insurance to fanners, 

who are induced to increase then· supply of the risky crop, and so increase the spot 

variability. The model was kept simple by assuming no storage, and only producers 

and speculators trading n1 futures markets. Fanners sell futures to speculators, who 

are distinguished by their lack of income from production (or fi·om any other source 

coiTelated with realisation of the risky crop). Speculators affect stability by offe1ing 

price insurance which reduces the 1isks of ce1tain activities. and stimulates their 

supply. Often these 1isky acti\ities tend to reduce price instability -- storage is the 

leading example -- but if the tish.-y activity increases price 1isk, then speculators will 

tend to n1crease ptice instability. l11is happens because producers are encouraged to 

change to a more risk-y but more profitable mode of production. 

If fi1tures e:\.tend only for a year or less, then agents making long tenn 

investment decisions may face greater 1isk as a result of the increased Yolume of shmt 

tenu speculative activity. It is possible that the costs ofthis greater long tenn risk will 

exceed the benefits to the shm1 term hedges of providing the fi1tures market. 
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There has also been a lot of debate among 1mmy American ccmJomctticians 

about the role of profitable speculation in price stability. Baumo1 1 set the ball rollii1g 

in 1957 by criticising the universally accepted proposition that profitable speculation 

necessarily stabilises prices. He presented a model of speculative behaviour where 

speculators earn profits and yet destabilise p1ices. According to his model, in the 

usual cycles of price fluctuations, if speculators are assumed to buy after the up-tum 

in prices has begun and sell after the dovvn- tum has set in, speculators may no doubt 

earn profits, but they may also aggravate the upward and the downward movements 

in prices. Baumol does not deny that such speculation is price stabilising in its initial 

run, but asserts that, on balance, (probably because of the widespread 'movement' 

trading in futures markets where the small operators are said to follow the lead given 

by the big traders and speculators) it is destabilising. That is to say, because of 

speculation, a rise or fall in price, always feeds on itself 

Telser2 presenting a counter-model argues that the profits of speculators are 

larger if they enter into commitments before the tuming points in the p1ice cycle are 

reached than after. The speculators in futures markets, therefore, employ their 

technical knowledge and skill, and acquire specialisation in predicting such turning 

points. Consequently, their operations, instead of e\.1ending the tuming points, tend 

to cut do\Yn the edges of such points. 

Since the debate began, several econometricians have entered the field in 

suppmt of one or the other side. But in the absence of any empnica1 investigation 

into either the speculative behaviour or the pattern and effects of speculatiYe 

operations. the debate has so far yielded little valuable results. Without ente1ing into 

this contro\'ersy, suffice it to note that the plice fluctuation cycles refened to by both 

Telser and Baumol relate to those vet)' short-term ptice oscillations which even the 

traditional theot)' does not assett emphatically as being reduced by fi.ttures trading. 

However, \\bile fi.ttures markets may indeed reduce the instability in spot 

markets, it is not immediately clear why this is beneficial. Since producers are more 

1 W. S. Baumol. ''Speculation, Profitability and Stability'', 71ze ReFieH' of Economics and Statistics, 
Vol. 39, 1967. 
2 L. G. Telser. ''A Theory of Speculation Relating to Profitability and Stability''. Reviell' ol 
Economics and Statistics. Vol. 41, 1959. 
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specialised than consumers and hence more directly affected by price instability, the 

relevant question is, how do producers benefit from price stabilisation? TI1e standard 

argument, defined at some length in Newbery and Stiglitz1 
( 1981 ), is that producers 

are concerned not so much with ptice 1isk but with income ris~, i.e., with fluctuations 

in their incomes. TI1e two coincide onJy if production is certain but ptices are risky, 

so that p1ice fluctuations are the sole cause of revenue and profit fluctuations. In such 

cases stabilising Jnices will indeed stabilise incomes, which, other things being equal, 

will raise producers' welfare. However, particularly for agricultural products, supply 

fluctuations are a major source of instability, and stabilising ptices may even increase 

income stability. Thus, p1ice stabilisation schemes are at best an indirect solution to 

the real problem of income instability, and as such may be infetior to other methods 

· .oEFeduc.ing dll.C~o~e :ris~·«:SRCh:as,futrn:es.markets. 

VI) 1\1Al\'IPlJLATION 

We have seen that in order to make the futures markets liquid, presence of 

speculators in the market is essential. Without speculators, futures markets cannot 

function. However, the government has to guard against manipulation. TI1ere is a 

clear conceptual difference between manipulation and speculation. Speculation 

involves trading based on anticipated future price movements brought about by the 

market forces, whereas manipulation involves attempts to move pnces m reverse 

direction to what the spot market would dictate. 

Manipulations are of several kinds. The more well known types which may 

produce disastrous price effects are in the fonn of either comers or bear raids. A 

corner aims at raising ptices through heavy purchases in the fittures market by 

concerted efforts of one or more persons. A bear raid, on the other hand, is a 

manipulation which aims at depressing prices through the pressure of hem~~ sales. 

Most manipulation attempts involve simultaneous transactions on the physical 

and fittures markets. Manipulation is possible whenever an entity acquires excessive 

1 D. M. NewlJC!)' and J. E. Stiglitz, ''The Theory of Commodity Price Stabilization". in M. E. Streit 
(ed. ), "Futur<.?s .\larkt!ls: .\lode/ling. Managing and ,\/onitoring Futw·<.?s Trading". Blackwell, 1983. 
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control over demand or supply and when other suppliers or users cannot respond 

quickly enough to deliver or receive quantities in a specific location within the 

specified time. 1l1e ease with which trading in a commodity futures contract can be 

manipulated depends partially upon the delivery terms specified for that futures 

contract. Manipulation is easier, the more restJictive the limitation upon acceptable 

grades, origins, delivery points and the alternative delivery procedures. 

While comers can be nursed only when supplies are ve1y scarce, bears cannot 

raid the futures market unless supplies are excessively large. Less spectacular than the 

manipulative comer but perhaps a little more frequent is a manipulative squeeze. A 

squeeze is a relatively small comer, occurring in or near_ a delivery month. It usually 

emerges when there exists a scarcity of the deliverable commodity. The long interests 

in the.market while not desiring the commodity for either commercial purposes or 

consumption, may ho.Jd out for delivery in order to profit by the temporary ptice rise 

caused by the eff01ts of shorts to cover hectically or to obtain the deliverable 

commodity. The effect of any squeeze is necessatily short lived and confined to only 

the delivery month of a futures contract. At the end of the delivery month, as the 

longs dispose of the unwanted supplies acquired in 'deliveties', prices once again slip 

back to the ordinary commercial level. In the process damage is caused to the 

economy. 

Manipulation causes market disruption and hmts users thereby making it 

prudent for the exchanges and regulatory auth01ities to establish methods and rules 

to detect and punish manipulation. Tims, the futures contracts have necessarily to be 

subjected to social control and regulation. 

Vll) FUTURES l\IARKETS & MARKET EFFICIENCY 

Futures markets have both an observed and tmobsen·ed element of 

information because of its multi-dimensional nature (i.e., involving a contract today 

for a spot transaction in the fitture ). l11e observed element relates to contract lHices, 

volume of transactions in contracts, and open interests ( contracts outstanding); the 
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w10bseiVed element relates to expectations about spot prices ( and, more broadly, 

spot markets ) in the future. Thus, the quality of information in futures markets 

involves not just the liquidity and pricing efficiency of the obseiVed element, but also 

the quality of information that the obseiVed element conveys about the unobserved 

element, particularly about expected spot prices. 

T11e observed and unobsetved elements of futures markets typically diverge; 

in patticular, a futures price normally is different from the spot price expected to 

prevail in the future because of the typical predominance of hedging, on one side of 

the market and the positive cost of speculation on the other. The obse1ved and 

unobsetved elements are, however, inextricably interrelated. Improvement of 

information about the unobserved element has fostered the development of 

information about observed elements of actual markets. In turn, development of 

actual markets ( in size and efficiency ) has served to convey information about the 

unobseiVed element. 

Because oftheir multi-dimensional nature, futures markets have an additional 

aspect of market efficiency. Specifically, the greater the accuracy with which futures 

prices se1ve as estimators of future spot prices, the better is the quality of infonnation 

imparted by futures markets and thus the more efficient are the markets. T11e 

accuracy with which futures prices estimate future spot prices cannot easily be 

discemed by comparing futures prices with the conesponding subsequent ( or 

realised ) spot prices. With the passage of time, new infonnation may appear and the 

evaluation of existing information may change. In view ofthe fact that a plethora of 

infonnation is releYant to a futures price, that each item of infonnation may be 

continually changing. and that the digestion of this information ( \vruch is spread 

among cmrntless fim1s and individuals ) is also continually changing. we must ex11ect 

rather continual changes in prices and ptice ex1Jectations. 

In addition. there may be instances in which a current futures price represents 

something of a compromise between two or more plausible modes of au ex11ected 

dist1ibution of fitture spot prices, each of which is predicated on a different 

assumption about a govemmental policy decision that could be taken in a relevant 
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area. For example, durillg the fixed exchange rate reg1me, futures pnces were 

influenced by traders' ex-pectations abo~t the timing and magnitude of devaluation 

decisions. Furthennore, to the extent that premiums are embedded in futures prices. 

such price will change as the matmity date of the contract approaches. For all of 

these reasons, it is not sm1Jrising that there are usually wide discrepancies between 

cunent futures prices and the spot ptices that later matetialise. 

A critical issue for any developing country contemplating the use of futures 

markets is the cost ofusing these markets. These costs are essentially ofthree kinds. 

The first cost of operating in the futures markets a1ises from the transaction cost 

which includes brokers' and other commission fees, the cost of maintaining margins, 

and others. Tills cost is, however, likely to be much smaller than the two costs 

. .discussed ..below,.and"._.in .. a.1~y.case ., .. do.es JJot .raise. <lilY impo11ant conceptual issues. 

The second one arises fi'om the retums that may be demanded by other investors for 

assuming the risk of fi.tture spot price volatility -- that is, the risk premium. The third 

cost arises from any market failure. If the market is not using publicly available 

information efficiently, futures prices become biased predictors of future spot ptices, 

entailing additional costs in using the markets. 

A broader concept of market efficiency is necessary for understanding how 

and why markets· develop and what effects their development has on the general 

economy. In this connection, we should keep finnly in mind the distinction bem·een 

the 'efficiency" of a market (which says nothing about whether or not there is a 

failure in the workings of a market) and the 'operating efficiency' of a market ( \\ hicl1 

indicates whether or not a market £1ilure exists). A market that has a high leYel of 

efficiency (in the sense ofbeing highly developed) may be operating inefficiently (that 

is, there may still b~ a market £1ilure ); and a rather mdimentary market (from the 

standpoint of the degree of its development) may be operating quite efficiently. 

TI1e efficiencY of futures markets vmies fi·om one market to another as \Veil as 

for a given market oyer time. Taken as a group, fi1tures markets are perhaps the most 

efficient markets in the world. It is not clear, however, that fittures markets are 

operating efficiently. 
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THE EFFICrENCY HYPOTHESIS: 

An evaluation of the two types of costs, i.e., risk prenrium and market failure 

revolve around the issue of market efficiency. According to the efficient-market 

hypothesis, the expected excess rate ofretum to speculation in the futures market for 

commodities is zero. Since excess retums to futures speculation can be decomposed 

into two components -- the risk-premium component and the forecasting-error 

component -- a test of efficiency hypothesis can provide an indication of the costs 

due to one or both of these components. 

The concept of efficiency as applied to commodity futures markets is no 

different from the concept as applied to any other asset market : the market is said to 

be (informationally) efficient if it uses all of the available information in setting 

futures prices. The intuitive idea behind this concept of efficiency is that investors 

process the infonnation that is available to them and take positions in response to that 

information as well as to their specific preferences. The market aggregates all this 

diverse information and reflects it in the price. Formally, the market is said to be 

efficient ~ith respect to some information set, <!>, if futures prices would be unaffected 

by that information being revealed to all participants. Moreover, efficiency wi.th 

respect to the information set <!> implies that it is impossible to make econonric profits 

by trading on the basis of <!>. This notion of efficiency can be made empirically 

operational by noting that the expected excess retums to speculation in the fi.m1res 

markets should be zero. Excess retums Vt+n are defined by 

Vt+n = [ (ft+n, T) - (ft, T) --------( 1.2) 

where (£+n . T) denotes the log of the futures p1ice at time t + n , for any gi,·en 

contract manuing at some time T ( T > t + n ). Similarly, (£. T) denotes for the same 

contract ( matming at time T) the fi.ttures ptice at time t. Since contracts of the same 

maturity are compared, in order to simplifY the notation in the subsequent discussion 

we will denote (£. T) by £. ( £ + n. T) by £ + n. and so 011. -
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A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for an efficient futures market is 

that on average excess retums are equal to zero. Non-zero excess retums would 

imply that there is a systematic bias in futures prices, with prices at time t + n being 

on average higher or lower than prices at time t. However, the existence of a 

systematic bias, does not necessarily imply that investors behave irrationally or that 

investors can make economic profits by speculating in the futures markets . This can 

be seen by noting that the excess retums in equation (1.3) can be decomposed into 

two components -- one reflecting forecast error and one reflecting the risk premium : 

[ Et (ft + n) - ft ] + [ ft + n- Et (ft + n) ] = RPt + !lt + n • -----(1.3) 

The first term on the right-hand-side [ E(ft + n)- ft ] is the risk premium RPt . 

It is the difference between the expectation at timet of a contract's price at t + n and 

the contract's price at time t. If RP1 > 0, it implies that a hedger is selling a 

commodity by locking into a price that is lower than what may be e>..1)ected to prevail 

in future, in order to have no price uncertainty. One way to interpret this term is to 

regard this as the compensation demand by risk averse-investors for taking over the 

risk of future p1ice changes. The second term is the forecast error, ~tr + " . It is the 

difference between the actual ptice at time t+n and the price expected at time t to 

prevail at t+n. If investors' expectations are rational, the forecasting error would be 

zero. Clearly if RPt is nonzero, v1 + n being nonzero does not imply that investors' 

e\.-pectations are not rational. Even more strongly, when RPr = 0 (because investors 

are risk neutral, or because the sign of the risk premium changes over time with its 

average being zero). ~L 1 + n -:t. 0 does not necessatily that investors are inational. 

Fama 1 (1970) as au altemative to the above test proposed t\YO levels of 

market efficiency : (i) the "weak fonn", which assetts that current prices fi.illy reflect 

the information contained in a histmical sequence of ptices: thus, investors who rely 

on past ptice pattems cannot ex-pect to receive any abnom1al retums (this is the 

random-walk hypothesis); (ii) the "semistrong" fonn, vvhich asse1ts that cunent 

1 E. Fama, "Efficient Capital Markets : A Review of Theory and Empirical Evidence"', Journal of 
Finance, Vol. ::!5, 1970. 
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prices reflect not only historical pnce information but also publicly available 

information relevant to futures markets. If markets are efficient in this sense, then no 

publicly available information can yield abnormal retums; and (iii) the "strong" form 

of efficiency, whjch assetts that all information that is known to any investor, 

including privately held information, is reflected in market prices. Thus, no abnonnal 

excess returns are possible. 

Efficiency test as applied to the futures market exploit the proposition that if 

information is used efficiently and there is no risk pretllium, the excess retums from 

holding any futures contract for n periods (ft+n - ft) should not be correlated with 

infonnation up to time t. This is because in such a case the excess return is just the 

forecasting error, and efficiency requires the forecasting error to be otthogonal to 

'Variab1es"mthoe1nionmnion set;'·1t. ~In o{deno-have a test With a silffident power, lne 

information set. should contain elements that are a priori likely to be impmtant 

detenllinants of the excess returns. 

Finally, futures trading not only benefits the traders but also renders services 

to the fanners/cultivators. Hedging facilities would enable those farmers who grow 

commodity in very large quantities to hold on to their crops or stocks, spread out the 

sales of such stocks over a period and thereby realise a better average price for their 

products. A futures market provides to the farmer at the time of sowing an advance 

indication to the ex:pected level of prices of different commodities during the 

marketing period, thereby enabling him to undettake proper crop planillng. 

Futures market helps ex:porters through its hedging facility. An e:-..-porter \vho 

enters into commitment with a foreign buyer has to deliver the goods at a later date 

at a fixed rate. Since it is not economical to or possible to buy and stock the goods in 

advance of delivery, fearing an adverse movement in the ptices, he may insure himself 

by hedging in the futures market. The e:-..-pmters, who are thus, assured of their 

nonnal profits are in a p_osition to trade on a small margin of profit \vhich, in tum, 

increases their competitive capacity in the world market. Futures markets. thus, help 
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to increase foreign exchange eamings by raising the exporter's competitive capacity, 

and can, therefore, be considered as one of the instruments of export promotion. 

Thus, in the absence of futures market in appropriate commodities, the 

traders and manufacturers would attempt to cover their risks by attempting to charge 

a higher price to the consumers or to pay a lower price to the producers. In other 

words, the margin between what the producer receives and what the consumer pays 

would be widened. It is clear that futures trading , under suitable conditions, makes 

the retum to the producers higher and the price to the consumers lower. In effect it 

reduces what is called the price spread. 

However, Gilbe1t argues that the difficulty of hedging output on the futures 

markets is that it presumes that a sufficiently large set of contingency markets exist 

for each commodity. In practice few commodities possess a comprehensive set of 

SUCh mafkets, ario'·in many cases no confingencymafKet·s eXiSts at a11:·:'1n ':fdoitiOti'if}s 

doubtful whether smaller producers in the smaller or indebted LDCs could ever 

secure the credit necessaty to hold the positions they would need in those markets. 

It must be realised that the positive gains available from the use of speculative 

price risk management (PRM) instmments are in the reahn of possibilities and their 

actual realisation is contingent upon the fulfilment of a set of conditions, which make 

the commodity exchanges viable. According to an UNCT AD/World Bank study1
, a 

set of such conditions are as follows : (i) Adequate market liquidity from both 

speculators and hedgers to ensure that no one group or finn is dominant (which pre

supposes that ''regional and rational risk management are large enough"). 

(ii) Terminal market £1cilities and infrastructures that are strategically placed and 

adequate for the delivery functions of fi1tures contracts. (iii) Govemment oversight 

and regulatory activity that ensures market pa1ticipants ha\·e independence of action 

to set market ptices. (iv) TI1e structure of industry must be such that there is a 

sufficient number of independent market participants.(v) The commodity traded 

must be homogenous to the extent that it allows itself to be divided into units that are 

firngible and interchangeable. (vi) There must be a free flow of infonnation. 

1 As cited in K. Kabra, Chairman, "Report of the Committee on Fomard Markets". Ministry of 
Civil Supplies, Govt. Of India, I 993. 
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(vii) Buyers <md sellers must be able to enter the market with relative ease. and, 

(viii) The commodity traded must be storable and have a minimum degree of 

durability. 

Having discussed the aspects of hedging vis-a-vis speculation, speculation in 

futures trading and its effect on price volatility, market efficiency and manipulation, 

we now go on to make a brief survey of the empitical evidence on the above 

mentioned facts about intemational futures markets in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER: 2 

A SURVEY OF SPECULATION AND COMMODITY FUTURES 

TRADING IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS 

I) PRICE VOLATILITY, STABILISATION PROGRAMME AND FUTURES 

TRADING: 

An important characteristic of the 1970s and 1980s has been the large 

volatility of primary commodity prices. For instance, from 1971 to 1974, prices of 

food commodities (in SDRs) rose by over 100 percent, and then fell1Jy 25_percent 

from 1974 to 1977. More recently, during 1983-86 prices of metals and minerals fell 

by 23 percent, then rose by 54 percent from 1986-88. The real commodity prices 

have been declining almost continuously since the early 1980s. Since their short-lived 

recovery in 1984, real commodity prices have fallen by about 45 percent. During 

1992 the prices of commodities relative to those of manufactures reached their lowest 

levels in over 90 years. This instability in commodity ptices has affected the export 

earnings of a large number of developing countries dependent on the expmt of a 

handful of commodities, . or even a single commodity. The Asian ex-perience is 

characterised by a marked shift toward the ex-port of manufactures and strong 

increases in real expo11 earnings; at the other extreme, Afiica can be generally 

described as a situation in which continued reliance on primary commodity exports 

has resulted in a marked and persistent deterioration in real export earnings. 

A number of emperical pointers emerged from a recent analysis of commodity 

prices by Reinha11 and Wickham. First, the recent weakness in real commodity prices 

is primarily of a secular, persistent nature and is not the product of a large temporary 

deviation from trend which in tum suggests that a rebound in real commodity prices 

to their pre-1980s level, while possible, does not appear probable. Second, the 

relative importance of permanent shocks vmies considerably across commodity 
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groupings : whereas permanent shocks accow1t for only 30 per cent of the variance 

of metals price, they accow1t for about 85 per cent of the variance ofbeverage prices. 

Third, the characteristics ofthe cycle also vary markedly across commodities. Shocks 

are the least persistent for metals and the most persistent for beverages. The previous 

two observations suggest that the scope for stabilisation policies is very commodity 

specific. Last, the volatility in commodity prices has risen steadily and considerably 

since the early 1970s, particularly for the once relatively stable food grouping. 

These results are consistent with the picture that emerges from Table 2.1, 

borrowed from their article'. Several features are worth noting. First, the average 

price is markedly lower during the most recent sample, consistent with the presence 

of a negative trend. Second, there is a sustained and sharp increase in the variance of 

commodity prices, particularly, in the 'all commodities' and 'food groupings'. The 

coefficient of variation rises sharply as prices become more volatile around a falling 

mean; for food the increase in the coefficient of variation is sixfold. The coefficients 

of variation ( based on a moving 15-year sample) for 1972-1993, also hi~hlights the 

marked rise in volatility. Thus, Reinhart and Wickham notes, "not surprisingly, the 

sharpest increases in volatility appear to have taken place during the early 1970s 

following the breakdown of the Bretton Woods exchange system and on the heels of 

the first oil shock. However, volatility has remained high during the 1980s and 1990s. 

Structural models often link oil prices and the U.S. real exchange rate to real 

commodity prices. Hence, the changing structure of the oil industry since the early 

1970s -- which has contributed to sharp increases in the volatility of oil prices -- and 

the switch to a floating exchange rate regime -- which has increased the volatility of 

other key relative p1ices such as real exchange rates -- are likely to be important 

factors in e:\.-plaining the more volatile behaviour of commodity prices since the early 

1970s". 

To the extent that many developing countries are net importers of these 

commodities, their import bills have also fluctuated considerably. The fluctuations 

1 Cannen M. Reinhart and Peter Wickham, "Commodity Prices : Cyclical Weakness or Secular 
Decline?". L\IF Staff Papers, June 1994. 
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Table No. 2.1 

Descriptive Statistics, 1957-1993 

Sample Period 1957-1969 1970-1979 1980-1993 
Number of observation 52 40 54 

All Commodities 

Mean 4.714 4.705 4.386 
Variance 0.001 0.017 0.031 
Coefficient of Variation 0.789 2.806 4.036 
Skewness 1.275 1.291 -0.061 

· Kurtos1s .. ·;r:939 ·:·~ ,,., :'019 .J 
~, :'386 

Beverages 

Mean 4.573 4.668 4.203 
Variance 0.018 0.112 0.199 
Coefficient of Variation 2.974 7.178 10.611 
Skewness 1.152 0.979 -0.411 
Kurtosis 0.083 0.396 -1.254 

Food 

Mean 4.766 4.789 4.341 
Variance 0.002 0.042 0.053 
Coefficient of Variation 0.839 4.280 5.300 
Skewness 0.428 1.129 0.138 
Kurtosis -0.096 0.338 -1.526 

Metals 

Mean 4.819 4.677 4.412 
Variance 0.008 0.016 0.024 
Coefficient of Variation 1.868 2.737 3.490 
Skewness 0.619 1.299 -0.250 
Kurtosis -0.280 1.638 -0.802 

Source: Reinhart & Wickham, IMF Staff Papers. June 1994 



have had a serious impact on their income and consumption, leading them to seek 

ways of reducing the fluctuations , or at least reducing their impact. At the 

macroeconomic level the impact on economic management can be reduced, for 

instance, by price stabilisation schemes. At the more disaggregated level the risks 

being faced by individual agents or group of agents can be reduced by using available 

market instruments. It is in the latter context that hedging via the futures markets can 

play an important role, which may also have important stabilising effects in the 

aggregate. 

In a recent paper, Hallett shows how the distribution of a commodity 

producers' earnings would change under a price stabilisation programme or with 

production controls. "The stabilisation ofprimary commodity markets has been a 

major policy issue since the 1970s, partly because commodity prices themselves are 

so volatile and pattly because the revenue from p1imaty commodity exports are so 

important for generating foreign exchange, and employment in the less developed 

countries (LDCs ). It is therefore vital to understand the effect of interventions 

designed to control pnce fluctuations or supplies to the market. Such control 

schemes have been tried often enough in the past, but they have not been 

conspicuously successful. First, the degree of dependence of the undiversified 

economies which rely on the revenues from one or two commodity markets is 

necessarily much higher than the dependence of a more diversified economy on its 

agricultural markets. Second, recent work has tended to emphasise the link between 

commodity market behaviour and macroeconomic perfmmance --- in particular the 

interaction between commodity p1ices, inflation and exchange rates, not to mention 

the "Dutch Disease.. phenomenon during commodity booms. Third, conventional 

macroeconomic policies can in principle be used to absorb most the volatility 

emanating from the asset and currency markets in a developed economy. But such 

policies can do rather little to offset the impact of fluctuations in commodity prices, 

and are likely to prove ineffective in a financially undiversified economy which is 

short of capital and development funds and therefore open to capital and foreign 

exchange movements. Ptivate sector activity can easily offset conventional policy 
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changes, and the need to follow a coherent development strategy would nonnally 

leave very little room for policy manoeuvre anyway. In that case we have to rely on 

direct market interventions instead"1
. 

Finally, it is not clear what the usual market stabilisation schemes can and 

cannot be expected to achieve. Indeed a major difficulty with the commodity 

stabilisation schemes has been confusion over what the proper objectives should be. 

The producers and international agencies tend to argue that the sheer volatility of 

prices is the main problem On the other hand, since most of the commodity trade and 

processing lies in the hands of the developed economies, the LDCs have sought 

stabilisation agreements in which prices, inter alia, would be higher on average, or 

more stable, or would redistribute resources from consumers in the 'North' to 

·-pmducer-s :m~:tne· 'South.,-; ~~temativ-e, :~md·inot:,n:eoossariiy~:moompatible,ol'(:)bjectivescm;e 

to stabilise producers revenues, to shorten periods with below average prices, to 

lessen the chances oflarge price disturbances, and to improve supply responses. This 

confusion over objectives is evident from statements such as : "Commodity prices 

should be stabilised at a remunerative level to become less vulnerable to market 

fluctuations" (Brandt, 1980), or that we need, " ........ stable conditions in commodity 

trade, including avoidance of excess p1ice fluctuations, at levels which would ........ be 

remunerative ........ to producers and equitable to consumers" (UNCTAD, 1976f 

In recognition _of the problems associated with price variability, various 

intemational stabilisation measures have been attempted with the objective of 

dampening price fluctuations. The Nairobi Resolution of UNCT AD in 1976 marked a 

new departure in commodity market policy with its emphasis on avoiding excessive 

price flucnwtions and also e:\:pmt earnings from commodities. This combined policy 

presctiptions for stability in commodity prices with the aim of increasing commodity 

ptices to improve developing economies· expmt eamings. The resolution covered 

many commodities and rested on the twin policies of firnding buffer stocks 

1 
A. J. Hughes Hallett. "Policy Options for Stabilising Earnings in a Speculative Market : A 

Structural Analysis", lf'orld Devdopmenl, 199-+_ 
2 UNCT AD, Integrated Programme_/iJr Commodities, 1976. 
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(established in 1979 but still inactive) and providing finance for research and 

development. 

From this it is not possible to tell exactly what policy makers intended to 

achieve, with their market stabilisation agreements --- except that they evidently 

hoped to get something of each of the objectives mentioned above. Since it seems 

improbable that they could achieve so much simply by stabilising prices or regulating 

quantities, Hallett tried to identifY exactly what those intervention strategies can 

actually be expected to achieve. Hallett's simple probability model of the ea:rnings 

distribution in a volatile commodity model has shown : (i) There will generally be a 

conflict ben.veen the two most frequently cited objectives of commodity and 

agricultural market stabilisation agreements, namely that to stabilise producers' 

4'eveaue •· !:vill. Jead .. :to dower .,1£l:ve..z;age.,:J.ieY.em.Ie$ ::;..GJ;J-d •. :Mic.e .',\·<.e.r:.s:I.··.-.{cii};·"'·&tb.~"pri.ce 

stabilisation and supply controls will be needed if the conflict between stabilised and 

higher average ea:rnings is to be resolved. fu that \vay the chances of getting periods 

of low ea:rnings (or large shocks to ea:rnings) will also be reduced. (iii) Of these two 

strategies, price stabilisation is more effective (but not necessarily cheaper) but 

production controls from the point of view of stabilising ea:rnings with favourable 

effects on the level of eamings, or of reducing the possibility of periods with low 

ea:rnings and/ or large ·disturbances to ea:rnings. 

Perceptions of the benefits of stabilisation through inte:rnatioual commodity 

agreements (in pm1icular buffer stocks) are now largely negative. This. together with 

a policy shift in developed market economies a\vay fi·om intervention and market

wide suppm1 schemes. has prompted a search for altemative means of stabilisation of 

prices and/or incomes. One possible choice is the use of commodity fi1tures markets. 

Gemmell (I QSS) compared a buffer stock stabilisation scheme with forward 

contracts. Examining cocoa, coffee and sugar for 13 couutiies over 1961-78, he 

found that for sugar all couutries would benefit by using fonvard contracts as 

opposed to a buffer stock scheme. For cocoa, tluee out of five cotmtries would find 

forward contracting more cost effective than buffer stocks. But for coffee, however, 

the results did not f.wour either instrument. 
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Gilbert ( 1985) w1de1took a similar analysis using a multi-commodity, multi

country approach which evaluated futures trading and the benefits of stabilisation 

schemes under different scenarios pmticularly in the face of incomplete insurance 

markets. He concluded that costless hedging on an unbiased futures market implied 

that the benefits of a price stabilisation scheme would be zero or even negative. Tbis 

was due to the individual agent being able to remove personal price risk completely 

and also because futures offer an insurance which is otherwise not available. Large 

producing nations could enjoy revenue stabilisation while smaller producers could 

achieve price stabilisation. The introduction of costs of using these markets would 

imply differing results and Gilbert concludes that if futures markets are to be 

accepted, or used, as alternatives to price stabilisation then LDCs' credit markets 

must be more efficient or must be established and supported by the world financial 

markets. 

It is in this context that the potential usefulness· of these financial markets like 

futures has grown in recent years. The markets for futures and for financial 

derivatives (like options) -- located in the main financial centres of developed 

countries --- have expanded rapidly over the past decade. There are, however, a 

number of reasons why most developing country exporters have so far found it 

difficult, or impossible, to use these markets .. Maizels lists them in a recent article : 

"First, these financial instruments do not cover the whole range of intemationally 

traded commodities. Those traded in different grades or varieties, or which cannot 

easily be stored, or are traded in insufficient volume. are generally not suitable for the 

use of futures contracts. Moreover, where there is a high degree of oligopoly pticing, 

oligopsony, or a high degree ofvettical integration. it will generally not be practicable 

to develop exchanges based on futures contracts. Direct trading between producers 

and consumers may also obviate the need for futures or their detivatives. Second, 

where futures markets do exist, the costs to e:-...-porters in developing countties -

brokers' fees, margin calls, etc. -- may well discourage their use, pmticularly if the 

e:-...-p01ting cOlmtry already has a chronic sh01tage of foreign exchange. A third 

limitation is that users of fi.ttures and detivative instmments need to be in continuous 
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touch vvith the relevant markets, which is extremely difficult for producers in most 

developing countries owing to poor communication facilities. Moreover, the trend 

away from state trading enterprises has resulted in the emergence of small-trading 

firms with little or no expertise in the use of financial markets, which adds to the 

difficulties arising from poor communications. Fourth, limitations often arise on the 

side of developed countries also if, for example, banks or trading houses in those 

count1ies have strict ceilings on exposure to perceived sovereign risk for particular 

developing countries. The possibility of market manipulation, causing market 

disruption and losses to ce1tain market users, or the failure of some futures markets 

to provide reliable indicators of future price trends, may well be additional limiting 

factors. Finally, most financial contracts have relatively shmt maturities, futures and 

options being usually limited to one year, though some may operate up to two years, 

but these wdi.ild nofbe siiihtble' for commo"difies Wifh"lon.f'lags between 'investment 

and subsequent production. " 1 

Thus, unless these impediments to the development of futures markets in 

developing countries are not addressed, the use of financial instruments to reduce 

market risks of ex-porting commodities from developing countries must be expected 

to grow rather slowly over the coming decades. Consequently, the existence of 

futures and derivatives should not be used an argument against the negotiation of 

new intematioual commodity stabilisation agreements or the regeneration of old ones. 

Otherwise, commodity-expol1ing cotmtries will continue to suffer from excessive 

e:\.-port instability for a long time ahead, with adverse effects on their development 

potential. 

Moreover, the altemative approaches of price-stabilising agreements and the 

use of futures and derivatives have quite different implications for the instabilities and 

uuce1tainties in the world economy as a whole. While the use of financial markets to 

hedge commodity risks would reduce the risks £1ced by indh·idual traders, tliis by 

itself will not reduce commodity price instability wliich will continue to interact with, 

and may well accentuate, fluctuations in the financial markets, and thereby exacerbate 

1 Alfred Maizels, "The Continuing Commodity Crisis of Developing Countries''. World 
D.:velopment, 1994. 
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the instability of the global economy. Nevertheless, if such conditions limiting the 

usefulness of futures trading in commodities can be largely tackled, futures trading 

will serve as an effective tool for price risk management, particularly, by individual 

agents. 

II) RISK REDUCTION IN COMMODITY FUTURES MARKETS : 

A precondition for effective risk reduction is the ability of the futures market . 
to act as a predictor ofthe futures spot prices thus ensuring that the basis narrows as 

contracts reach maturity. lbis is described as the price discovery function of futures 

trading. Given the importance of price discovery, the first stage in any analysis of the 

effectiveness of futures trading requires an investigation into its ability to perform the 

price discovery function. If a futures market is performing its price discovery role 

efficiently, then any fluctuations in spot and fu~res prices should be positively 

correlated to reflect this flow of information. The hypothesis that the futures price is 

an unbiased prediction of a subsequent spot price has traditionally been tested (in its 

linear form) via the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression (sometimes with a 

correlation for serial conelation) 

(:!.1) 

where S1 = spot (cash) price 

Ft-i = lagged tittures p1ices with i being the lag 

t = time in months 

c.·t random disturbance 

The unbiased hypothesis is that a = 0 and ~ = 1. 

Conceptually. efficiency in a commodities market \\ill imply that spot and 

futures prices will not diverge fiom each other in the long nm. If the series are both 

I(l ), then the difference S1 - F1_; = u1 will be stationary or I( 0) otherwise the spot and 

futures price will drift apart without bound (Granger. 1991 ). In general, 
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cointegration 1 between the spot and futures prices is necessmy but not sufficient for 

efficiency. Given cointegration, efficiency requires that the long-run slope parameter 

be unity; that is, 13= 1. 

Morgan, Rayner and Ennew2 tested spot and futures prices in the four soft 

commodity market -- cocoa, coffee, sugar and wheat -- for cointegration. The spot 

price (S) series was the average price in the first weekofthe delivery month. Tiuee 

separate futures price were used : F2, futures price lagged two months behind the 

spot price; Fl, futures price lagged one month behind the spot price; FD, futures 

price in the first week of the delivery month. The sample period was March 1984 to 

December (October for sugar) 1993, giving 50 observations for cocoa, coffee and 

wheat and 39 observations for sugar. 

· :Dfab'ie 2·.2, •'borrowed>·from;~.t:heir-'~;tlrtioie,.:;pr:avides1'tke ;iJa'Sic ::,staiistics·;\O'B. ~til:~~ 

data. For cocoa and wheat, the spot price traded at a premium whilst for coffee and 

sugar the spot price traded at a discount. First, difference series generally showed a 

non-significant mean. Also, for all series, the unit root hypothesis was not rejected; all 

series were I( 1) or non-stationary. Further, tests confirmed that the spot and futures 

prices within the same market were cointegrated. The null of no co integration implied 

that the residual se1ies from a cointegrating regression was I( 1 ). In general; the null 

was rejected implying acceptance of cointegration. which is consistent with market 

efficiency. 

Morgan, Ragner and Ennew also tested whether the cointegrating slope parameter 

was mtity. Specifically defi1Iing 

(2.2) 

the u1 seties was tested for stationmity and rejection of the null hypothesis implies 

that S1 and F1.i are cointegrated with a slope parameter ofmtity. For the F2 and Fl 

1 The problem of non-stationarity of the spot and futures price series and thereby the inapplicability 
of the standard hypothesis tests to time series with unit roots is circumvented by testing for 
cointegration between the spot and futures prices. 
2 C. W. Morgan, A J Rayner and C. T. Ennew, "Price Instability and Commodity Futures 
Markets", World Development, 1994. 
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Table No. 2.2 

Basic Statistics for Commodity Price Data 

Mean St.Dev Mean St.Dev 

Cocoa prices (Mar 84-Dec 93, 5 contracts, 50 observations) 
s 1793 517 ~s -25 200 
F2 1553 500 ~F2 -24 165 
F1 1531 503 ~F1 -28 132 
FD 1540 485 ~FD -28 156 

, Co.co.a.,p.rjces,:(.Mar..24-.0e.c • .9.3,,,5 ..contracts •. 50 .,obs.er,vations} ! 

s 108 47 ~s -1.8 19 
F2 119 48 ~F2 -1.6 28 
F1 115 41 ~F1 -1.5 18 
FD 116 43 ~FD -1.5 21 

Cocoa prices (Mar 84-Dec 93, 5 contracts, 50 observations) 
s 8.56 3.34 ~s 0.106 1.75 
F2 8.62 3.01 ~F2 0.106 1.86 
F1 8.67 2.98 ~F1 0.106 1. 71 
FD 8.67 3.11 ~FD 0.106 1.72 

Cocoa prices (Mar 84-Dec 93, 5 contracts, 50 observations) 
s 348 56 ~s 0.1 35 
F2 332 52 ~F2 -0.8 29 
F1 332 50 ~F1 0 35 
FD 332 50 ~FD 0.2 30 

Source: Morgan, Rayner & Ennew, World development, 1994 



series, the 1( 1) null h:rvothesis was generally rejected. For the FD series, however, the 

null hypothesis was only rejected for cocoa. 

Within each of the four commodity markets examined, the results suggested 

that spot and futures prices were cointegrated and that in most cases, futures prices 

were w1biased predictors of spot~ ptices in the sense that the cointegrating slope 
I 

parameter was unity. These results support the notion that the commodity markets 

are efficient in the weak-form sense. 

The foregoing tests focused on the long-run relationship between spot and 

futures ptice and indicated that for the four commodities, futures prices provided 

useful fotward signals to agents. Firms using futures markets to diversifY away the 

risk of spot markets fluctuation still face basis risk. The quality of a shmt-run hedge 

, . · .,uepen'<is·:~n :;.;{ra"Sis •'\i·:iriavilit)i "'retiriive;''" 1 'Sp"f'·iVari'<ibilicy :' 'T-a'bh:: ·~2::3 ;···agam -booYuweri 

from their article, presents information on standard deviations for the spot and basis 

for a number of recent contracts. In general, basis va1iability was much lower than 

spot variability except in the case of wheat. Although it is noticeable that some 

contracts are less satisfactory than others, the results indicated that futures trading in 

soft commodities can provide the opportunity for agents to reduce price risk via 

hedging. 

ill) EFFICIENCY IN COMMODITY FUTURES MARKETS: 

TI1e empirical evidence on risk and retum in futures markets is ambiguous and 

makes it difficult to asce1tain whether the there is an excess retum to the speculators. 

Telser and Cootner debated vehemently in the !9b0's as to the meaning ofthe data 

for com, wheat, and cotton. Cootner maintained that an upward diift in futures ptices 

was observable, thereby giving excess retums to the speculators who were long 

fittures, while Telser argued it was not. 

Empirically, the hypothesis of the efficiency of fittures markets has been 

examined by a nwnber of economists. Most of them imposed the condition of rational 

e:\:pectations to see whether excess retums in the fiitures markets reflected a Iisk 
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Table No. 2.3 

Standard Deviation (Spot and; Basis) 

Wheat Coffee li1ocoa Sugar 
Spot Basis Spot Basis Sppt Basis Spot Basis 

Dec-93 28.5 10.21 122.37 52.03 
Oct-93 

95,61 
0.057 0.3 

Sep-93 14.63 17.29 6.53 1.19 48.76 
Jul-93 22.73 18 4.19 1.34 37.67 28.77 0.97 0.33 

"'' Mar-93 18.65 19.6 3.78 3.98 29;~9 27.72 1.57 0.25 
Mar-93 11.01 11.~1 5.23 3.52 3g.a 25.23 0.4 0.15 
Jul-92 27.38 19.39 3.24 3.18 68.'72 45.44 0.81 0.22 

;;:, 

Jul-91 6.77 7.13 5.06 1.4 101,08 9.91 0.72 0.2 
Jul-90 36.18 26.5 4.05 1.74 117:23 28.5 1.07 0.23 
Jul-89 11.37 7.24 14.97 3.2 14~;2 74.51 0.82 0.21 
Jul-88 34.44 5.36 2.08 1.79 54.24 41.01 1.56 0.21 

Source: Morgan, Rayner & Ennew, World development, 1994 



premmm. Since under rational expectations, the average forecasting error would be 

expected to be zero, nonzero retums would indeed reflect a risk premium. For 

example, Dusak1 analysed the determinants of futures prices in the context of 

''capital asset pricing model" (CAPM). In this framework, retums on futures markets 

are governed by assets' contribution to the risk of ~ large and weB-diversified 

portfolio. Dusak tested this model using bimonthly data for three commodities 

(wheat, com, and soyabeans) for the 1952-67 period and found that the risk premium 

in these contracts was not significantly different from zero. To support her 

conclusions, she estimated the mean realised futures retum and the systematic risk 

coefficient for each of the futures contract months of the three underlying 

commodities2
. In her study, it was found that in only two of the sixteen cases 

reportea, the mean reailsefi:Teturn'was .. :Signllicantlf'ilffierenf·'~from.·zero ·'anfF1n:;both 

cases the realised r(;(tum was negative. These results were fu1ther corroborated by the 

estimates of the systematic risk coefficients. In only one of the SL\.1een cases was the 

beta (i.e., the measure ofthe risk) ofthe futures contract significantly different from 

zero. The lack of covariance of the futures retums with the market return was also 

observed. 

In another study, Bodie and Rosansky (1980) found that ifthe Dusak sample 

was extended to a longer period ( 1950-76), the unconditional excess retums were 

significantly positive. More recently, Hazuka ( 1984) tested a consumption-o1iented 

CAPM for several commodities (including com, oats, sugar, wheat and metals such 

as copper and silver) that were classified according to storage characteristic. Only 

fi1hrres contracts with one month to ex-piration were used. Hazuka found that the 1isk 

premium involved in the fitture contracts was significantly different fi:om zero, 

although the estimates of the coefficients in the model were different from their 

theoretical values. 

1 K. Dusak. "Futures Trading and Investors Returns : An Investigation Of Commodity Market Risk 
Premiums", Journal of Political Economy, 1973. 
1 The systematic risk coefficients were estimated using the OLS regression, 

RF.t = aF + f3F (RM.t- rt) + ct. 
where the proxy for the market return, RM.t. is the price appreciation on the S&P 500 stock portfolio, 
and the proxy for tl}e riskless rate, r1• is the return on aT-bill with fifteen days to maturity. 
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Both Dusak (1973) and Hamka ( 1984) imposed the co11ditioll that the 

covariance ofthe return from holding a long position in the futures contracts and the 

return on market portfolio, or the covariance of the return and the marginal utility of 

consumption, was constant. To the extent that this is not so, their estimates of risk 

premia are not consistent. 

As these studies indicate, the empi1ical evidence on efficiency in the 

commodity markets is diverse at best. The two components of efficiency1 in futures 

markets --- the risk premium and the forecast error --- reflect directly the twin roles 

of futures markets. The first, related to the notion of risk premium, is that futures 

markets act as insurance markets allowing diversilication of commodity price risk. 

The second function is akin to the forecasting role -- that is, futures prices provide 

forecasts of future spot prices. 

Some preliminary evidence on the forecasting ability of futures prices can be 

obtained from Kaminsky and Kumar's article2 where they tested whether the excess 

returns from holding a futures contract for n periods are, on average, equal to zero. 

Excess returns, Vr+n = fr+n - fr , as in equation ( 1.2), where fr and fr+, denote, 

respectively, the log of the futures price at time t and t + n They tested whether 

futures prices are unbiased forecasts of future spot prices by testing the null 

hypothesis3 

Ho : E(vt+u) = 0, for n = 1,3,6,9, (2.3) 

where n denotes number of months. The reason that testing the null hypothesis is 

equivalent to testing whether futures prices are unbiased predictors of spot prices 

1 See Chapter I for efficiency of futures markets. Excess Returns, is given by the following equation. 
Vt-tu = ft+u - ft = [Et (ft+u)- ft] + [ft+u - Et (ft+t,)] = RPt + ~lt+u. 

2 Graciela Kaminsky and Manmohan S. Kumar. "Efficienc:y in Commodity Futures Markets", L\!F 
Staff Papers, 1990. 
3 The reason that testing the null hypothesis is equivalent to testing whether futures prices are 
unbiased predictors of spot prices at the maturity of the contract is that futures prices at maturity, _IT . 
are equal to spot prices. sr. by arbitrage. 
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atthe maturity of the contract is that futures prices at maturity, fr , are equal to spot 

prices, sr , by arbitrage. 

Table 2.4, excerpted from their article presents the results of their above test 

for seven different commodities for the 13-year period 1976-88. It shows the mean 

excess returns from holding a futures contract for one, three, six and nine months ( 

that is, a forecast horizon ofone, three, six, and nine months), and the corresponding 

!-statistic for the test of the null hypothesis of unbiasedness. In the case of com, for 

instance, for a forecast horizon of one month, the mean excess return was -0.0003, 

which is not significantly different from zero. Although mean excess returns were 

positive for some commodities such as cocoa and coffee, they were not statistically 

different from zero for any of the seven commodities, over any of the four forecast 

""b orizons. 

The results in Table 2._4 suggest, at least superficially, that the null hypothesis 

of a zero bias in futures prices could not be rejected. However, the evidence was also 

consistent with the presence of a time-varying bias; that is, bias that may be positive 

during some years and negative in others, and has zero mean. Since there is evidence 

from other asset markets, such as the foreign exchange market, that a time-varying 

bias exists, Kaminsk-y and Kumar checked whether there is such a bias in the 

commodity futures markets. 

To isolate any such bias they divided the sample into subperiods over which it 

was ex'J)ected to display differential behaviour. The method of obtaining the 

subsamples was based on the evidence on investor expectations in the foreign 

exchange market. This evidence suggests that, in general, investors consistently 

underpredict the value of an asset when the asset is appreciating ( for example, the 

dollar in the early 1980s) and systematically overpredict it when it is depreciating (as 

was the case after 1985 when the dollar started to depreciate). Following this type of 

evidence, the 1976-88 period \Vas divided into subperiods according to whether the 

commodity spot price was increasing or falling. As it tmned out, the results for 

futures markets were quite similar to those for other asset markets. 
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Table No.2.4 

Tests of Unconditional Unbiasedness: Complete Sample 

Commodity Forecast horizon Excess returns 
(months) (ft+1 - ft) 

mean t-statistic 

Food Corn 1 -0.003 -1.289 

3 -0.008 -1.372 

6 -0.014 -1.304 

9 -0.02 -1.34 

Soyabeans 1 -0.001 -0.281 

3 -0.002 -0.241 
": ~~ ,.,-'.:· ·',~'(' ··e •... :.··t<., .. , .. 

·~o:nm 
. ~· .... -~~ -::o.T17 

9 0 -0.029 

Wheat 1 -0.002 -1.129 

3 -0.006 -1.061 

6 -0.012 -1.069 

9 -0.017 -1.005 

Beverages Cocoa 1 0.001 0.479 

3 0.002 0.309 

6 0.003 0.15 
9 0.007 0.242 

Coffee 1 0.004 1.222 
3 0.013 1.344 

6 0.019 1 

9 0.032 1.1 

Raw materials Copper 1 0.001 0.317 

3 0.001 0.207 

6 -0.001 -0.117 

9 -0.006 -0.309 

Cotton 1 0.001 0.608 

3 0.002 0.326 

6 0.004 0.296 

9 0.008 0.445 

Source: Kaminsky & Kumar, IMF Staff Papers, 1990 



For illustrati':e purposes, Table 2. 5 presents the results for two commodities. 

TI1e results for wheat, the period March 1976 to December 1988 was divided into 

four subperiods: March 1976 to December 1976, December 1976 to January 1981, 

January 1981 to July I 986, and July 1986 to December 1988. During the third 

subpeiiod, the excess returns in the futures market were consistently negative for all 

· four forecast horizons, indicating that futures prices overpredicted future spot prices . 

. Conversely, during the last subpe1iod, excess retums had the opposite sign. In the 

case of cocoa (again with four different subperiods), dming 1976-77 the excess 

returns were consistently positive, whereas over 1986-88 they were negative. For 

both commodities, the forecasting bias was generally significantly different from zero 

and was substantial in magnitude, reaching as much as 8 percent a year. 

~::A<£~m;;.the':farci.g!l'.teKcl.nmge:·market;·Mhe,natuve·<G6the,:bia-s,"Chm~.ges;-,'Over.';tim:t~, 

and is, on average, positively conelated with the sign ofthe change in the commodity 

spot p1ice. For example, dming 198 I -86 the price of wheat declined almost 

·continuously, and realised excess returns during this period were negative. During 

1986-88, when the price .of wheat followed an upward trend, the excess returns in the 

futures market were consistently positive. In the case of cocoa during 1986-88, spot 

p1ices were expected to rise, but instead showed a downward trend with consistently 

negative excess returns. 

Similar results 1
, although not included here, were obtained by Kaminsk·-y and 

Kumar for the other commodities for different subperiods. The authors qualifY such 

results by noting that "this evidence of excess returns significantly different from 

zero does not necessmily imply market failure. TI1ere are two main reasons for these. 

The first has to do \vith the possibility that although ex.-pectations are rational ex ante. 

they may appear biased ex post. An ex-planation can be provided by a simple example 

in which investors use all the available infonnation efficiently but still make nonzero 

forecast errors because the infonnation is incomplete. A second reason why nonzero 

1 For example, during the early 1980s, when spot prices in the soybean and the corn markets showed 
a trend decline, excess returns in the futures market for both commodities were consistently 
negative. In some cases these excess returns were over 20 percent a year. such as for corn from 
January 1981 to October 1982, or 16 percent. in the case of soybeans from November 1980 to 
October 1982. A similar pattern was found in the other markets, although the results were less 
significant. 
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Table No. 2.5 

Tests of Unconditional Unbiasedness: Selected Subsamples of Wheat and Cocoa 

Commodity 

Wheat 

Cocoa 

Forecast horizons 
(months) 

1 
3 
6 
9 

1 
3 
6 
9 

1 
3 
6 
9 

3 
6 
9 

3 
6 
9 

1 
3 
6 
9 

3 
6 
9 

1 
3 
6 
9 

Sample Period 

03/76-12/76 

12/76-01/81 

.. 
01/81-07/86 

07/86-12/88 

03/76-03/77 

03/77-08/82 

08/82-01/84 

01/86-1288 

Source: Kaminsky & Kumar, IMF Staff Papers, 1990 

Excess returns 
(ft+1 - ft) 

mean t-statistics 

-0.02 -1.75 
-0.05 -1.86 
-0.08 -3.32 
-0.07 -2.11 

0 0.44 
0.01 0.58 

0 0.21 
0 0.04 

; 

-0.01 -2.63 
-0.02 -3.41 
-0.04 -3.86 
-0.05 -3.95 

0.01 1.16 
0.02 2.44 
0.04 3.39 
0.05 2.37 

0.04 4.27 
0.12 9.81 
0.22 9.31 
0.29 7.7 

0.01 -0.53 
0.04 -0.51 
0.07 -0.51 
0.13 -0.06 

0.01 1.08 
0.01 0.87 
0.01 0.36 

0 0.01 

-0.01 -1.82 
-0.03 -2.95 
-0.05 -3.75 
-0.07 -3.53 
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excess returns do not imply market failure is the existence of a nonzero time varying 

risk premium". 1 

Earlier it was shown that the excess returns in futures markets can be 

decomposed into a forecast enor, ~Lt + n, and a risk premium, RPt. Conditional on the 

assumption of a zero forecast enor, a nonzero excess return could_simply be 

interpreted as evidence of a nonzero risk premium- indicating that investors are risk 

averse. Modem theories of asset pricing suggest that the risk premium separating 

futures prices in a given period from future prices in subsequent period will vary 

through time in proportion to the movements in the covariance of the returns of 

future contracts and consumption. Since this conditional covariance may change 

··'·sign."S~·'no''bi'll'S"nee·a:.cbe·JoUitO:-over ca~'iarge time'mtervft; · even''though -over any given 

time period the expected_ excess return may be different fi:om zero. 

Another approach has been to analyse the time-series pattern of futures prices 

to see if any dependence exists that may be exploited for profit fu the stock market 

Fama2 (1970) has dubbed such tests "weak form" tests of market efficiency since they 

seek to determine whether a "weak" information set -- the past sequence of prices 

can predict future price changes. If the market is efficient, the futures price at t 

reflects all available infonnation at that point, including the past hist01y of prices. The 

past history of prices therefore cannot be used to generate a positive profit in the 

pe1iod t to t+ l. A simple emperical implication of efficiency markets is that today" s 

futures renun should not be conelated with tomorrow's futures return, i.e., p(Rt. 

Rt+t) = 0. Several investigators like Smidt ( 1965) and Stevenson and Bear ( 1970) 

f01md that se1ial conelation is not economically significant. When setial dependence 

is obse1ved. it is not large enough to overcome the transaction costs incuned in 

tiying to profit fi:om it. 

1 Graciela Kaminsky and Manmohan S. Kumar. "'Efficiency in Commodity Futures Markets··. L\!F 
Staj}Papers. 1990. \ 
2 Eugene F. Fa.ma, "Efficient Capital Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work" Journal of 
Finance. 1970. 
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Taking a clue from Fama, Kaminsky and Kumar carried the 'weak test' of 

efficiency based on the following equation, which indicates excess returns in a given 

market as a function of a constant and three lagged excess returns : 

3 

ft + n- ft = Po + L f3m { ft- m + 1 - ft- n- m + 1 ) + Et + n ' 

m=l 

(2.4) 

The results from their analysis indicated that the strongest evidence against 

the joint hypothesis of no market failure and zero risk premium occurred in the cocoa 

and the copper markets at the three - and six- month forecast horizon, respectively. 

For wheat and coffee also, the null hypothesis for the nine-month forecast horizon 

could be r~ected at better thanJ Q. p.er.cent JeveLof.s!!llificance .. But for .other 

maturities for wheat and coffee, and for other commodities, there was no strong 

evidence against the null hypothesis. In other words, for three of the seven 

commodities, namely com, soyabeans, and cotton, the futures market could not be 

said to be inefficient in the weak fonn. For the other four commodities, however, the 

null hypothesis of efficiency appeared rejected for some of the forecast horizons at 

the conventional levels of significance. 

Since the above test may not have enough power because it uses data only 

from the "own" market, the 'semi strong efficiency' test was also undertaken by the 

authors. The results ofthe own forecast enor and the six other commodities' lagged 

forecast errors, is indicated by the following equation : 

7 

fjt+n- f\ =f3o+l:f3 .. (f\-f
1
t-n) + Ejt+u, (2.5) 

1=1 

where the superscript j refers to commodity j. 

Intuitively, the use of past price information conceming other commodity 

markets, in addition to the own price ?Uormation, should make it easier to eam 

excess retums, compared to using the commodity's own ptice histmy only. This is 

so, since presumably, futures ptices in other markets yield infonnation that will 
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complement or supplement the information from a commodity's past history. 

Contrary to the results in the weak test conducted by Kaminsky and Kumar, the null 

hypothesis that all the coefficients are zero was rejected for six out ofthe seven 

commodities for the six-month and nine-month horizons, at 5 percent level of 

significance or lower. However, for the one- month horizon, the null hypothesis 

could not be rejected for any of the commodities, and for the three-month hmizon, it 

was rejected for four out of the seven commodities. Given that this multicommodity 

test is more powerful, the results do suggested that for short horizons the joint 

hypothesis of zero risk premium and no market failure could not be rejected. 

However, for longer horizons these results could not be regarded as fairly strong 

evidence against the efficiency of these futures markets, especially since the results 

were based on a 13:year period. 

These conclusions were further corroborated by the final test of efficiency 

performed by Kaminsky and Kumar. The basis for such a test was as follows : "In 

testing for nonzero expected real profits using the semistrong test, a regression was 

run with the excess returns on the left-hand side, and variables in the publicly 

available information set on the right-hand side. As in the literature on efficient 

markets, it is assumed that that if the information was in the public domain then it 

was available to the public and should have been reflected in prices. Of course, this 

assumption ignores the cost of acquiring the information, but the justification for this 

position is that the costs of acquiring such public information are small compared to 

the potential rewards. In principle, any variable in such an information set is a 

candidate in the regression equation. However, to improve the power ofthe test, 

those variables should be included which are more closely related with , for example. 

the risk premia in these markets"1
• In the following test the authors included different 

macroeconomic vmiables for the Uuited States, such as the growth rate of 

consumption, the tenus oftrade, the inflation rate, the growth rate ofindustiial 

production, the growth rate of money supply and the riskless interest rate as 

measured by the treasury bill yield, as well as the owu lagged forecast error. These 

1 
Graciela Kaminsky and Manmohan S. Kumar, ''Efficiency in Commodity Futures Markets", L\!F 

StajfPapers, 1990. 
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chosen variables should affect investment and consumption decisions and possibly, 

therefore, rates of return in the asset markets. 

For the above test, the following equation was estimated : 

6 

. . . I . 
flt = f3o+f3t(fJt_fJt-n) + LYIXt + E

1t+n 

1=1 

(2.6) 

where x1 denotes the six macro variables noted above. TI1e results rejected the 

efficiency hypothesis for only two commodities (cocoa and cotton) for the one-month 

forecast horizon, and three commodities (cocoa, cotton, and coffee) for the three

month horizon. However, for the six- and nine-month h01izons, the null hypothesis 

was rejected for most commodities. For instance, for the nine-month horizon the null 

hypothesis was rejected at a very low level of significance for all commodities except 

cotton. 

The above results indicate that it is not possible to make any strong 

generalisation about the efficiency of the commodity futures market for short-term 

forecast horizons. For longer periods, however, it does appear that several of the 

markets may not be fully efficient. Ofcourse, even in these latter cases, the emperical 

rejection of the efficiency hypothesis does not imply market failure. In particular, if 

investors are risk averse, a nonzero excess return may only reflect a time-varying risk 

premnun_ 

Another approach to testing the efficiency of commodity futures markets is to 

examine the subgroups of investors, such as professional traders and investment 

advisers, to see if they can earn abnormal returns. What is a normal return now 

requires discussion. It is unlikely that the n01mal retum of professional traders and 

advisers is zero; for if it were, how would they feed their families? One would e:-.-pect 

professional investors, those who spend time and resources in analysis, to generate 

positive trading profits or to charge fees. The findings by Rockwell ( 1967) and 

Houthakker ( 1957) where retums to various groups of traders were estimated by 

using their open position and price change data, are consistent with efficient markets. 

Their study examine returns to large hedgers, large speculators and to small traders in 

physical fittures markets. TI1ese studies conclude that large speculators do make a 
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profit, which is consistent with the idea that professional speculators should make a 

profit. TI1e studies disagree on whether other speculators make or lose money. Under 

the null hypothesis of zero expected retums to speculators, gains by one group of 

speculators should be offset by losses of the remaining speculators. Rockwell argues 

this is the case. Houthakker argues that small speculators also makes money, thereby 

rejecting the null hypothesis. 

Summing up, while in general futures markets are efficient in the ''weak" 

sense the same cannot be said to be true about the "semi-strong" or the "strong" 

fonns of efficiency. While in the shmt term the expected returns may be zero due to 

the speculators as a "group" earning normal returns; in the longer term horizon, 

however, there is a case for the speculators to eam abnormal profit. Tiils is 

pa1ticularly so because the prevalence of the professional speculators among the 

group of speculators who demand more than proportionate returns Witli increasing 

risks, yields retums wllich are significantly different from zero. 

IV) PRICE EFFECTS OF SPECULATION : 

Tills section Is concemed with the pnce effects of speculation through the 

relationsllip between the volume of trading and extent of price vatiability on 

collllllodity futures market. The existence of such a relationsllip has been documented 

in several places although there is less than nuanimous agreement as to the w1derline 

mechaillsm by which it is generated. Such a study is impmtant since it bears directly 

on the question of p1ice effects of speculation and. hence, on ce1tain aspects of 

market regulation. It is observed that day to day Yariation of trading volume in £1ct. is 

related to day to day vmiations in speculation. 1l1is is because transaction involving 

hedgers on either side comp1ise only small proportion of daily trading volume. 

Current statistics to support this claim are not available, but a review of the 

fi:agmentary historical data, summarised in Table 2.b. provides an indicatimi of orders 

of the magnitude involved. TI1e relevant figures are those related to trading on the 

Cllicago Board of Trade. The time periods coYered in Table 2.6, are some\vhat 
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atypical, being periods of unusually wide p1ice movements. Even if the figures in the 

table considerably underestimate the usual volume of hedging transactions, however, 

it remains clear that, movements in daily trading volume primarily reflect movement 

in speculative activity. 

T11e balance of patticipants is different from market to market. Some markets, 

such as the London Metal Exchange, the IPE and the white sugar markets of London 

and Paris, are heavily don:rinated by commercial interests, who undertake both 

hedging and speculative trading. Others, for example most of the exchanges in the 

US, Japan and all gold and silver markets are dominated by non-commercial interests, 

many being speculators. 

Within the group of speculators, the role oflocals vis-a-vis that of investment 

funds is different from market to market, and also from one period to another. In the 

Dmtea 1Gngoom aiia"France;·"there "is no reporting m{'the .. importance 6fi:be market 

participants by different groups. In the United States, buyers and sellers of futures 

contracts on the commodity exchanges are divided for regulatmy purposes between 

those who have an interest in the physical trade of the commodity concerned and 

those that do not. the first are called "commercial interests" or "hedgers", the 

second "non-commercial interests" or "speculators". While figures based on this 

classification are the only ones available, the nomenclature is misleading. While those 

users who have a commercial interest in the underlying commodity are often hedging 

their price risks, 
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Table 2.6: Percentages of Trading Volume lnvolving Hedgers 

Period 

2 Jan, 1925 

18 Apr, 1925 

3 Jan, 1927 

31 Oct., 1927 

.. -···.-,;; 

18 Sep., 1947 

Exchanges 

Chicago Board of 

Trade 

Chicago Board of Trade 

Chicago Board of Trade 

Chicago Board of Trade 

Minneapolis Grain 

Exchange 

Kansas City Board of 

Duluth Grain Exchange 

Kansas City Board of 

Trade 

Chicago Board Trade 

Commodity Hedging Transactions 

as Percentage ofTotal 

Volume 

Wheat 3 

Corn 

Wheat 5 

Corn 4 

Wheat 23 

Wheat 26 

1 " 

Corn 15 

Wheat 15 

Source : Barry A Goss, ( ed. ), "Futures Markets : Their Establishment 

and Performance" , Croom Helin., 1986. 
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they also speculate on a fairly large scale. Those who do not have a commercial 

interest may be speculators or may be firms representing clients who are speculators 

or hedgers; or they may be market makers, arbitraging fhtures positions. 

In terms of transaction volume, figures on patticipation are difficult to obtain 

because many positions are opened and closed the same day. Table 2. 7 shows the 

distribution of open interest (the remaiillng open positions at the end of the day) 

between "non-commercial" and "commercial" interests for a number of US markets 

on 13 March 1992; non-reportable positions to a large degree refer to small scale 

speculators. 

As can be seen, non-commercial interests, together with those holding non

reportable positions, account for a significant share in all markets. Figures of the New 

York Cotton Exchange support the ~~gument that these overall figures .are 

misleading, as mentioned above. NYCE figures separate out '110use" transactions 

from transactions on behalf of customers for both groups of large patticipants, those 

defined as "non-commercial" and those defined as "commercial". It is noticeable that 

for both groups, a large part of transactions is on behalf of customers. For example, 

for the cotton contract, 27 March, 1992, speculators account for 36 percent of the 

total reportable positions; of these, one-third was on behalf of customers- who may 

be legitimate hedgers. Commercial interests accounted 64 percent, of which half was 

on behalf of customers -- again. there is no way of saying whether these customers 

were, for instance, managed funds or those involved in executable orders. 

Locals -- small individual traders - are usually only active in one commodity 

and provide a major pa1t of intra-day activity. sometimes as much as 40 percent. 

They rarely leave their positions open ovemight. Although their operations can be 

criticised, their profits only account for a vary minor patt of exchange transactions 

value. In recent years. there has been a concentration of market power among trade 

houses. Some major players have disappeared, and a limited munber of very large 

international multi-commodity trade houses now dominate commodity trade and have 

a major share in commodity fi.ttures turnover. Concentration is especially high in 

trade in soft commodities, but it has also grow11 in the metal trade. While their large 

role on 
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TABLE: 2.7 

Distribution of open interest for a number of US markets, 13 March, 1992. 

{percentage of total shmt or long positions in a contract) 
.O',j 

Contract Non-commercial interests Commercial interests Non-r~~ortable positions 
"-> 

long short long short long . short 
... 

CSCE 

Sugar No II 9.4 15.8 67 .I 62.7 23.2 21.2 

Sugar No 14 - - 70.6 74.8 29.4 25.2 

Coffee C 18.9 9.7 44.9 71.5 31.9 14.6 

Cocoa 15.7 14.3 60.7 70.2 20.6 12.4 

NYMEX 

Light sweet 3.0 4.4 69.2 67.0 23.3 24.2 

crude oil 
;,._i 

COM EX 

Copper 17.0 4.7 45.1 68.5 36.8 25.7 

Silver 28.1 6.9 31.5 75.7 35.6 12.6 

Gold 10.3 23.1 54.8 42.6 25.6 25.0 

NYCE 

Cotton No 2. 7.8 23.5 59.0 42.1 29.6 30.9 

FCOJ 7.7 16.8 66.1 49.0 21.4. 29.5 
' 

Source : Commodity Futures Trading Commisswn, "Commttment ofTraders in Futun~f;", 13 March, 1992. 
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excchanges can be partially attributed to an expansion in the types of physical trade 

contracts which make the trade house the intermediary for the 1isk management 

activities of its trade partners, trade houses are also active for their own account. A 

few have even created their oWn. managed funds. 

There are different types of non-trade related large speculators . l11e most 

important are the investment funds, of which there are two s01ts : managed funds and 

institutional investors. Especially in the U.S., the market share of large p1ivate 

investors is also not negligible. In a sampling by C.F.T.C. of its large trader reports in 

late 1983, it was found that out of a total of around 1400 accounts with rep01table 

Jar.£e.,v.ositions ,ju.,JJ Autur.e.s~markets .. ruo.re .th.aJI ,one iO wuteLM.~.a s ,iu the .ha11 d.., ,o£.L1J~I!.f 
-~ ·~ . . . ..... -

individual speculators. 

Managed funds consist of funds put together by individuals or institutions 

with the purpose of undertaking futures market operations. They are run by 

professional money managers. Experience has shown that all but the largest private 

speculators are forced out of the market before long, whole the staying power and 

diversification possibilities which result from having assembled the funds of a number 

of smaller speculators allow longer survival and even profits. In the US, where 

managed funds are most developed, over 1000 funds are active in futures markets. Of 

these, a small number account for the major part of investments : m 1988, 41 

commodity funds and pools, managing betw·een US$ I 0 million and I billion, 

accounted for 80 percent of the net assets of all managed fimds. In a 1988-89 

survey, 1 it was fmmd that commodity fimds and pools accmmted on average for I to 

6 percent of volume as well as open interest in medium-sized and large US 

commodity futures markets in the United States. Since then. with the finther growth 

of managed funds, their share bas possibly increased. 

Institutional investors are mainly pension and insurance funds which consider 

the use of cmmnodity fittures markets as a way to improve the composition of their 

1 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Di1·ision jhr Economic "'lna~\·sis, "Survey of Commodity 

Pool Operators in Futures Markets v.ith an Analysis of Interday Position Changes", January, 1991. 
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investment portfolio. Since the late 1980s they are gradually diversifYing into 

instruments such as futures and options contracts. 

There are a few firms specialised in arbitrage transactions, especially in the 

arbitrage between futures and options. The prop01tion of arbitrage transactions in 

daily tumover is very high. Arbitrage is a low risk activity and so these firms leave a 

large part of their positions open overnight. They may account for as much as one 

quarter of open position interest on some markets. Current reporting system do not 

allow a proper evaluation of their role. 

Widespread agreement can be found among even the most casual students of 

futures markets that these markets facilitate speculation. There is considerable 

disagreement, however, as to the effects of such speculation. One school of thoughts 

.holds ... .that_,speculation .p.erf.arms.,a .w.elfare-~in.cn~..asi!~? ,i.iJnc.tion -w.hich js ."eff.ecteil jn <. 

variety of independent ways. First, speculation is required for a futures market to 

grow to sufficient maturity to facilitate hedging operations. Thus, in so far as fi.ttures 

trading itself produces benefits, these may, at least in part, be attributed to 

speculation. Benefits of this kind include generation of increased traders' information 

about supply and demand influences, facilitation of transactions among strangers and 

facilitation of risk-management by handlers of commodities. 

A further strand of argument is that speculation promotes ptice stability. By 

providing an inter-temporal array of price information, a futures market ( and, hence. 

speculation) enables stock-holding, production, consumption and processing 

activities to be allocated over tinie in an efficient fashion. therefore reducing the 

amplitude of seasonal fluctuations in cash prices. At the same time, according to this 

view. speculation has the effect of mitigating short-run fluctuation in futures ptices. 

The notion is that speculators buy futures when p1ices drift 'too low' and sell when 

they go 'too high'. In each case. the extent offutures price vmiability is reduced. 1l1is 

latter view, stated in the form that profitable speculation necessmily exe1ts a 

stabilising influence on price, has been associated with F1iedman ( 1953), although it 

can be traced back afleast as £1r as living Fisher ( 1930). As we shall see below, it 

has given rise to a protracted theoretical debate among economists. 
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On the other hand is the view, sometimes expressed before congressional 

hearings, that speculation has a destabilising influence on price and, in particular, that 

'waves' of speculative activity motivated by factors unrelated to fundamental market 

influences may distort prices and cause them to fluctuate to an unwarranted degree. 

This view prevailed in 1958 when trading in onion futures was prohibited in United 

States, and it lay behind atleast some ofthe criticism offi.ttures trading which led to 

extensive amendments to the Commodity Exchange Act in 1974. 

The gist of this view was expressed clearly enough by Congressman Conte : 

"Both producers and consumers have suffered as a result of huge price fluctuation. I 

am convinced that someone, somewhere is profiting from all of this. And I suspect 

that in some cases at least, the people responsible for the price fluctuations are among 

.... .th.Dse,b.enefiti.Q.g.cfimn.them..~.'f.US .. 93xd.C.qggr.ess, J 957). 

Furthermore, the view that speculation may exacerbate future pnce 

movements has been accepted by some close observers ofthe market place. The then 

administrator of the Commodity Exchange Authority, R.R. Kauffinan, commented in 

1957 on speculation in the onion market as follows: 

"Wide and rapid price swings attracts speculation which at times further widens the 

swings, thus attracting more speculation. This speculating fever continues until the 

individual speculators have either lost their money or made enough to satisfY for the 

time being." (US 85th Congress, 195 7). 

Congress has seen some me1it in this argument as the Commodity Futures 

Trading Act, of 1974 states, in part : 

"Excessive speculation in any commodity under contracts of sale of such commodity 

for future delivery made on or subject to the rule of contract markets causing sudden 

or unreasonable fluctuations or unwananted changes in the p1ice of such commodity, 

is an undue or unnecessary burden on interstate commerce in such commodity. For 

the purpose of diminishing, eliminating, or preventing such burden, the Commission 

shall, from time to time, after due notice and opportunity for hea1ing, by order, 

proclaim and fix such limits on the amount of trading which may be done on positions 

which may be held by any person tmder contracts of sale of such commodity for 
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future delivery on or subject to the roles of any contract market as the commission 

finds are necessmy to diminish , elimina:te or prevent such burden." (US 93rd 

Congress, 197 4) 

Baumol (1957) , Stein (1961) and Kemp (1973) have shown that it is 

possible to construct models in which speculation is profitable yet destabilising. 

Baumol's illustration of these proposition have been criticised by Telser ( 1959) as 

being unrealistic, while Stein's example rests on institutional characteristics of the 

foreign exchange market which may not be relevant for the present case. 

Nevertheless, works by F arell (1966) and Schimmler (1973) suggests that the fonnal 

conditions under which the proposition that 'single profitable speculation is price 

stabilising' is valid are quite restrictive. It is difficult not to agree with Baumol that 

~he '.:effect d~f ... ,.;. ,speaulat·im~· ;;_o.n: --st<ab.iliq.;,,;as·;,in,·4lart·,:an ,,.empericaJ.,;question .:.,,aud ,,tb2.1 

attempts to settle by a priori comments must somewhere resort to fallacy' (Baumol, 

1957). 

In most commodity futures markets, the role of investment funds is 

increasing. The large majority of investment fund activity is concentrated in the 

nearby futures contracts, with most of the remainder in the next maturity. They are 

hardly active in the further away contract months. However, it is likely to reduce 

sharply when they start profiting more from the spreads between different contract 

months. The size of the individual funds is generally very large compared to the 

turnover on, in particula_r, agiicultural futures markets, and only the nearby futures 

contracts provide a volume in which they find easier to trade. 

Investment funds easily shift benveen financial markets and commodity 
' 

filtures markets. Because of their size, this shifting can have a major influence on 

ptices. The activities of many investment fimds have therefore upset many hedgers. 

For instance, "many of Chicago· s traditional agricultural traders say that they are 

wonied about the widening parameters of risk ex-posure in their markets pumped up 

on money from out-of-favour financial instrument markets. " 1 Developments in the 

underlying physical market may become of secondmy importance. In 1987, 

1 World Commodity Review, 27 July, 1988. 
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"Chicago's agricultural futures markets were caught in a downslid~ .... as traders v-·cre 

forced to liquidate positions to cover losses in financial futures ..... Some of the big 

brokerage houses bad pulled their traders out of the agricultural pits as they were 

forced to raise margins in the financial markets. " 1 l11e same happened in late 1987, 

when LME metal prices increased unexpectedly. "Merchants ... blamed the rapid price 

movements in the futures markets on speculators, who apparently took their money 

out of equities when Iraq invaded Kuwait, and investment in commodities. "2 

A related problem is that a large majority (80-85 percent) of investment funds 

use technical systems as a basis for their investment decisions. The most imp011ant 

systems used are trend-following, with many fund managers accepting the systems' 

signals almost without question, ignoring the market's fundamentals. All trend

following systems are quite similar, and certain "trigger signals" may cause a massive 

run into or out of the market. A commodity price de.C:line w·liich would trigger sales 

by one investment fund would be reinforced by this fund's sales, and thus t1igger 

sales by others. This snowball effect is much feared by commercial interests. It should 

be noted, however, that the effects in most cases are short-lived, and negative 

consequences can be avoided by well informed trade users. Also, this behaviour of 

investment funds may offer additional profit opportunities to hedgers and floor 

traders alike. Occasionally, however, a more prolonged markets anomaly may a1ise, 

as in the case of the prolonged decline of coffee prices in 1992 (from 70 ctsllb in 

March to 49 cts/lb in early August), reinforced by investment fi.md activity -- the 

selling of futures contracts which induced fui1her sales. nus was followed by a 

strong increase (from 48 ctsllb in late August to 8~ cts/lb in late December) in which 

funds played an equally imp011ant role. Traders reacted to the p1ice decline by raising 

premiums for the coffees they had in stock. nus shows the e:\.1ent to which the 

markets had lost its role as piice reference mechmusm. Producers were unable to 

claim such premium increases, and received only the standard reference p1ices 

determined on the futures market. Nevertheless, if futures market volatility is high, 

1 Financial Times, 30 October, 1987. 
2 Metal Bulletin, 6 September, 1990. 
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the result of a hedging transaction may be the opposite of that intended, especially for 

a less well-informed hedger. 

Empirical resolution of whether speculators as a group are responsible for 

price instability is no easy matter, however. The course of action usually adopted is 

to examine the variability of cash prices of a given commodity for two time periods, 

one in which an active futures market for the commodity existed and one in which 

there was no such market. In order to attribute any observed differences in price 

variability to the influence of futures trading or speculation, one must resort to a post 

hoc ergo proctor hoc argument and consequently the results of such studies must be 

interpreted with caution. Analysis along these lines has been rmdertaken for wheat 

(Tomek, 1971), onions (Gray,l963; Johnson, 1973; Working, 1960), cotton 

(Chapman and Knoop, 1906), porkbellies and live cattle (Powers, 1970; Taylor and 

Leuthold, 1974). These studies generally show a reduction ill price vai1ability 

concomitant with futures trading. 

Rutledge in an article examines the question from a somewhat different viewpoint. 

The correlation between trading volume and price variability might be construed as 

evidence in support ofthe hypothesis that speculation destabilises price. On the other 

hand, it is not difficult to em isage models of speculative behaviour in which an 

increase in the volume of trading can be considered as a response to, rather than a 

cause of , increased price variability. This view is consistent with the activities of 

scalpers and day traders as described by Workings ( 1977, 1967). If prices are 

regarded as promptly and appropriately reflecting new infonnation which flows to the 

market place at an uneven rate. then the trading activities of scalpers will clearly be 

greater on days \Vhen ptices fluctuate more. The same conclusion seem to apply to 

'day traders', whose activities have been described in more details by Working 

( 1977). Another impmtant class of speculative trading is ·price level trading·. Here 

again the greater the degree of price fluctuation the more likely it is that potentially 

profitable short-run trends may emerge, giving rise to increased trading activity. 

It is in this context that Rutledge· remarks : "Much impmtance. therefore, 

attaches to the direction of causality underlying the correlation between trading 
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volume and price va1iability. Evidence that causality runs from trading volume to 

piice variability would strongly supp01t the critics of futures market and would 

provide a more satisfact01y base on which regulations of speculative positions and 

daily trading activity could be based. Evidence in the other direction, when combined 

with that described above on cash price valiability, would provide empi1ical support 

for those who argue for some modifications of these regulations. 

It should be remembered that when we speak of trading volume 'causing' 

price instability, or price variability 'causing' trading volume we are in fact glossing 

over a vety complex mechanism In fact, of course, the observed relationship between 

these variables is a reflection of the extent to which traders react differentlv to 

perceived new information. The truly 'causal' variables cannot be observed and hence 

our p01trayal of the relationship between trading volume and price variability as a 

causal one."is· a ~·very ~crulle '';Cb.aractens-anon:-\.:of';ithe ;micro ··stn:Icture ·'iof ·fumres 

markets. " 1 

The concept of causality employed by Rutledge rests on two intuitive notions. 

First, that the future cannot cause the past and, second, that causality must essentially 

be a probabilistic concept. Rutledge applied the Granger-Sims procedure to daily data 

on trading volume and price variability for a number of commodity futures contracts. 

The measure of price variability empioyed was the absolute value of the percentage 

change in daily closing price. The data base initially constmcted consisted of daily 

closing prices and daily trading volume for 15 commodities. For each comma dity, 

three time periods of approximately four months length were selected. These sample 

periods were selected to enable compmison to be made between several deliYerv 

months. 

In each estimated equation, a time trend was included to allow for any long 

nm influences not directly accounted for in the relationship between trading volume 

and price vatiability and all equations was estimated using the Cochrane - Orcutt 

iterative procedure to take account of first order serial dependence in the errors. 

1 D. J S. Rutledge, ''Trading Volume and Price Variability : New Evidence on the Price Effects of 
Speculation". in B. A. Goss (Eds.). Futures Markets: 77wir E\·tahli.\'hment ct< l'erjimnance. Croom 
Helm. London & Sydney. 1986. 
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In all, 136 contracts in 13 commodities were retained for analysis. TI1e results 

provide remarkable strong supports for the hypothesis that movements in trading 

volume represents a response, rather than a cause of, movements in price variability. 

Ofthe 136 contracts examined, 23 exhibited so weak a relationship between trading 

volume and price variability that the question of causality did not arise. Sixteen of 

these (in the soyabean complex, silver and IMM contracts) were commodities where 

spreading activities are particularly important and where, as a consequence, one 

would expect a simple relationship between trading volume and price variability to be 

less prevalent. Most of the other contracts falling into this category are 111 

commodities where futures trading was a relatively recent phenomenon . 

In 80 of the remaining 113 cases, the procedure was unable to identifY the 

direction of causality between trading volume and price variability. Rutledge' explains 

·· sadr:;a :>r;e9.dt ~: -'.~;I;his~,i.s:.,almo.sL.c.ertainLv .. .a . .refle.ctiou, _not of the lack of causal 

relationship, but rather of the period benveen observations being too great relative to 

the time lags involved. A very great proportion of variation in trading volume is a 

reflection of. the activities of day traders who hold zero positions overnight. Even if 

the trading of this group is significantly influenced by price variability, we should not 

expect to find many lagged responses greater than one day in length." 

Most impmtantly, of the 33 cases in which the procedure does identif): the 

direction of causality, only two shm:ved causality running from trading volume to 

price variability. In all other cases, the e\ idence supported the hypothesis that trading 

volume responds to price vatiability rather than causes it. 

lbis empuical evidence while it does not provide direct evidence that 

speculative activity stabilises prices in the short run, it clearly forms the basis for 

rejectmg the altemative view that speculative activity destabilises prices. 

1 D. J. S. Rutledge, "'Trading Volume and Price Variability : New Evidence on the Price Effects of 
Speculation", in B. A. Goss (Eds. ), Futures .\farkets: Their Establishment & Perjimnance. Croom 
Helm, London & Sydney, 1986. 
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VI) MANIPULATION : 

Most manipulation attempts involve simultaneous transactions on the futures 

and on the physical market; it is therefore trade-related actors (and in particular trade 

houses) who are best placed to try to manipulate a market. Recently, however, 

investments funds are said to have tried to manipulate some contracts. While markets 

with limited liquidity are particularly vulnerable to manipulation attempts, even the 

world's largest markets can be the target of manipulation under certain 

circumstances. Historically, hedgers and not speculators, have been 

responsible for big squeezes and other market manipulations. One only has to recall 

the famous Bunker HUilt efforts in the early 1980s to try to squeeze the world silver 

market, 'which followed"'liis earlier squeeze attempt of the wO'rld soyiibean market, 

even though both of these markets were among the most actively traded of anv 

commodity futures. 

Manipulation is possible whenever one entity acquires excessive control over 

demand or supply - or a certain key small proportion of supply, if quality and delivery 

specifications are too narrow - in the crucial period in which delivery is specified. In 

successful examples ofmanipulation, other suppliers or users cannot respond quickly 

enough to deliver or receive quantities in the specified location within the specified 

time. 1l1e ease with which a market for commodity futures can be manipulated 

depends pm1ially upon the delive1y tem1s specified for that futures market. 1l1e more 

restrictive are the limitations upon the acceptable grades, 01igins, delivery points and 

altemative delive1y procedures, the tighter are the delive1y times and the shoner is 

the peiiod of notice that has to be gi,·en for delive1y to occur at the e:\.-puy of the 

contract, the easier it becomes for an u1di\idual entity or a group to manipulate the 

market. 

In the short fUll, manipulation is in general not bad for producers. Most 

attempts are squeezes wlllch result in higher prices. Note that in all instances in which 

developing countries exponers have tried to push up prices by way of interventions 
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on the futures markets, p1ices did go up, but not to the extent desired, and these 

efforts have been very costly for the countries involved. It is reported that Malaysia 

lost some 20 million pounds when it tried to push up tin prices in 1981/82. In 1977, 

three companies from El Salvador and Brazil obtained three quarters of the open 

positions of the December coffee contracts, but were forced to close out their 

positions, at a loss, by the CFTC. From 1978 to 1980, a group of Latin American 

coffee producers, the Bogota Group, later organized into a coqJOration called 

Pancafe, was operating on futures markets in New York and London, in an attempt 

to influence prices. Again, CFTC strongly interfered in its operation, and while the 

Bogota Group had profits for a short period, it soon began to have problems, and the 

scheme was given up in the mid-1980s. Nevertheless, manipulation has several 

undoubtedly harmful repercussions. It creates a new source of uncertainty and risk. 

It reduces faith in the objectivity of the price that is determined on the market, and 

which is often used as the basis for much of world market trade. 1 Finally, because the 

leading futures markets are located in a few developed market economies and most 

contracts (with the exception of sugar, palm oil and rubber) are specify delivery in 

those countries, institutions based there have better access to the markets than others 

and are better placed to manipulate the price. 

It is often difficult to detennine what IS manipulation and what is not. 

According to a board member of the LME , "there is a nanow dividing line between 

freedom and excess and from time to time people take advantage and manipulate the 

market . This has happened to all the metals in the past three years. "2 The same is 

true of the fuels and soft commodity markets. In many cases, a company has more or 

less accidentally built up a position of strength and profit fi·om this. This often takes 

place in the period just before the closure of a contract, and consists of game playing 

\\ith deliverable qualities. For instance, in the sugar market. a threat of delivery of 

1 In case of direct contract between producers and consumers based on average prices. as are most 
contracts in the base metal sector. consumer may (and do) protest against having to pay prices that 
are artificially inflated by manipulation attempts. In order to maintain a good relations with their 
customers, producers may be forced to give price concessions. If they l1ad hedged their sale. this 
implies that the loss they made on their hedge is no longer fully compensated by a higher sales 

price. 
2 Kenneth Gooding, "LME acts to set early warning of squeezes", Financial Times. 9 April, 1991. 
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Argentinean sugar ( not very popular because of loading and transpmt problems ) is 

sometimes used to force those who are long out of the market, thus depressing 

prices. Similarly , if it is known that a holder of a large sh01t position is sitting on a 

stock of a highly-valued origin (e. g. 1l1ai sugar ), longs can keep their positions to 

force delivery. 1 In the metals market, in late 1990 a Swiss-based trade bouse forced a 

number of Japanese trade houses to deliver high-quality Aluminium ( which normally 

commands a premium over the Aluminium which is the standard of the LME contract 

) to LME warehouses, and consequently took delivery of tllis metal. 2 Although , this 

type of action results in more volatile prices, it is not in general considered to be 

manipulation by regulat01y authorities. Market participants are supposed to have 

access to the information they need to keep out of these situation, and if they want to 

play a game of arm-wTestlin ..... ~, they are entitled to do so, but it would be better for 

smaller market pa1ticipants to keep out of such a situation. 

Thus, an UNCTAD Repott cautions : "At a cettain moment, however, an 

invisible dividing line is passed, and activities start to fall into the category of 

concerted efforts to increase or decrease prices against which exchange officials and 

regulatory authorities act much more severely. The goals of the companies that try to 

manipulate prices may include taking cheap delivery ofproducts or being able to sell 

at a high price; profiting through an increase or decrease in the prices to be paid in 

executable-order contracts; strengthening their ow11 bargailling position in pe1iodic 

price negotiations; or forcing the ptice of the commodity down in order to depress 

the share p1ice of a company produciltg that commodity so that it can be taken 0\ er 

more cheaply. "3 The case of strengthening one's bargaining position through pe1iodic 

price negotiation was rep01tedly attempted by Japanese zinc smelters early in !902, 

when they pushed up prices to improve their bargaining position in ongoing p1ice 

1 UNCIAD, 'Technical and Regulatory Conditions Influencing Participation in. and Usage of, 
Commodity Exchanges by Both Buyers and Sellers of Commodities", April, 1993. 
Note that like all manipulation attempts, this carries risks. One such trade house trying to force 
another to deliver Thai sugar, failed in this attempt and wqs obliged to pay very high premiums in 
order to obtain Thai sugar in the spot market to fulfil it's physical delivery obligations. 
2 IVorld Commodity Report, 8 November, 1990: 
Financial Times, 23 November, 1990. 
3 UNCTAD, "Technical and Regulatory Conditions Influencing Participation in. and Usage of. 
Commodity Exchanges by Both Buyers and Sellers of Commodities", April. 1993. 
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negotiations with Australian mmes. l11e smelters hoped that higher prices would 

make the producers feel better off and thus more willing to give way in these 

negotiations. 1 

l11e classic fonn of manipulation is the squeeze or comer which involves 

remaining long in futures while retaining a large part of the available stocks of the 

underlying commodity. Shorts are forced to deliver and thus have to buy the 

commodity from the longs for a high and presumably highly profitable price. 

Squeezes may start for techillcal reasons, such as a short-term shortage of the 

commodity deliverable to the exchange warehouses. However, trade houses generally 

anticipate this type of techillcal squeeze and profit from it. For instance, in a case of 

that kind on the aluminium market in June 1988, "major market-players (were) 

undoubtegJy workigg the §gueeze to their own. adv.a.D;t<,lge .if.noLa.ctu.alJy:,:P-~fP.et.uatinp

it" (Metal Bulletin, 9 June, 1988). Tills kind ofmanipulation is very difficult to prove. 

Therefore the decision of regulatory authorities to intervene or not is necessarily a 

subjective one. 

The 1993 UNCT AD Report cites a recent example of an alleged corner 

occurred on the CBOT soyabean market : "In mid-1989 the Italian food concern 

Ferruzzi had an open position in a nearby futures contract - which could be held for 

taking delivery- representing 23 million bushels of soyabeans, while only 12 millions 

bushels were stored in Chicago . Ferruzzi controlled three quarters of these stock. 

Those shmt in future contracts were thus threatened with a choice between paying 

high prices for soyabeans or paying the high fines that the exchange imposes when 

delivery obligations are not met. Howewr. the CBOT board and the CFTC decided 

that Ferruzzi was trying to comer the market and forced the company to liquidate 

most of its contracts. FeiTuzzi did so but accused the fanner CBOT chainnan and 

other officials of "manipulating soya beans prices downwards ... to avoid losses to 

their firms". The company of the CBOT chairman had a short p'osition of 110,000 

bushels for the relevant contract, and 2935 million bushels for customers' accounts; 

1 Kenneth Gooding, "Fun and Games at the London Metal Exchange", Financial Times, 31 January, 
1992; 
Kenneth Gooding, "Rumour Race on Zinc Squeeze", World Commodity Report, 23 January, 1992. 
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another board member was president of a major grain company, with a short position 

of 910,000 bushels, and 2215 million bushels for customers' accounts. United States 

regulations do not clearly address the possibility of this kind of conflict of interest. 

Ferruzzi's charges were not found justified by American courts, but the case 

illustrates the potential difficulties with this type of intervention. Many fanners also 

felt that CBOT market intervention went against their interests and protested 

strongly. Legislators reacted by asking for a probe on "what safeguards exists to 

protect farmers' interests" when market regulators decide to intervene in price 

fonnation. " 1 

This type of squeeze occurs quite often on the LME for all metals. For 

instance in 1987, "the markets are convinced that the LME copper backwardation is 

the result of manipulative action by one major trader - Phibro". ( Metal Bulletin , 26 

November 1987). In 1988, ''the LME held an emergency meeting ( ... ) over rising 

concems that metal prices in several exchange markets were being manipulated 

higher by traders and speculators who were moving to comer supplies. "2 In 1992, "a 

small umber zinc producers and one trader reported to control between them about 

1m tones of annual refined zinc output or about 15 to 20 percent of the western 

world total, have been using options to squeeze the market. "3 Cases where LME 

price developments have little to do with developments in the w1derlying physical 

market, or where LME stocks increase rapidly at the same time that prices are 

increasing, are quite common. This discourages potential users. 

The most recent and shocking cas~ of manipulation was demystified in Juy. 

this year, when Japan's giant, Sumitomo Corporation repmted that it had lost an 

estimated $1.8 billion as a result of unauthorised trading in copper fi1tures by Y a suo 

Hamanka over a ten-year petiod. This translates into an average loss of $750,000 p~r 

1 UNCTAD, '"Technical and Regulatory Conditions Influencing Participation in, and Usage of. 
Commodity Exchanges by Both Buyers and Sellers of Commodities", ApriL 1993. 
Indeed, an earlier U\'CTAD report ("Commodity Exchanges and their Impact on the trade of 
developing countries", May, 1983) noted that while regulatory intervention measures of the type 
described above were taken when they concern non-United States companies, regulators were much 
more lenient when United States companies were involved. 
2 World Commodity RqJOrt, 15 June, 1988. 
3 Kenneth Gooding, "Nine-month Zinc Squeeze Fades in Heavy Trade", Financial Times. 2-+ 
September, 1992. 
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working day. Apparently the losses went undetected by the inspectors and backofficc 

people for ten years, and came to light only when Hamanka himself confessed to his 

unauthorised trades. Clearly there, the control system had failed. 1 

Meanwhile, as on June 20, copper prices have crashed 25 percent (i.e., by 

more than $800) in just six trading days to around $2,000 a tonne. This may well be 

the explanation of Sumitomo 's staggering loss. It was running a huge long position in · 

copper in both the cash and the futures markets. This is understandable as Sumitomo 

had a very large copper supply business for clients amounting to 7 percent of the 

world consumption. In fact Hamanka was known in the trade as "Mr. Five Percent", 

reputedly handling that proportion of the market as the most powerful trdaer in the 

gold copper business. While Sumitomo was long in copper futures, major short 

-'~ellers ..... (.w.lw ... musLh~ve.{pm.fit.e.d.Jl~gely.Ji:om lh.e.fall in C.<:>JlJ)er prices) included 

George Soros' Quantum FUild and Jullian Robertson's Tiger Management, two of 

the biggest hedge funds. 

David King, theLondon Metal Exchange's Chief Executive expressed concern 

and implied that the discovery that Hamanka had concealed losses of $1.8 billion over 

10 years had resulted from action taken by the LME after the copper market had 

shown renewed volatility last November. He recalled that in November 1991. a 

London trader had sent the LME a hand-written letter from Hamanka asking for a 

backdated, fictitious trade worth $250 million. King said the LME again expressed 

concern to Sumitomo about its activities in the copper market in 1993. When the 

copper market became volatile again in last November, the LME Board authorised 

King to obtain from members details of their positions in futures and options, both on 

and off the exchange.~ 

Hamauka' s arguement was that. far from squeezing the market to keep prices 

artificially high, he needed metal in hand to to cover deliveries if Sumitomo hit snags 

in its production of copper. But the worry for public watchdogs is that world prices 

of copper tend to be aligned on those that are set for futures contracts in the Ll'vlE's 

1 A. Y. Rajwade, Busine.\~'> Standard, 2-l June, 1996. 
2 Kenneth Gooding, Business Standard, excerpted from Financial Times, 21 June. 1996. 
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open outcry daily "rings". And at values last year above $3,000 per tonne, the 

market seemed to be defYing realities of supply and demand. 1 

To check such manipulations, the UNCTAD Rep01t suggests : "Occasional 

discretionary regulatory interventions will remain necessary as long as some market 

players consider they are in a position to influence the market, even though such 

interventions necessarily disrupt the market. In order for buyers and sellers to have 

confidence in the market; it might be useful to reduce the number of discretionary 

regulatory interventions through the adoption of explicit measures such as a limit to 

the number of deliveries any one trader can make or take. "2 

However, measures like speculative position limits (which still exists on most 

of the commodity exchanges to prevent price manipulations as well as excess 

-\-\O-latilitJ!~"-may .".ten.d .. to .. .make.Jhe.,fututes,,markets.for -~gricultural commodities less 

liquid than other markets. Officials of commodity exchanges and managed funds 

argue that the resulting wider bid-ask spreads appear to allow for substantial returns. 

Having completed a selective survey on price volatility in commodities in the 

last three decades, the risk reduction in futures markets; speculation, ptice stability 

and manipulation in the futures markets, we will now look at the Indian commodity 

futures markets in the next chapter. 

1 Nicholas Moore, Economic Times, excerpted from, Reuter, 17 June, 1996. 
2 UXCTAD, "Technical and Regulatory Conditions Influencing Participation in. and Usage of, 
Commodity Exchanges by Both Buyers and Sellers of Commodities", April, 1993 
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CHAPTER: 3 

A SURVEY OF SPECULATION AND COMMODITY FUTURES 

TRADING IN INDIA 

As noted earlier1
, futures trading is now permitted only in six commodities 

(castorseed, gur, turmeric, pepper, potatoes and hessian). TI1e stringent regulatory 

measures imposed on such trading have seriously impaired the liquidity on such 

commodities. Accordingly, our survey in this chapter will essentially revolve around 

.. "the maj6rc:c\\fmmooities -~e :ICOttG:n ·;and :'gl~eun:cbm '·'-!!t-rhich ·.Th11ve ..:attracted .su.h~.untial 

futures trading from 1953 to 1966, the period during which futures trading was 

permitted in such major commodities. 

n FUTURES TRADING AND PRICE. EFFECTS : 

In India, the futures market were under repeated attacks before the Second 

World War for various alleged malpractices in them. necessitating fi·equent 

reorganisations of some of the well-known exchanges in cotton. jute and oilseed. 

Although these malpractice virtually disappeared after the Forward Contracts 

(Regulation) Act entered the Statute Book in !953, the days of appalling trial and 

turbulence for the organised commodity exchanges were still not over. Since the 

advent of planning. the prices of most agricultural commodities escalated to 

unprecedented high levels tmder the impact of inflationary pressures and supply 

sholiage conditions. compatmded by failing monsoon. Such a trend continued till the 

late sixties. And in the anxiety to curb the increasing piice trend (which was supposed 

to be generated by 'speculative buying·, the commodity fi.ttures markets became 

helpless victims of the uniformed criticism 

Such cliticisms also arose fi:om the argument that in a t1ttures market. unlike 

the spot market, there were no effective limits to the bu~~ng in the commodity; 

1 Refer Introduction of this paper for the historical background of futures trading in India. 
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thereby aggravating the increasing trend in commodity p1ices. In fact, however, it is . 

not correct to assert that there were no effective restrictions on the volume of 

purchases that could be made in a futures market. During the last few years in the life 

of futures trading in commodities like cotton, raw jute, groundnut and groundnut oil; 

the F 01ward Markets Commission levied in almost all the futures markets heavy 

special margins which were payable by 'long' operators on their outstanding 

business. During those years, the Commission also imposed direct limits on the 

quantum of open position which an operator could hold or control in a futures 

market. As a result of these measures, the total average open positions in many 

commodities remained very small as will be evident from Table 3.1. Since for 

different commodities , the average open positions in any year did not exceed 1 to 9 

per cent of their total production ( and were therefore even less than the monthly 

consumption of these commodities), futures markets could hardly have made any 

serious dent in the level of their prices during those four years. 

TABLE No. 3.1 
Total Avet·age open positions in selected commodities in all futUt·e markets 

(Cotton: in '000 bales: other commodities in '000' tonnes) 
Commodity Average OQen QOsition Proponion of 1 

open position 

1962 1963 196-+ 1965 to total 
production (in 
per cent) 

Cotton 108.0 2:?.4 0 302.0 61.9 5.4 
Raw Jute 15.5 8.1 11.3 !.6 
G roundnut( inc 127.7 145.0 86.4 0.2 -+.5 
uding Ground-
nut shell) 
Groundnut oil 62.7 66.-+ 52.1 9.-+ 6.0 
Lineseed 16.4 16.9 25.1 25.3 6.5 
Cottonseed 51.9 -+2.9 78.9 22.1 -+.-+ 
Rapeseed/Mus 61.2 7-+.3 87.3 9.4 
tardseed 
Cocunut oil 1.2 0.8 1.4 0.8 1.0 
Source: Forward Market Commission 

Besides, it is significant to note that in those years, the futures p1ices of most 

of the commodities £1cing conditions of acute sh01iages (like cotton, groundnut, 

rapeseedlmustardseed etc.) generally mled below the conesp0nding ready p1ices. 
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This unusual phenomenon appears to have been caused by the high yield on stocks 

... lying with the industry and trade, which reduces or inverses the cost of their storage. 

It is well recognised that in times of shortages, every industry prefers to hold large 

inventory raw materials in order to ensure uninterrupte~ supplies of such materials, 

lest it faces indefinite period of closure. Obviously, depending upon the degree of 

actual shortage in the economy, the stocks with any industry give rise to an unusually 

high yield when supplies are scarce; and if such yield tends to exceed the carrying 

costs, 'backwardation' emerges in the futures market. This backwardation, in tum, 

directly reduces the pressures on ready stocks and encourages the industry to make 

anticipatory purchases in the futures market. Thus, it is widely known that before 

.. :.iUtures :tc.adiug:m:woun......,.:gr.ow.tdu.ut,iOi.l;~.:ana-~l:,,must.acdse.ed •;WoBs.ba.ancd 

in May 1964, many reputed firms of crushers and vanaspati ~ufactures used to 

hold fairly heavy 'long' positions in futures markets in these commodities with a view 

to ensuring their requirements of raw materials at reasonable prices. (\. priori, 

therefore, one could unhesitatingly conclude that in so far as such purchases transfer 

the immediate effective demand of the industry from the ready market to the futures 

market, they have necessarily, albeit paradoxically, a moderate stabilising influence on 

the ready prices. 

True, the speculative pressures are also encouraged in times of scarcity; but 

futures markets, in fact, act as safety valves for such pressures. This is because, in 

their absence, the prevailing speculative tendencies in the trading community assume 

a more serious and threatening form ofhoarding which tends to dangerously escalate 

the inflationary trend in the economy. The sharp and sustained rise in the ready prices 

witnessed in gur and bullion during 1963 and in the groundnut, groundnut oil, 

rapeseed/mustardseed and groundnut oilcake immediately after the ban on futures 

trading in them vindicates the truth underlying this assertion. 

It should be realised that when supply is inadequate and demand is strong, a 

rise in price is inevitable whether a futures market exists or not. After all, in the long 

run, futures market does not seek to influence either the trend of ptices in any 

commodity or it's level. It rather seeks to reduce the amplitude of seasonal variations 
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in commodity prices by facilitating the smooth flow of goods from the producer to 

the consumer without causing the goods io become abnormally cheap during times of 

harvest or abnormally dear towards the end of the season. The Reserve Bank of 

India's study of seasonal variations in wholesale prices of certain cori:nnodities during 

1951-52 to 1964-65 yields following results for certain major food and cash crops. 

TABLE No. -3.2 
A f r d (d·n: verage o am ~11tu es 1 erence b etween maxJmum an d .. ) f mm1mum o seasona I. d" m tees 

Period Rice Wheat Cotton Raw Raw Jute Groundnuts 
1951-52 to 1955-56 11.4 9.5 4.5 14.8 14.6 
1956-57 to 1960-61 13.0 10.4 4.3 8.0 13.8 
1961-62 to 1964-65 12.0 10.3 3.7 5.7 13.4 
Source: RBI Bullettn, June 1965 -Seasonal Vanattons and Secular trends m Wholesale pnces 1951-
52~1964-65. 

The above table indicates that the seasonal amplitude of wholesale prices in 

commodities like cotton and raw jute which were served by well-knit futures markets 

was much smaller than in major food crops like rice and wheat which had no 

organised futures markets. It is especially significant that the amplitude of seasonal 

variations in raw jute declined sharply after the commencement of futures trading in it 

since 1958. Likewise, even in a commodity like groundnut in which the arrivals are 

generally concentrated and more uneven, the seasonal amplitude of prices showed a 

distinctly declining trend after the opening of futures markets in June 1956. On the 

other hand , no similar trend was discernible in two major food crops - rice and 

wheat. Although, it is arguable that many other factors besides futures trading might 

have contributed to the steady reduction in seasonal variations in price of 

commodities like raw cotton, raw jute and groundnuts, the evidence in the forgoing 

table makes it clear that the functioning of the futures markets caused no increase in 

the size of variations. Evidently, the conflicting suppositions that the commodity 

futures markets functions against the interests of either the growers or the consumers 

are scarcely well founded. 

Commodity prices and pnce fluctuations are complex functions of many 

endogenous and exogenous variables. The quantitative measurement of the influence 

of any one of these· variables is virtually an impossible task, since other price 

determinants operating simultaneously neither remain constant nor can always be 



readily quantified. Nevertheless, a few attempts have presented evidence which, 

though quantitatively not conclusive, is qualitatively quite suggestive of the price

effects of futures trading. 

In a comparative analysis ofintra-month and intra-fortnight price fluctuations 

in groundnut for periods with and without futures trading extending from November 

1951 to October 1966, Pavaskar1 discovered that the average intra-month price 

fluctuations (expressed as percentages of the respective months' average prices) 

ranged between 4.65 and 8.48 for the period with futures trading, whereas in the 

period without futures trading they ranged between 7.56 and 16.36 percent. 

Likewise, the intra-fortnight price fluctuations ranged between 2.14 and 5.88 percent 

in the presence of futures trading, but ranged much higher between 4.72 and 12:33 in 

the absence or'futures trading. 

A S. Naik2
, also found that monthly and weekly average price of groundnut, 

linseed and hessian were relatively more stable around their respective seasons' mean 

prices during years with futures trading than during years with little or no futures 

trading. He had covered the years between 1951-52 to 1965-66 for groundnut and 

from 1952-53 to 1965-66 for linseed and hessian. Table 3.3, borrowed from his study 

reveals that the variability in commodity prices was visibly lower in the years with 

futures trading than without it. 

TABLE No. -3.3 
Pooled (average) co-efficients of variation for monthly and weekly average prices in 
Groundnut, Lineseed and Hessian for period with Future trading and period with little or no 
Futures tradina •&• 

Commodity_ Coefficient of variation 
For monthly ave@ge Qrices For weekly average grices 
Years with Futures Years with little or no Years with Futures Years with little or 
Trading_ Futures Trading Trading no Futures Trading 

Groundnut 5.77 9.45 5.15 9.57 
Lineseed 6.71 7.31 7.11 7.53 
Hessian 5.86 7.24 6.08 7.17 
Source: A.S. Nruk, "Effects'offuture trading on pnces", Bombay 1970. 

1 M. Pavaskar, "Futures Trading and Price Variations", Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 5, 
1970. . . 
2 A. S. Naik, "Effects of Futures Trading on Prices", SomaiyaPublications, Bombay, 1970: 

.j .·.··, . 
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True, the evidence of beneficial price effects of futures trading in some 

commodities does not ipsi facto prove that similar effects would follow for ()ther 

. commodities. One may also argue that other influences besides futures trading might 

have reduced·price variations in the aforesaid commodities during years with futures· 

trading . Nevertheless, the evidence clearly does not support the common held belief 

that futures trading accentuates the amplitude of price fluctuations. 

Futures markets are at times blamed for aggravating upward or downward 

price trends resulting from shortages or surpluses respectively. But the available 

evidence from Naik's work is just the opposite . An analysis of futures market price 

forecast in cotton, groundnut and castorseed through statiStical comparison of futures 

prices prior to the delivery month with those during the delivery month has revealed 

that a downward bias in such forecast is closely associated with an upward trend of 

prices as vice versa. In other words, contrary to the popular beliet: futures market 

operators do not throw caution to the winds while trading. In an analysis of the long 

term price trends in groundnut, linseed and hessian by the least-square regression 

method with dummy values assigned to years with and without futures trading, N aik 1 

also observed that futures trading generally reduced the rates at which the trends 

were rising in all the commodities. 

II) SPECULATION AND PRICE STABILITY 

In order to ascertain the price stabilising influence exercised by a few major 

selected futures markets , Pavaskar based on Kaldor' s concept of elasticity , 

speculation and price stability2
; worked out 'elasticities of futures price' for the 

consecutive four week period for the six crop years ( 1957-58 to 1962-63) in 

groundnut and castorseed; and rapeseed/mustardseed (1958-59 to 1963-64) and for 

the five crop years (1958-59 to 62-63) in raw jute and jute goods. 

1 A. S. Naik, "Effects of Futures Trading on Prices", Somaiya Publications, Bombay, 1970. · 
2 A detailed discussion of Kaldor' s concept of elasticity, speculation and price stability has been 
done on Chapter I. 
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-. . 
Pavaskar suggested a minor modification before one can adopt Kaldor' s 

concept to assess the stabilising influence of the forward markets : ''Kaldor's 

elasticity concept seeks to measure a change in the expected price as a proportion of 

a given change in the ready price. But a change in the ready price for any period of 

time, includes a small but deternrinable change due to carrying costs which a forward 
. . 

market cannot and does not seek to eliminate. Carrying costs are included ab initio in 

every futures price; ready price, during a given period, therefore, must rise more ( or 
t 

fall less) by an amount equal to the actual costs of carrying stocks during that period 

than the rise ( or fall) in the futures price. A variation caused in the ready price on 

account of canj]ng'e~-sts;;;h_O\VeVCr~.'-Cannot·:be:in.:the<;f..e.a4_;y,_price for the same period 

after excluding from the latter the percentage change that may be attributed to normal 

carrying costs. Interpreted as a destabilising influence of the futures market and, 

therefore, for the purpose of measuring the elasticity of futures price in any 

commodity, such variation should be excluded from the actual gross change in the 

ready price. The elasticity of futures price for any period of time, therefore, should be 

expressed as a percentage change in the futures price during that period measured as 

a proportion to a like percentage change in the ready price for the same period after 

excluding from the latter the percentage change that may be attn1mted to normal 

carrying costs."1 His results are summarised in Table 3.4 given below in the next 

page. 

It is evident from the Table 3.4 that in groundnut, out of 60 four-week 

periods from November 1957 to October 1963, the elasticity of futures price was 

positive and more than unity during only seventeen occasions, while during the 

remaining 43 four-week periods the elasticity of futures price was less than unity. In 

other words, in almost three out of four occasions, the forward market in groundnut 

at Bombay imparted a stabilising influence on the ready prices during the six seasons 

from 1957-58 to 1962-63. The stabilising influence was rather sharply in evidence 

when the ready prices were falling than when they were rising. But although the 

.
1 M. Pavaskar, ''Futures Markets Stabilise Prices", Economic Weekly, June 27, 1964. 

~- ' . . 
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Commodity 

1. Groundnut 
(Bombay) 

2. Castorseed 
(Bombay) 

. 3. Rape-seed-Mustard 
(Agro) 

4. Raw Jute 
(Calcutta) 

5. Hessian 
(Calcutta) 

6. B. Twills 
(Calcutta) 

Table No. 3.4 

Elasticity of Futures Prices for Commodities 

Year No. of 4 week periods 
when elasticity of future 
price was less than 
unity (+1) 

1957-58 4 4 
1958-59 4 3 
1959-60 4. 3 

... ;;~ '1~tro::S1 .. /;; '"'2 ~. :.:~ . 4 

1961-62 3 2 
1962-63 4 6 

1957-58 2 
1958-59 2 
1959-60 5 
1960-61 1 
1961-62 1 
1962-63 1 

1958-59 4 
1959-60 2 
1960-61 5 
1961-62 6 
1962-63 2 
1963-64 3 

1958-59 2 
1959-60 4 
1960-61 3 
1961-62 4 
1962-63 6 

1958-59 4 
1959-60 3 
1960-61 2 
1961-62 6 
1962-63 2 

1958-59 2 
1959-60 4 
1960-61 2 
1961-62 3 
1962-63 2 

7 
5 
4 
6 
6 
7 

3 
5 
2 
5 
5 
3 

8 
5 
1 
6 
6 

5 
2 
1 
5 
7 

2 
5 
1 
7 
8 

No. of 4 week periods 
when elasticity of future 
price was more than . 
unity 

... 
Cl) 

..:ol: ... 
Cl cu 
c: E 
:!!! ~ ... cu 
c: Cl) ... 

3 
2 

3 
3 
2 
4 
5 
2 

3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
6 

1 
4 
1 
1 

1 
5 
1 
2 
4 

1 
3 
1 
3 
1 

2 

2 
1 

3 
2 
2 
1 
3 

2 
4 
4 

1 
1 

2 

2 

1 
3 

6 

2 

Source: M.G. Pavaskar, Futu~es Markets Stabilise Prices, Economic Weekly, June 27, 1964 
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forward market tended to accelerate during 12 occasions· the rising trend in the spot 

prices of groundnut, during 21 other occasions it tended to arrest such trend. 

In castorseed, the elasticity of futures price was less than unity during as 

many as 47 of the 77 selected four-week periods for the six years from November 

1957 to October 1963. While the stabilising influence of the forward market was 

more effective whenever the trend of spot prices was a falling one, its efficacy in the 

rising ready market was evident during 12 of the 31 four-week periods. 

In the rapeseed/mustardseed market of Agra, the elasticity of futures price 

was less than unity during 45 of the 75 four-week periods from Apri11958 to March 

1964. In the rising spot market, the elasticity of futures price was less than unity 

"duiing"22 offhetolal oi~'Oiour-week periods. 

In the raw jute market of Calcutta, the elasticity of futures price was less than 

unity ( and the futures market in it could therefore be said to have imparted a 

stabilising influence on the ready prices) during 45 of the 56 four-week periods from 

July 1958 to June 1963. In Hessian and B Twills, the elasticity of futures price was 

less than unity during 47 and 36 four-week periods out of the total of 54 and 53 such 

periods, respectively. In both raw jute and jute goods, the stabilising influence of the 

forward markets was in evidence during periods of falling as well as rising ready 

prices. 

From his analysis of elasticities of futures prices in selected commodities, 

Pavaskar thus concludes : "there is strong reason to believe that commodity futures 

markets, more often than not, exert considerable steadying influence on the prices of 

ready goods. Despite the inflationary forces prevalent in the economy during that 

period, and the acute shortages that were felt for the last six seasons in edible 

oilseeds and during the three seasons from 1958-59 to 1960-61 in raw jute, forward 

markets had by and large assisted in arresting the rising price trend in these 

commodities. Similarly, during the last two seasons, viz.; 1961-62 and 1962-63, the 

futures markets in raw jute and jute goods helped considerably in supporting the spot 
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prices of these commodities at lower levels and acted as a bridle in checking the 

rapidly falling trends caused by the successive bumper raw jute crops."1 
____ _ 

The success of forward markets in stabilising prices of commodities subjected 

to futures trading may also be attributed to two other reasons. Firstly, the various 

regulatory measures ~dopted by the Forward Markets Commission, from time to 

time, to prevent speculative excesses in the forward markets have generally tended to 

reduce the elasticity of expectations of the trade, and the elasticity of futures price 

has therefore often remained either less than unity or even negative. Secondly, the 

forward markets in most of the commodities facing shortages have acted as safety 

valves for the prevailing speculative tendencies in the trading community, which 

· "WGU~ti iiaveJ-0'theiWise;:assmned:-a,rmore':'!Serioo.s·:>md·itiU"eatelimg ·ifuTm ;of~htrarmn:g'•of 

actual stocks and aggravated the inflationary presSU:re in the economy. Evidently, the 

popular belief that forward markets accentuated the price movements in the spot 

markets seems to be misconceived. 

Given such general findings about the Indian Futures Markets, in the final two 

sections we will make a brief survey of the commodity specific analysis of futures 

trading in cotton and groundnut during the relevant period. 

III) COTTON FUIURES MARKET : 

READY FUTURES PRICE RELATIONSHIP : 

Pavaskar' s extensive empirical work on the cotton futures market2 in India 

gives a clear picture of the economic forces operating in the futures market during 

that period and its effect on the ready market. Pavaskar's analysis of the weekly 

average ready and futures prices data of cotton at Bombay for the period from 1953-

54 to 1963-64 reveal that except during the periods when the ready prices 

consistently ruled unchanged, being at the statutory ceiling levels, large swings in the 

futures prices were usually accompanied by similar swings in the ready prices. In fact, 

the association between the day-to-day changes in the ready prices and the 'opening' 

1 M~ Pavaskar, "Futures Markets Stabilise Prices", Economic Weekly, June 27, 1964. 
2 M. Pavaskar, "Economics of Hedging", Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1970. 

,/. ·-p-:- ·. 
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prices of futures_ contracts of cotton was also close enough not to be a mere chance 

of association. Out of 1797 instances in a period of six years from 1953-54 to 1958-

59, in as many as 971 instances or 54.1 per cent ofthe tota~ there wer.e similar (i.e., 

in the same direction) movements in the ready and futures prices 

Table 3.5 ). 

(as shown in 

The reverse movements were observed in only 104 instances or 11.3 per cent 

of the total The remaining instances were of irregular character in the sense that in 

each of such instances only one price recorded change while the other remained 

unchanged. But in fact, in over 93 percent of these instances, the change was 

-'1regist:ered-·1n 'the ;,'futmes'tfrree <wtrile ~tne-:<teady;\-p~';fmd;;remain'ed}unclrmged. .. <fire 

instances with 'change in ready price and no change in futures' were barely 41. 

According to Pavaskar, a high proportion of instances of unchanged ready price 

arose for two reasons. First, the prices of ready prices in the ready market are JISUally 

less susceptible to quick day-to-day fluctuations than the prices in the futures market 

which is necessarily more volatile because of its rapid and large turnover. The 

leadership of the futures price may therefore sometimes take more than a day to 

assert itself on the ready price. Meanwhile, the ready price remains unchanged. 

But hedging effectiveness presupposes that ready and futures prices move not merely 

in the same direction but also by the same or almost similar amount. Of course, partly 

as a result of the varying influence of the carrying costs on the two markets and 

partly since the proximate causes that determine ready and futures prices at any time 

are necessarily different, a perfect collinearity in the magnitude of the day-to-day 

changes in the ready and futures prices is generally not expected. Nevertheless, it was 

observed that out of 971 instances of like movements, in as many as 640 instances, 

the day-to-day changes in ready price varied between 50 and 150 % of the 

corresponding change in futures price. In other words, in almost two-third of the 

instances of similar movements, there was a fairly close association between the ready 

and futures prices in terms of magnitude. These 640 instances, howev~r, constituted 

barely a third of all instances, and even if instances of irregular price movements were 

to be excluded, their proportion just exceeds 50% of the remaining instances of like 



Table No. 3.5 

Association of Changes in Day to Day Opening Futures Prices of Cotton with 
Similar Changes in its Ready Prices for all years from 195~-54 to 1958-59 

Class of association No. of lnstanct!s Percent Distribution 

' ., 

I. Similar Movements 971 54.1 
{a) Both Increasing 491 27.3 
(b) Both Decreasing 442 24.6 
{c) Both Unchanged 38 2.2 

II. Reverse Movements 204 11.3 
{a) Futures Increasing -ready decreasing 121 6.7 
{b) Ready Increasing -Futures Decreasing 83 4.6 

Ill. Other Movements 622 34.6 
{a) Futures Unchanged -Ready Increasing 19 1.1 
{a) Futures Unchanged- Ready Decreasing 22 1.2 
(a) Ready Unchanged - Futures Increasing 299 16.6 
(a) Ready Unchanged - Futures Decreasing 282 15.7 

...... 

Total Instances 1797 100 --

Source: M.G.Pavaskar, 'Economics of Hedging', 1976 



and reverse movements. At the first viW:therefore, the ready-futures pnce 

relationship in cotton does not appear to be invariably conducive to effective hedging. 
-, 

The bias of the cotton futures market in favour of buying hedgers is evident 

from the data in Table 3.6, again excerpted from Pavaskar's study. The price data 

relied upon cover the period from November to August for every season, August 

being the last delivery month of each season's futures coiltra.ct. It may be seen from 

Table 3.6 that during the years under study by Pavaskar\ the average monthly ready

futures price spreads in cotton were consistently negative i.e., the cotton futures 

--oonwact<~Bomb-.a-;.t::ruJe,d-~w.ays_~t:r._a::discouot;~below,tbe.:£O:rC~Gndi!lg-:.cead_¥,p.rice 

of its 'basis' variety. The average discount for all years from 1953-54 to 1963-64 was 

Rs. 47.34 per 3 quintals. But the actual average monthly discounts varied between 8 

paise in March 1962 for March 1962 delivery and Rs. 108.54 in May 1957 for May 

1957 delivery. The discounts were small at times as in the case of March 1960 and 

March 1962 deliveries only because the ready prices were nominally quoted at the 

statutory ceilings though cotton was unofficially traded in the market at substantial 

premiums above such prescribed ceilings. 

More important than the negative spreads are the changes in such spreads 

over the expectation period (duration ) of each futures contract delivery. Out of 26 

deliveries traded in during the 11 seasons, the monthly average negative spread 

showed a 'net' reduction from the month of commencement of trading (or 

November, whichever was the subsequent month) till the month of maturity in as 

many as 18 deliveries. Only in 8 deliveries, such spread registered a 'net' rise. 

Similarly, the variations in the average monthly spreads from the preceding month to 

the immediately succeeding month of the same delivery showed that during the 11 

seasons, the negative spread lessened in 64 months but increased in only 32 months. 

And even among these 32 months, the negative spread increased by less than the 

amount of carrying costs in as many as 14 months, while it increased by more than 

the carrying costs in only 18 months . 

. ..- ~. . 
1 M. Pavaskar, "Economics of Hedging", Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1970. 
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Table No. 3.6 

Average Monthly Spreads between Ready and Futures Prices of Cotton at Bombay 
Futures Over Ready -

(i) February and March deliveries (In Rs. per 300 kgs) 
Month 

November December January -. February March 
February Deliveries 

1954 -41.5 -58.93 -55.71 -60.76 -
1955 - -67.61 -52.35 -28.31 -
1956 - -53.46 -58.07 - -

Average -41.5 -60 -55.38 -44.54 -

March Deliveries 
1957 - -63.82 -69.01 -65.64 -26.45 
1958 -39.31 -48.67 -41.67 -37.26 -16.95 
1959~' ' ':."3"1':0'9 - '':.-''32:·~2 - '-'ili:.'32:71.'" - -- "~'2s:~e ' -
1960 - -49.84 -48.4 --32.34 -1.28 
1962 -53.66 -22.5 -8.78 -1.71 -0.08 
1963 -89.25 -89.08 -77.34 -64.97 -59.17 
1964 -86.52 -75.79 -53.62 -:42.47 -19.86 

Average -67.19 -54.4 -47.31 -39.59 -21.4 

(ii) April and May deliveries (In Rs. per 300 kgs) 
Month 

November December January February March April May 
April Deliveries 

1961 -95 -92 -102 -107.75 -97.25 -104.5 -

May Deliveries 
1954 -37.23 -59.25 -60.61 -79.92 -68.45 -67.35 -63.51 
1955 - .:.74.67 -58.31 -41.76 -40.49 -22.47 -17.46 
1957 - - - - -93.07 -78.48 -91.56 
1958 - - -42.85 -40.91 -30.7 -32.12 -23.46 
1959 - - - -34.37 -11.59 -26.33 -31.97 
1963 - - - -57.21 -70.08 -66.74 -63.88 
1964 - - -66.42 -39.83 -55.79 -47.26 -78.33 

Average -37.23 -66.96 -57.06 -47.83 -52.88 -48.68 -52.02 

Ill. August Deliveries (Rs. per 300 Kg) 
Month 

March April May June July August 
1954 -58.95 -53.27 -44.99 -44.04 -45.26 -23.38 
1955 - -10.6 -20.09 -10.82 -17.93 -4.74 
1958 - -22.86 -10.17 -12.83 -21.05 -20.23 
1959 - -24.25 -24.09 -33.26 -35.57 -30.22 
1960 -45.68 -38.44 -36.38 -25.31 -25.31 -
1961 -86.74 -102.95 -107.59 -77.71 -76.96 -64.59 

. 1963 - -62.15 -68.17 -67.48 -65.82 -:68.04 
1964 - -66.93 -75.65 -66.37 -57.15 -38.67 

Average -63.79 -47.68 -48.39 -42.23 -43.13 -35.71 

Source: M.G.Pavaskar, 'Economics of Hedging', 1976 
~ 1"- - •• 



When one compares the above analysis of variations in the ready-futures price 

spreads in cotton with our earlier discussion on changes in price spreads and hedging 

effectiveness, it at once becomes clear that the Indian Cotton Contract was heavily 

lopsided in favour of the buying hedgers , for, on an average in 5 out of 6 :rp.onths , 

changes in price spreads favoured such.hedgers . On the other hand, the selling 

hedgers seem to have benefited from changes in the ready-futures price relationship 

in only one month out of six. 

Moreover, Pavaskar observes that : ''It is matter of common knowledge that 

the exporters of cotton could not avail of the hedging facility provided by the cotton 

futures market as their exports were mainly confined to Bengal Deshi cotton which 

was not teriuedble against'·fu~i'iriffi.an!'Cotton<'<:Jcitttract:::·;MGroov~er ;"'tthe ~ Easi <'India 

Cotton Association provided facility for trading in transferable specific delivery 

contracts in Bengal Deshi cotton, which were manifestly more useful to exporters 

than future contracts for hedging their export commitments. Similarly, as the cotton 

textile mills were interested in cotton of only specific varieties and grades suitable for 

their individual requirements, they preferred purchases of non -transferable specific 

delivery contracts to those of future contracts. Hence, though the cotton futures 

market offered the mills adequate cover against the risk of price rise, it was virtually 

neglected by the mill. "1 

The cotton merchants and stockists, on the other hand, usually needed the 

hedging facility offered by the futures market. They required protection against the 

risk of price fall of involved in their forward (non-transferable specific delivery) 

purchases and stocks of cotton insofar as such purchases and stocks were not 

covered by their (n. t. s. d) sales to mills. But unfortunately, as revealed by the 

Pavaskar's analysis of the ready-futures price spread, the Indian Cotton Contract · 

was largely biased during the period under study against this important class of 

traders which operated in the futures market as selling hedgers . And it is because of 

this untoward bias that the utility of the cotton futures market seems to have been 

considerably impaired for the purpose of hedging . True, merchants also sometimes 

· 
1 M. Pavaskar, "Economics of Hedging", Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1970. 
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enter the futures market as buying hedgers , as , for example, when their forward 

sales to mills exceeds their forward purchases and current stocks; but such occasions 

are rare and usually never extend beyond the early marketing months. 

BIAS: 

Pavaskar's work1 on the results of the average profits and losses in the ready markets 

in cotton for hedges of one and two months duration respectively for a six year 

period concluded that there has been a bias against the short hedgers. During the 

years under study ( 1953-54 to 1954-55, 1956-57 to 1958-59, and 1962-63 ) it was 

revealed that , by and large, the long-basis interests suffered losses in the ready 

market, whereas the "short.:.hasis interests m:aae profits.- The- clong-:baSis"' interest 

involved holding of commodity stocks or acquisition of forward purchases.- The 

'short-basis' interest involved accumulation of forward sales. The 'long-basis' 

interests in the ready market have necessarily 'short-hedge' interests in the futures 

market, while the 'short-basis' interests have likewise 'long-hedge' interests in the 

futures market. The need for hedging, therefore, must have been felt more acutely by 

the long-basis interests (stockists) rather than the short-basis interests; the latter must 

have generally offset their losses in the ready market on a relatively few transactions 

by large profits made in many others. The long-basis interests, on the other hand, 

incurred heavy losses in the ready market on most of their transactions but had less 

opportunities to offset them by gains in other transactions. The 'net' losses in the 

ready market for the long-basis interests were not wholly unexpected, since the years 

selected for the study by Pavaskar, generally experienced comfortable supply 

situation in cotton with its prices (both ready and futures) ruling for the most part of 

the period below the prescribed statutory ceilings. Nevertheless, the nature and the 

amount of inequality between price declines and advances in the ready market --- in 

both the number and magnitude --- suggested the need for futures market for hedging 

was greater for the.long-basis interests (buyers and stockists) in the ready market 

than for the short-basis interests (forward sellers). 

1 M. Pavaskar, "Economics of Hedging", Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1970. 
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The study further revealed that the ·profits and iosses in the ready market 

varied directly with the length of the period. The profits and losses in the ready 

market in cotton averaged almost one and a half times as large for the two-month 

periods as for the one-month periods. Clearly, the need for hedging was greater 

when either the stocks were held for long peri~ds by the long basis interests or more 

distant maturity forward sales were entered into by the short basis interests. But, with 

the total instances of losses~ the ready market for two-month periods almost twice 

as many as the instances of profits, and the average profits therein only about three

fourths as large as the average loss, the need for futUres market was manifestly 

greater for the long-basis interests in the ready market than for the short basis 

interests. 

The similarity of profits and losses in the ready and futures markets evidently . 

discloses that the ready and futures prices of cotton were more in discord than in 

concord during the r~levant period. This contrary pattern in ready and futures prices 

manifested itself both in the number of price changes in the ready and futures market 

as well as their magnitude. 

The above analysis by Pavaskar1 led to two major implications which broadly 

explains the behaviour of the ready and futures prices in cotton. First, since the 

number of effective hedges were more and their degree of hedging efficiency was 

large when profits or losses in the ready market were high, it follows that a large 

change in the level of price in the ready market was generally associated with a 

change in the similar direction in the level of the futures price. Nevertheless, though 

the two price changes were similar in direction, their magnitude was rarely the same. 

When the ready price fell, the futures price declined less rapidly and hence effective 

hedges only partially reduced the hedgers' losses in the ready market. On the other 

hand, when the ready price rose, the futures price advanced by a greater amount than 

the ready price and, therefore, the profits of the short hedgers often turned into net 

losses. This diametrically conflicting behaviour of the cotton futures market in the 

phases of rising and falling prices, emerged because the cotton futures prices was 

1 M. Pavaskar, "Econo;nics of Hedgi1ig", Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1970. 
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exceedingly depressed when trading commenced in the futures contract for any 

delivery. Therefore, when the ready price declined, the futures price which was 

already over-depressed, did not decline by the same amount as the ready. But if 

during the intervening period, ~e ready price advanced, the futures price rose by a 

relatively larger amount to reach as close to the ready price level durip.g the :maturity 

month as it is theoretically and practically necessary. 

Secondly, it was quite evident that when the ready price of cotton was 

relatively stable, i.e., when the losses and profits in the ready markets were small, the 

futures price recorded wider variations which gave rise to a large number of 

ineffective hedges with a high degree of negative hedging inefficiency. A priori, one 

~might.lbe;;tempted_7to:;att:ribute-;;these:;wide:kllriationsm.~s·:price,Jn1b:e:lJs.ckdrop;of 

a relatively stable ready price to the speculative pressures that were at work in the 

futures market. But, Pavaskar argues, "since the negative hedging efficiency mainly 

arose due to either increase of losses in the ready market or change of profits therein 

into net losses, it necessarily followed that the cotton futures price usually rose even 

when the ready price was stable. Short-term speculative pressures which operated to 

·accelerate both the rising as well as the falling trends in prices could therefore 

scarcely explain such a consistent upward movement in the futures price when the 

ready price was relatively stable. "1 A logical explanation lies in the fact that the 

futures price was at a heavy discount below the prevailing ready price when trading 

in the futures contract for any delivery month commenced. The futures price, 

therefore, was expected to rise relative to the ready price throughout the expectation 

period (length) ofthe futures contract. 

The fact that the long hedgers could generally benefit from hedging whereas 

the short hedgers could operate only with considerable risk, suggests that the use of 

the cotton futures market for hed~g must have been very restricted dwi.ng the 

period under study. This would be evidently so because the need for hedging in any 

commodity is acutely felt by the dealers and the stockists more than any other class of 

market functionaries. In the cotton trade, this is specially so because the conventional 

1 M. Pavaskar, "Economics of Hedging", Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1970. 
I -
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long hedgers like the mills and the exporters, preferred to hedge their forward sales 

through either acquisition of stocks or purchase ofn.t.s.d. contracts which ensures 

them the delivery of the specific variety of goods needed for manufacture or export. 

True, the cotton merchants and stockists had some selective use of the futures market 

for both long and short hedging. But the long hedge transactions of merchants were 

necessarily small, since, except during the few pre-marketing months, theif unsold 

stocks normally exceeded their forward sales to mills. Hence, merchants had mostly 

'net' stocks, rather than forward sales, to hedge. However, insofar as the cotton 

futures contract discouraged regular short hedging, it not only did not offer adequate 

·· _,;fletlgetproatectiCJn.:ag-amst,i)rice·nsks,on ... 'ito.c~.b.ut .also Jailed to perform its legitimate 

economic role in the marketing of cotton, since such discouragement generally 

dissuaded the trade from accumulating and carrying cotton stocks for storage. 

BACKWARDATION: 

The causes of the general hedging inefficiency of the cotton futures market 

during the period under study and the bias in it against the short hedgers may be 

found in the behaviour of the relationship between the ready and the futures prices of 

cotton, studied in great details by Pavaskar. In the cotton market, contrary to normal 

expectations about the futures price to be higher than the ready price by an amount 

approximating to the actual cost of carrying stocks, it was observed by Pavaskar1 that 

the futures price invariably showed a backwardation which usually varied around Rs. 

40 per 300 kg, but, at times, was even as high as Rs. 100. It may be admitted that 

backwardation per se need not impair the hedging efficiency of any futures contract, 

provided such backwardation increases by the amount of carrying cost as the contract 

approaches its maturity. But the chance of any such increase in backwardation are 

necessarily small in any commodity futures market. This is because subject to 

qualitative price differentials and the tenderable allowances prescribed, the ready and 

" futures price of any commodity cannot significantly differ from each other during the 

delivery period of a futures contract. Normally, therefore, the premium or the 

1 M. Pavaskar, "Economics of Hedging", Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1970. 
----:...-::: -· ~..... ~ ....... ~--- ·~ ~-- ....... --.. ............. --~~--~-:-........... ~~ ............ -. ~ .... - -
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discount commanded by the futures price over- the ready price, tends to be reduced as 

the futures contract advance towards its delivery period. As was evident earlier, the 

amount of backwardation in the cotton futures market also steadily shrinked as the 

futures contract approached the due· date. As a result, over the length of any futures 

contract delivery in cotton, the futures price generally rose relative to the ready price. 

It was this typical behaviour of the futures price in relation to the ready price of the 

basis variety that mainly explain~d the average inefficiency of the Indian Cotton 

Contract for the purpose ofhedging and the bias in it against the 'short' hedgers who 

were sellers in the futures market and who, therefore could not benefit from the 

contract which advanced in price relative to the price of the ready commodity. 

Since the large and persistence· baCkwai3afion was· the source,1uf%etigmE, 

inefficiency ofthe cotton futures market, it was imperative to examine the underlying 

causes of both the abnormal backwardation in the market and its movement during 

the expectation period of the futures -contract. The principal reasons normally 

adduced to explain the backwardation in the cotton futures price were three. They 

are (i) broad futures contract, (ii) expenses for surveys and appeals, and (iii) system 

for fixing tendering differences. 

(i) Broad futures contract : The Indian Cotton Contract was a broad based 

contract, most of the varieties of cotton grown in the country being tenderable 

against it. According to the Forward Market Bulletin, March 1960, the total types of 

cotton which could be tendered against the Indian Cotton Contract would be 660 (22 

varieties x 5 staple lengths x 6 grades). Evidently, the buyer of the cotton futures 

contract faced an uncertainty regarding the type of cotton that he might have 

received in tender. More often than not, he might have received a tender in variety 

other than the one which he really needed. It is stated that this fact tended to depress -

the cotton futures contract below the ready price of the 'basis' variety so as to attract 

the buyers. Although this reason might explain the abnormal relationship between the 

ready and futures prices, it appeared hardly adequate to accmmt for the unusual 

discount at which the Indian Cotton Contract was generally quoted long before the 

delivery period, when the carrying charges the seller had to bear on its stocks should 
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have been reflected in the prices of the futures contract-The broad based nature of 

the futures contract could therefore explain but a fraction of the total backwardness 

in the cotton futures price. 

(ii) Expenses for surveys and appeals : The cotton tendered against the 

futures contract was frequently of inferior quality, and as such the buyers were 

usually compelled to demand surveys, and go in for appeals and even super-appeals 

before they could accept the goods and pay the quality premiums thereof Thus, 

during the 1963-64 season, out of the total tenders of 45,050 bales issued against the 

Indian Cotton Contract, 80.8 % of the total were surveyed. Appeals were preferred 

against the survey reSUlts in respecfoT66 "% o'ftbe total teifders, Wliile sup er-appea1s 

were lodged for 43 %. As the survey fees were payable by the buyer and the seller 

equally, while the appeals and super-appeal fees were payable by the appellants, a 

buyer in the cotton futures market incurred more for receiving deliveries against the 

futures contract, specially ifhe was to go in for appeals and super-appeals, than if he· 

had bought cotton directly from the ready market. Allowing for the survey fees, the 

trouble and other expenses incurred in attending survey and subsequent proceedings, 

Pavaskar estimated the total additional expenses to a buyer on this account were not 

likely to exceed Rs. 5 per 300 kg. These expenses, therefore, also explained only a 

small part of the total negative spread that was witnessed in the cotton futures 

market. 

(iii) Manner of fixing tendering differences : It was widely believed that the 

third and perhaps the most important reason for the presence oflarge negative spread 

in the cotton futures market at Bombay was the system of fixing 'tendering 

differences' at the East India Cotton Association. It was this practice of fixing 

tendering differences on the basis of difference between the future contract rate and 

the ready rate of the tenderable variety rather than on. the basis of actual difference 

between the ready rate of the basis variety and the ready rate of the tenderable variety 

that seemed to explain the unusual discount at which the cotton filtures contract was 

· quoted at Bombay. The practice, it was alleged, gave rise to a fear in the minds of the 

buyers of the futures contract th~t unduly large premia might be fixed by the 



association for tender of superior varieties, if, during the delivery period, the futures 

contract were to be at a discount beio~ the ready price of the basis variety. The fear 

discouraged buying, aggravated the bearishness of the futures contract and thereby 

increased the actual discount for it. It was fort~s fear perhaps, that the negative 

spread between the ready and the futures price of cotton was generally large after the 

commencement of trading in any delivery. In fact as the tendering differences were 

usually fixed only a few days before the month of delivery, there was probably no 

maximum limit on the amount by which a cotton futures contr_!lct could rule at a 

discount below the ready price during the pre-delivery. 

Pavaskar argues that : "though it may be conceded that the system of fixing 

tendering differences at tne"EICA dia expl~iin"the "size ·orflie"'baCkwaiaafwri"in''the 

cotton futures price during the delivery period, it did not explain the movement of 

such backwardation in the pre-delivery period of the futures contract. The 

backwardation was very large at the commencement of trading in any delivery, but 

was reduced gradually as · the contract approached its · maturity. · If heavy 

backwardation in the cotton futures price immediately after the commencement of 

trading in it was the outcome of uncertainty arising out of the system of fixing 

tendering differences at the EICA, then there was no reason why such backwardation 

should have steadily shrinked during the currency of the futures contract, for the 

uncertainty about the tendering differences did not just vanish or even reduced till 

tendering differences were actually fixed in the month preceding the delivery 

month."1 

(iv) Risk premium: Venkataramanan2 attributed the backwardation in cotton 

futures price to the hedger's risk premium. But, Pavaskar's study concluded that the 

risk premium, if any, was payable by the long hedgers rather than the short hedgers.· 

Besides, in markets where speculative activity (both on the long and short sides) 

exceeded by many times the hedge activity (Pavaskar puts the speculative activity 

during the aforesaid period as 90 % of the activity in the cotton futures market), it 

was absurd to expect that that the speculators could receive any such service fee as 

1 M. Pavaskar, "Economics of Hedging", Popular Prakashan, Bombay, 1970. 
2 L_ S. Venkitaramanan, ''The Theory of Futures Trading", Asia Pubishing House, Bombay, 1965. 
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.· ·~. ~ .. ;. :;: ·-~; . 
· · risk premium from the hedgers. A priori, therefore, it appears that backwardation in 

. . 

·: the cotton futures market was not the result of the hedgers' risk premium Pavask~u ---
made a linear multiple regression test of the following type : 

XI =- a + bz x2 + b3 x3 

where X1 = expected :1verage returns to speculator buyers, 

X2 == average cotton stocks at Bombay, 

x3 = expectation period. 

Jbis equation was used to examine the relationship between the volume of stocks and 

the expected returns to speculator-buyers of futures contract for deliveries traded 

during 1953-54 to 1962-63. The regression coefficient for Xz was, in fact, found to 

be statistically significant not only for all observations together, but also for different 

delivery months separately. Further, the consistent negative regression coefficient for 

volume of stocks (X2), showed that the returns to speculator-buyers and hence also 

the backwardation were partly, if not mainly, the reSult of the yield on cotton stocks 

held by the trade and the industry from time to time. At the same time, it was not so 

much the result of the hedgers' risk preiniiun as was believed by Venkataramanan. 

Had it been so, the returns to speculator-buyers would have Shown a definite positive 

correlation with the volume of cotton stocks. 

(v) Yield on stocks : After the partition of the country in 1947, India was 

facing acute Shortage of cotton. Year after year since then, the indigenous cotton 

production had failed to match the growing demand from the industry. While the 

total investment in the industry which was already large before Independence had 

steadily swelled thereafter owing to the increase in the spindlage and the 

modernisation of plant and machinery, the industry became more and more dependent 

on imports. Since, however, imports were restricted in view of the foreign exchange 

control, the cotton textile industry had all along found it difficult to get its 

requirements of raw cotton. Many financially stronger units often held cotton stocks 

equivalent to their 4 to 6 months' consumption requirements, while the weaker units 

functioned far below their capacity. Thus, during the period when :fhtures trading in 
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cotton took place, the cotton stocks had a very high yield. Pav~skar attributed this 

high yield to the backwardation in cotton prices. -, __ o-

IV) FUTURES TRADING IN GROUNDNUT : 

Naik's stud/ on futures trading in groundnut gives a clear picture. of the 

effect of futures trading on ready prices in that commodity. The basic data amassed 

for the study comprised ready prices for Karad Bold Variety 'basis' for groundnut. 

Groundnut is sown during the monsoon and harvested after October. Naik selected a 

15-year period from 1951-52 to 1965-66 for testing the influence~ of futures trading 

on seasonal price variations? As marketing of new crop grouriil.nuCbegins in 

November each year, the period November to October was adopted as the groundnut 

season or year. Out of the 15 selected seasons, there was substantial futures trading 

during as many as six seasons, 1956-57 to 1959-60, 1961-62 and 1962-63. Of the 

remaining nine seasons, there was absolutely no futures trading during six se~sons 

from 1951-52 to 1955-56. The other three years, namely, 1960-61, 1963-64 and 

1964-65, was also grouped in the same time period with little or no futures trading, 

since there was very little or no futures trading for almost half the time in each of 

those three years. Table 3. 7 and Graph 3.1 discloses the pattern of the pattern of 

seasonal variations in groundnut prices for the years with futures trading and also for 

those with little or no futures trading. 

In both the peri~ds, Naik found that the groundnut prices ruled low during 

the immediate post-harvest months of November and December, and advanced 

steadily till the onset of the monsoon in June/July. With lean arrivals, and reduced 

stocks, the seasonal index ruled around its peak during the early monsoon months. · 

After August/September, however, in the wake ofthe reports ofthe progress ofthe 

new crop and the approach of the marketing season, prices rapidly declined to meet 

the anticipated post-harvest depression. 

1 A. S. Naik. "Effects of Futures Trading on Prices''. Somaiya Publications, Bombay, 1970. 
2 

• The price used was monthly index number of seasonal prices which was constructed by 
expressing each deflated average monthly ready price as a percentage of the simple average of the 
corresponding year's twelve months' deflated prices. · 
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Table No·. 3.7 

Mothly Index Numbers of Seasonal Prices of Groundnut 

Years With Years With Little 
Month Futures Trading or no Futures Trading 

November 94.45 91.79 
December 94.24 93.26 
January 96.87 95.34 
February 98.42 96.58 
March 99.25 98.84 
April 102.02 102.09 
May 101.93 105.03 
June 104.03 103.27 
July 103.78 106.73 
August 102.81 105.96 
September 103.43 103.47 
October 98.77 97.65 

Range between 
Highest and Lowest 
Seasonal index Number 9.79 14.94 

Source: A.S.Naik, Effect of Futures Trading and price, 1970 



Although for both the periods the· actual seasonal trend represented the 

expected trend, the graph strikingly ~~~ealed that the cmve of the seasonal price 

indices for years with futures trading was less sloping than both in its upward· 

movement from November to the early monsoon months and the downward 

movement thereafter till October than for the years with little or no futures trading. 

The conclusion is obvious that the seasonal variations in groundnut prices were 

smaller in the years with futures trading than in the years without such trading. The 

seasonal prices of groundnut remained lower after the harvest and higher at the 

outbreak of the monsoon when there was little or no futures trading than when there 

was substantial futures trading. As a result, the range between the highest and the 

lowest seasonal index numbers was only 9. 79 during years with futures trading as 

against 14.94 during years with little or no futures trading.. The impact of futures 

trading on seasonal variations of groundnut prices after the onset of monsoon has 

likewise been noteworthy. With futures trading, the end-of-season price fall was 

considerably smaller than in the absence of such trading. Little wonder that between 

June and October, the range between the highest and the lowest seasonal index 

numbers was only 5.26 in the presence of futures trading as compared to 9.06 in its 

absence. 

The standard deviations of the seasonal index numbers by time periods were 

as follows: 

(i) Years with futures trading: 

(ii) Years with little or no futures trading: 

3.370 

4.838 

Evidently, the seasonal variations in groundnut prices were almost one and a half 

times greater in the presence of futures trading than in its absence. The conclusion is 

further reinforced by Table 3.8, again borrowed from Naik, 1 which shows the actual 

amplitude of seasonal indices in groundnut prices for each ofthe years under study. 

The table vividly reveals that the seasonal amplitudes in groundnut prices 

were almost consistently less during years with futures trading than during years with 

little or no futures trading. Clearly, the smaller range between the highest and the 

1 A. S. Naik, "Effects of Futures Trading on Prices", Somaiya Publications, Bombay, 1970. 
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Table No. 3.8 

Amplitude {Difference between Maximum and Minimum) 
of Seasonal Indices in Groundnut Prices 

For years with Futures Trading For years with little or no Futures Trading 

Year ·. Amplitude Year Amplitude 

1956-57 21.38 1951-52 23.96 
1957-58 18.33 1952-53 35.71 
1958-59 19.17 1953-54 31.76 
1959-60 20.59 1954-55 14.3 
1961-62 8.85 1955-56 30.08 
1962-63 14.93 1960-61 24.83 

1963-64 30.65 
1964-65 26.41 
1965-66 30.12 

•.. . _,,_,. 
·':!Average "1 Average ·1 17.2 27.54 

Source: A.S.Naik, Effect of Futures Trading and price, 1970 

Graph 3.1 
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lowest seasonal index-numbers observed in Table 3.8 for years with futures trading, 

could not be ascribed to the mere averaging of the monthly indices of seasonal prices 

of several years. ·----
Before the differences observed between the seasonal variations in the two 

time periods could be legitimately ascribed only to future trading, Naik checked such 

statistical comparisons against other available information and possible influences. 

The other factors which were normally likely to have caused reduction in the 

seasonal price variations ~ccording to Naik were : ''mainly three, viz., increased 

exports, improved financial position of growers and better storage facilities in the 

producing regions. During both the years with futures trading and without such 

dt:admg;'&the rexport'Xlemand·~for.:;groundnut:a:s.weH~-as;g:roundnut.oil;tgener.aU~,-';remamed 

small and scarcely exceedr.d even 10 per cent of the total production. These other 

factors, therefore, did not add up to any logical explanation for the reduction in the 

seasonal variations of groundnut prices during the years of future trading. Such 

reduction, in the result, must be ascnbed to futures trading which alone seems to 

·constitute the distinction between the two periods. " 1 

The effects of futures trading on the intra-seasonal price variations were 

assessed with the use of data relating to both monthly and weekly average prices. 

Naik ascertained the actual effects, by employing two methods. Firstly, coefficients of 

variations were computed for each year separately for both the monthly and the 

weekly average prices. Secondly, for an unambiguous comparison between years 

with futures trading and those with its absence, the coefficients of price variations for 

all years in each time period were pooled together to compute a single average 

coefficient ofvariation for all such years. The coefficient~ ofvariation in respect of 

both the monthly as well as the weekly average prices for groundnut were generally 

smaller fo! the years with futures trading than for the other years. Prima facie, 

therefore, it appears that the monthly and weekly average prices generally clustered 

around the respective season's average prices with the existence of futures trading, 

but were relatively more scattered in its absence. This view was further reinforced 

1 A S. Nail<, "Effects of Futures Trading on Prices", Somaiya Publications, Bombay, 1970. 
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when the different coefficients ofvariation were pooled together for individual years. 

Table 3. 9 shows the values of such pooled coefficients of variation for groundnut. 

It is apparent from the table that, on the whole, both the monthly and the 

weekly ~verage ready prices of groundnut were relatively more stable around their 

respective season's average prices during years with futures trading than in its 

absence. Manifestly then, it seems that futures trading stabilises commodity prices, 

albeit moderately. 

Naik made a more detailed analysis before giving a final verdict on the alleged 

stabilising (or de-stabilising) influence of futures markets. Excepting in the year 

19 54-55, all coefficients of variation of groundnut prices were invariably higher for 

years Withlitt1e or no-futures tia3ing <thariTor any of the years With. futures tridirig:~·1n 

fact, the coefficients ofvariation in the former period were almost twice as large as 

those in the latter period. 

In the absence of any other characteristic feature distinguishing the two time 

periods, it is hard to think of any alternative explanation. Exports of groundnut and 

groundnut oil during both the periods were generally small and scarcely exceeded 

even 10% of the annual groundnut outturn. In fact for years with little or no futures 

trading, the coefficient-efficient of weekly price variation was at its lowest at 5.35 in 

1954-55 when India exported a record high of 164,000 tonnes of groundnut oil and 

the total exports of seed and oil in terms of kernels reached a record of 277,000 

tonnes. In terms of supplies, 1965-66, a year without futures trading, was no doubt 

an abnormally bad one with a crop of only 28.16 lakb tonnes in kernels. But so was 

1961-62, a year with futures trading, when the groundnut crop bad turned out to be 

small for the third season in succession being only 32.80 lakb tonnes as against an 

outturn of 36.24 lakh tonnes during 1958-59. And yet, the dispersion of groundnut 

prices around the season's mean was almost three times as large in 1965-66 as in 

1961-62. In fact, in two other years with futures trading viz., 1959-60 and 1962-63, 

the groundnut crop was very much less in relation to demand and still the coefficients 

of variation for both the monthly and weekly average prices of grmmdnut in those 

years were not higher than 6. 
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Pooled (Average) Co-efficients of Variation for Monthly and Weekly Average Prices 
in Groundnut,Linseed and Hessian for the Years with Futures Trading and Years with 

Little or no Futures Trading 

For Monthly average prices For Weekly average prices 
Commodity 

For years With For years With For years With For years With 
Futures little or no Futures Futures little or no Futures 
Trading Trading Trading Trading 

1. Groundnut 5.57 9.51 5.15 9.57 
2. Linseed 6.71 7.31 7.1.1 7.55 
3. Hessian 5.86 7.24 6.08 7.17 

Source: A.S.Naik, Effect of Futures Trading and price, 1970 



Since all other groundnut seasons -- both with and without futures trading 

had nonnal crops and supplies, one could not resist the inference that futures trading 

had in fact reduced considerably the relative dispersion of prices of groundnut. This 

raises the obvious question : why, in its stabilising influence, was futures trading 

successful in groundnut. Naik's answer is : "it appears that with groundnut 

production having a distinctly seasonal character and its market arrivals less even and 

more concentrated during the months from November to February, the hedging use 
. . 

of the groundnut futures market for the purpose of carrying stocks and anticipatory 

requirements was probably quite high."1 Of course, in the absence of any statistical 

break-up of the open position into hedge and speculative transactions , there was no 

easy way of proving this hypothesis. 

Having covered the two commodities, VIZ., cotton and groundnut, with 

respect to futures trading in them, it appears that a contrasting note surfaces. While 

· for cotton, there was a general bias against the short hedgers, with a marked 

backwardation in the fi1tures prices but with no destabilising influence on spot prices; 

for groundnut not only a stabilising influence on spot prices was observed, but, it was 

also apparent that it benefited the hedgers (both short and long) with no bias against 

either class. 

1 A S. Naik, "Ej]ects of Futures Trading on Prices", Somaiya Publications, Bombay, 1970. 
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CHAPTER: 4 

VIABILITY OF COMMODITIES FOR FUTURES TRADING IN 

INDIA 

Given the benefits and costs associated with futures trading as discussed in 

the last three chapters, we now evaluate the commodities in India, where, fi1tures 

trading if resumed, will play a net beneficial role. For this purpose, we again make a 

commodity specific analysis for cotton and groundnut. But before we proceed to do 

so, we briefly discuss the specific conditions required for a commodity where futures 

"trading nnght p\ay its fie"Sired To'ie. 

I) CONDITIONS FOR THE FITNESS OF A COMMODITY FOR FUTURES 

TRADING: 

Not all commodities are fit for being traded in the futures markets. 1 To be 

capable ofbeing traded in the futures market a commodity should be homogeneous, 

meaning that the units of the commodity should be interchangeable. l11e second 

attribute for futures trading is that a commodity should be capable of being 

standardised in one or more grades. Futures contracts do not mention patticular 

grades and qualities but are executed in terms of a pre-defined standard grade so that 

other grades of the same commodity can be separated by a pre-defined premium or 

discow1t on the price contracted for the standard grade. It is yet another impmtant 

characteristic for a commodity's capability for futures trading that its supply and 

demand should be large so that speculators with large financial resources are not 

able to obtain control of a substantial portion of it. The futures market for the 

1 J. B. Baer and 0. G. Saxon. "Commodity Exchanges and Futures Trading"'. t-.l:ldison : Harper 
Bros .. 1948. 
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commodity , in other words, should be so large that the largest of speculators 

constitutes but a small fraction ofthe market in terms ofthe biggest purchase or sale 

he can effect. 

It is also necessary that a commodity's supply and/or demand must be 

uncertain. When both the supply and demand are certain, prices get readily adjusted . 
without the intervention of an organised market. When a commodity is subject to 

season-to-season and year-to-year variations in supply and demand, the problem of 

oscillation in prices, often resulting in high peaks and low valleys and the 

consequences of such peaks and valleys must engage the attention of the 

,G.o:vemmen.t. .Either .the .. Government . should then intervene with a full- fledged 

mechanism like price control and public distribution system (if the commodity is of 

obvious social significance) or instruments like forward trading have to be invoked, 

provided these instruments dampen the peaks and lift up the valleys. 

Even when a commodity has fulfilled all these conditions, the organisation of 

futures trading in the commodity requires that the leading segments of the production 

and trade sectors are active patticipants in it to supply adequate quantity of hedging 

contracts. This along with operation of speculators, who come forward to assume the 

risk which hedgers desire to shift, should be large enough to make the market broad 

and liquid. In the absence of production and trade segments, only speculators would 

remain in the futures market and that would not be a healthy circumstance for futures 

trading. 

Finally, a collllllodity must necessarily be relatively be free from substantial 

control either by a Governmental or public authority or a private organisation, cmteL 

association. corporation or individual. Tltis means that in general the commodity 

should be able to flow to the markets freely and tmhampered by intetYentions and 

restraints. Whenever for social or economic reasons a Government finds it necessary 

to ration, fumt or regulate the demand for a commodity, or fixes a suppott p1ice or 

procurement ptice and follows it up by a procurement operation or delivery quotas 

and a net\:vork of ration sl1ops or dist1ibution points selling limited quantities at fixed 

ptices, the eligibility of a commodity tor futures trading is destroyed. Thus the 

?71- 6/)_j__ 
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Khusro Committee Report also recognises that "even though grains like 1ice, wheat, 

com and maize are traded in several countries of the world on the futures markets, 

we cannot advocate a similar policy in tllis country, inasmuch as the important social 

requirement ofproviding grain.in a guaranteed manner to low income consumers at a 

low price makes it necessaty for Indian Govemment to operate a Public Distribution 

System in major foodgrains and makes it much less impmiant, in fact unnecessaty to 

operate futures markets in grains."1 TI1e Kabra2 Committee's recommendations are 

also the same in respect of such commodities. 

It is well known that in a relatively poor countiy like India, the basic and 

compulsive foodgrain requirements of the very large population with low incomes 

compels the govemment to .. intervene-·m··''the"'''foo't\grams· rrrarkets·"antt'·"r·egu1ates 

foodgrains distribution through various devices. Thus in rice and wheat and some 

other foodgrains, there is a complex system of regulation and control involving the 

fixing of support prices, the procurement of grain, the provision of a large storage 

capacity, the operation, quite often, of a rationing mechanism and a vast network of 

public distribution agencies. This social necessity involves the govemment in a 

complex and costly distributive apparatus w·hich ties up a great deal of govemmental 

resources. It also involves the govemment in a huge amount of subsidy cunently 

amounting to Rs. 5800 crore or so on the foodgrains account alone. Now. this 
~ - . 

machinery, e:-..vensive as it is, is likely to remain confined only to major necessities 

and cannot be repeated for commodities other than the most urgent ones. 

It should also be noted that in the case of foodgrains the market in which 

demand meets market anivals, is confined only to a certain prop01tion of the 

produce, say 40 %. The other 60 % or so is retained by the growers themselves for 

their own consumption. In the case of other agricultural commodities the case is 

entirely different and in most items almost the whole of production is for marketing. 

The futures e:-..vansion of volume is, therefore, going to be more rapid in those 

commodities 'vhich are marketed almost wholly and such an exvansion will naturally 

1 A. M. Khusro, Chairman, Report of the Committee on Forward Markets. Ministry of Civil 
Supplies, Gov1. of India. June. 1980. 
2 K. N. Kabra, Chairman, Report of the Committee on Forward Markets, Ministry of Civil Supplies, 
Govt Of India. Febmary, 1994. 



lend itself better to futures trading which requires larger rather than smaller volume 

for effective functioning. The expansion of the market size generally goes with the 

improvement in market sophistications and this too is a favourable circumstance for 

the operation offutures markets. 

Once the application of the current mechanism of regulation, pnce control 

and distribution control to most other agricultural commodities is ruled out, the 

question arises as to what other methods would be used to regulate the prices of 

these other commodities. And many ofthese commodities are such that they exhibit a 

high degree of price fluctuations as in the case of pulses, groundnuts, other oilseeds, 

etc. A restraint somehow on their price fluctuation is necessary as much dislocation is 

· ·'t>au'sed ;,-by the ~upward ·~an\.ltrdu\WW'lU<d ··:price:imo\lements .... :I:t.~1:s·;in.:4:his :;.oonte~i .. _ofi.rJJt. 

impossibility of a complex control and distribution mechanism in most agricultural 

commodities that futures trading as a possible measure, in suitable cases, for 

dampening the peaks and lifting up the valleys of prices is to be considered and in 

some cases it may turn out to be a necessity. 

II) PRICE TRENDS & SUIT ABILITY OF COMMODITY FOR FUTURES 

TRADING: 

To assess the suitability of a commodity for futures trading based on price 

trends, where such price effects can have wholesome effects on production, trade and 

manufacturing, three cases need to be distinguished clearly : 

Case 1 : -- Where there is no clear upward or downward trend in piices but prices 

fluctuate over the seasons and over the years, armmd an approximately constant 

average le\·el. 

Case 2 : --Where there is an upward ptice trend and ptice fluctuates over the seasons 

and years around the rising trend. 

Case 3 : -- Where there is a downward ptice trend and ptice fluctuates over the 

seasons and years armmd the declining trend. 
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It is the second case of a clearly established and discernible upward trend with 

seasonal and other fluctuations super-imposed thereon, which can be a matter of 

some controversy. In such circumstances when everyone is expecting a price rise, 

both trend wise and seasonally, it may be thought that there .are no dissenting 

opinions. All opinions would seem to converge over a price rise. It is thought that 

under these circumstances if speculators entered the futures market they would also 

be buyers rather than sellers and their buying activity may further aggravate the 1nice 

rise. The futures prices will then stand above the spot prices and would be rising over 

time. This, it is thought, will be a compelling force for further inflation of the 

commodity price and there will be no .saving factors leading to a downtum of p1ice. 

·'Thus ari·-Important"botly·of oplliiun;:::in.Jrahidilar;JOfficrafupinion;:"stan'O:s'in·'tilv,mr>of 

banning futures markets under these circumstances. 

The Khusro Committee Repo1t also endorses this view by noting : "This 

opinion appears to have a good deal of weight and cannot be dismissed lightly. But 

then there are two types of sub-cases, in this major case, which need to be clearly 

understood. One sub-case is that, even when the overall price trend is upward, the 

seasonal troughs are also sizeable so that there could be a divergence of views 

amongst the operators with regard to the point of time when the trough would be 

reached and with regard to its level. The second sub-case is that not only the overall 

price trend is upwards, but the post-harvest lows are also very nominal so that there 

is a general convergence of views that the price trend would soon be upwards. In the 

first sub-case. fi1tures trading has a role to play inasmuch as the divergence ofviews 

\Vith regard to time when trough would be reached and with regard to its level could 

be fully e:\.-ploited and the market got stabilised. In regard to the second sub-case. it 

would appear that, the general convergence of opinion being for an early resumption 

of the uptrend, when futures market is a nanow market with a relatively tew 

operators, it is possible there are few or no dissenting opinions. In such a situation 

when buyers buy, they do so at a much higher piice since the sellers are i!lso 

e;..-pecting a higher piice. In that case inflation can be aggravated. But it should be 

noted that the answer can also lie in having a larger rather than a smaller tlttures 
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market so that dissenting opinion is also held by a fairly large number of operators. 

Banning futures market at the slightest of inflationary provocation every now and 

then, restricts the size of the futures market and prevents it fiom growing into a large, 

competitive, diversified and resilient market. It can be conceded, however, that 

during patently inflationary situations both trend-wise and seasonally, of the second 

type, a narrow futures market provides a case for stopping futures trading at any rate 

for sh01t periods. From a longer-time stand point, however, the enlargement of the 

futures market is the right answer to an inflationary situation. "1 

For the third case of a downward price trend with seasonal and other 

fluctuations supeiimposea'~is-"jusf1he·Teverse·fti'fthe~econdvicase·,_,.Jier£"~to.o., ..if.futures 

markets were narrow and all opinions converged towards a declining price 

ex-pectation, prices would tumble rapidly as everyone would want to sell. However, 

we note again that where there are sellers, there must also be some buyers in order 

that sellers sell. Here, from a shott period narrow stand point, the answer would seem 

to be a ban on futures trading. But here, too, the long-term and sensible solution lies 

in the enlargement of the futures market so that w·hen numerous operators are 

behaving (selling) as though prices would fall a large number of dissenting buyers 

exists who counter the downward price tendency and vice versa. 

Thus fi1tures markets should be allovved to operate when there is no secular 

upward or dow11ward trend in prices but only seasonal and other fluctuations e:--:ist. 

Tilis matter has been taken up commodity-wise for detailed investigation for cotton 

and groundnut (especially because these are the two commodities where trade 

interests are clamouring for resumption of fittures trading) in the subsequent section. 

If the gains from futures trading accrued only to those vvho traded in the 

futures market and nobody else, or indeed, if the gains to futmes traders \\ere 

accompanied by losses to producers, manufacturers, consumers and other social 

interests, fi1tures trading should not be recommended at all. It is a condition for what 

is called Pareto-optimality that some members ofthe society should gain from a given 

policy while nobody should lose. If it can be demonstrated that as a result of fittures 

1 A. M. Khusro, Chairman, Report of the Committee on Forward Markets, Ministry of Civil 
Supplies, Govt. of India, June 1980. 



trading the gains to traders co-exist with gams to growers, manufacturers and 

consumers, then a clear case for futures trading can be said to exist. 

DI) SCENARIO ON COTTON: 

Among the different commodities recommended for futures trading by the 

majority report of the Kabra Committee, no one is perhaps more ideally suited for 

such trading than cotton. Cotton had a long tradition of futures trading in India, 

originating as it did soon after the war of independence in 1857. Futures trading in 

o· 

~-the .commodity .. continued thereafter almost uninteJ"I¥ptedly for over hundred years, 

until it was suspended in September, 1966 in the fond hope of curbing the rising trend··· 

·in prices. Since then, three decades have elapsed. Now trading in NTSD contracts in 

cotton is regulated all over the country under the auspices of nine associations. But 

neither have the cotton prices have declined, nor has futures trading still been 

allowed. 

In the last two decades, the Indian cotton economy underwent a virtual 

metamorphosis. The production of cotton in the country has recorded a significant 

growth during the late 80s and the initial five years of this decade. The cotton 

production which remained around 5. 7 4 million tonnes in 1972-73 rose to 7, 53 

million bales in 1982-83, and further rose to 12.3 million tonnes in 1995-96. From 

Table 4.1 and Graph 4.1 1 it is clear that the steady upward trend in production was 

_achieved by a spectacular growth in yield (from 163 kg/hectare in 1982-83 to 260 

kg/hectare in 1994-95) which in turn was complemented by steady rise in the 

coverage of area under irrigation. 

After the partition of the country, about 40% of the cotton producing area 

was lost while the almost entire textile_ industry remained within India .. As the 
_ .... 

• t)_' .. 

~pmestic production improved, imports of cotton gradually declined and from 1978-._ .· . ~ ~ 

.,::.~ . . -

79 onwards imports have b~en· practically nil except contingency imports as ill 1993-

.94. -Overal~ India has e~erged as a net exporter of cotton. 
F . . . 

. ~~r Tables and Graphs on this chapter"r"ere/at ttie-erid Ofthe~ex~-.:~ 
<: • • - • • •• • • :-.. •• ""·.- • "':' ... :~.,. " "' 



During the period from 1960-61 to 1978-79, India's exports fluctuated 

between 0.1 lakh bales to 4.3 lakh bales. In the subsequent years, India's expmt of 

raw cotton ranged from around about 2 lakh bales to nearly 7 lakh bales till I 985-86. 

During the season 1986-87, India's exports were as high as 30.7 lakh bales. The 

exp01ts, however dropped in the subsequent years viz. 1987-88 and 1988-89 due 

todecline in raw cotton production following unfavourable weather conditions. 

During 1989-90 and 1990-91, exports of cotton have been to the tune of 13.7 lakh 

bales and 11.9 lakh bales respectively. During 1991-92, exports of cotton received a 

.sever:e..setback and.were 0.8lakh bales. During 1992-93, exports of cotton reached a 

hlgh level of 13.77 lakh bales. 

Table 4.2 and Graph '4.2 brings out the relation between production, expon 

and domestic prices for raw cotton. All these variables are ex-pressed in indices with 

the base year as 1981-82. It can be seen that through out the period, all the tln·ee 

variables fluctuated quite erratically, especially the wholesale price index for raw 

cotton. 

The cotton prices, it has been observed, were subjected to wide fluctuations 

and generally ruled lower in the beginning of the season under the pressure of new 

crop cotton arrivals. During 1987-88 and 1988-89 in which the availability was less 

plentifl.ll, the prices ruled at significantly higher levels than in 1985-86. During 1989-

90 season, the prices of certain varieties of cotton eased by over 40%. The prices 

once again recorded a significant rise ranging from 53% to 94% dming 1990-91, but 

mled generally steady at higher levels in the subsequent 19991-92 and 1992-93 

seasons. TI1e prices have 1iseu significantly dming the ne:--..1 season. TI1e v\ide 

fluctuations in cotton prices are mainly due to w1certainty regarding crop estimate, 

uncertainty about e)qJOits as well as imports. As we are moving towards 

globa1isation, variations in demand_ and supply positions in other countries and 

fluctuations in intemational ptices will also affect the price trend of cotton in our 

country. Volatility of price situation is therefore bound to be there. despite 

comfmtable domestic situation. 



It may be seen from Table 4.3 that the amplitude of price fluctuations was as 

large as 27% to 60% during 1992-93 in respect of major varieties of cotton. 

That cotton prices vary widely not only from year tQ year, but also within 

each year, is quite succinctly brought out by Pavaskar in a recent study. Table 4.4, 

borrowed from his work presents the monthly average spot prices of J-34 (S.G) 

variety of 24 mm for the last ten years from 1984-85 to 1993-94. J-34 has been 

chosen just by way of illustration. What is true of J-34 is also true of all other 

varieties of cotton grown in the country. The instability in cotton prices essentially 

flows from the uncertainty, in its production. With not more than a third of the cotton 

cultivation under irrigation, it is not surprising that the cotton output varies 

considerably from year to year in response to the vagaries of weather and pest 

attacks. Juxtaposing the tables on production and prices, it is evident that prices and 

production are related inversely as expected. 

As is known, cotton producers, merchants and stockists face risks of large 

value lpsses on their production, purchases and stocks from fall in prices. Likewise, 

exporters and spinners are exposed to heavy risks from adverse price increases on 

their overseas or domestic sale commitments of fibre or yam for delivery at a later 

date. Price volatility, no doubt, also brings in its wake windfall gains to market 

functionaries. In the long run, such gains may even offset the losses from 

unfavourable price changes. But the losses when incurred are sometimes so large that 

they may even lead to insolvencies. As it is, the exposure of a market functionary to 

price risk is greater, greater is the share of the commodity in its earnings or 

production costs. Such is the case with the operations of cotton merchants and mills. 

Hence their need for price hedging through the use of commodity risk management 

instruments like futures contracts. 

As with all farm commodities, so also in cotton, prices disclose a distinctly 

seasonal trend. To det~rmine such trend in J-34 (S.G.) cotton prices, Pavaskar 

. __ expressed the av~_rage ~sp_ot_ price of each month in Table 4.4 as a percentage of the 
"".;;...6'"';:4"• .,,. 

··- ~ .... ;....;_{-i!: ·:.v:,.. 

corresponding year's mean price. Such percentage relations for the ten years from 

1984-85 to 1993-94 are presented in Table 4.5. The seasonal index for each month is 
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then c~mputed as the arithmeti~ me~n of all percentage relations for that month. The 

last column in Table 4.5 shows the seasonal indices so computed for the different 

months in a year. 

The methodology applied by Pavaskar for computation of seasonal indices in 

Table 4.5 is, no doubt, more simplistic, than sophisticated. Thus, no attempt has been 

made in it to eliminate the long-term trend. For one thing, the available data was not 

permissive enough for adopting either 12 or 13 months moving average method. J-34 

is invariably quoted for only 11 months in a year and not for all the 12 months. 

Moreover, it is not the purpose of this paper to present a detailed time-series analysis 

,,of,c.ottouprices .. J3eside~,gro:wers,..merchants .and.mills are more concerned with the 

prices they actually receive or pay, rather than the trend or inflation adjusted prices. 

In any case, since the inferences drawn in this paper are more indicative· than 

quantitative, the simplistic approach suffices its purpose. 

It is evident from Table 4_.5 that seasonal index of J-34 (S.G.) cotton prices 

rises from 87.7 in November when the peak marketing season begins, to 114.9 in 

August when the cotton year ends. This seasonal trend represents a compound 

growth of3% per month. Considering that the carrying costs in cotton amount to 2% 

per month, the seasonal band in cotton prices does not seem to be unusually large. 

Although this fact underscores the efficiency of the existing marketing practices of 

the cotton trade, there is no gainsaying the fact that with the functioning of a well 

developed futures market, the seasonal amplitude in cotton prices will tend to reduce 

to almost the actual amount of carrying charges, reducing thereby both the marketing 

costs and marketing margins. 

The Kabra Committee Report considered the follmving aspects while deciding 

as to the question of introducing futures trading in cotton:-

(i). The Supply of cotton has improved substantially during the last decade and there 

have been large carry-over stocks at the end of the seasons on a continuing basis. 

With the introduction of advanced technology in the cultivation of cotton, further 

increase in the cotton crop is likely in the coming ~ears. 
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(ii). The internal consumption of cotton has not been commensurate with the 

increased production. -~---

(iii). Exports of cotton have picked up faster during the last five years and is likely to 

show further progress in the future. 

(iv). Cotton is marketed continuously throughout the season. So the merchants and 

their associates have to carry substantial stocks of cotton throughout the year till it is 

sold and have to bear the risk of price fluctuations. 

(v). Despite the presence of CCI, MSCGMF and a host of co-operative agents, a 

major part of the marketing of cotton is still with the private trade. The facility of 

hedging is most required for the piivate trade as long as they play a significant role in 

the marketing of cotton. The state as well as co-operative agencies involved in the 

marketing of cotton could also use hedging facilities to minimjse their risk from 

adverse price fluctuations. 

Although the Committee, by majority view, recommends that futures trading 

in cotton be introduced in cotton in the various producing and consuming centres 

where functioning of a competitive market is possible, Prof Kabra and Prof Sen, 

however did not favour resumption of futures trading in cotton. Prof Kabra is of the 

view that for cotton NTSD contracts, liberalised in terms of the Committee's 

recommendations, should suffice to meet the needs of the Price Risk Management for 

locking in prices and price discovery. 

Table 4.6 presents data on quarterly price changes in J-34 variety of cotton 

for the period from 1984-85 to 1993-94. The quarterly period has been chosen as 

most merchants and mills hold stocks for three months on an average. Most NTSD 

contracts in cotton are also of three months' duration, though such contracts are 

permitted for a maximum of five months in advance of their maturity. Even export 

contracts in cotton and forward contracts for domestic sales of yarn and cloth are 

usually of about three months' duration on average. In any case, Table 4.6 and Table 

4.4, (on J-34 ANNUAL PRICES) is ouly illustrative in nature and the pattern of price 

changes in cotton over shorter and longer periods is not far different from that 

observed in the table. 
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It is apparent from Table 4.6 that cotton prices decline as often as they rise. 
' 

During the last ten. years, prices fell over the quarterly periods as many as twenty 

times, and rose similarly the same number of times, which imply that the frequency of 

the risk of price of fall in cotton over a long period is the same as that of price rise. 

Obviously, despite the long-term rising trend in cotton prices, the need for short 

hedging is felt as often as that for long hedging. The rising or falling trend in 

commodity prices does not obviate the need for short or long hedging respectively. 

Ups and downs over short periods are unavoidable. These ups and downs necessa1ily 

involve price risks and affect adversely the market functionaries from both sides of 

the trade .and industry. 

It is also evident from Table 4.6 that most of the quarterly price changes ill 

cotton exceeded 10%. In fact, price increases not infrequently exceeded even a much 

as 20%. Since cotton merchants and spinners operate on slender profit margins (not 

exceeding 3 to 4%), the incidence of price risks is obviously far too high for them to 

bear. The only inference that can be drawn is that in the absence of the futures 

market, they must be covering the cost of their price risks by paying less-than-fair 

prices to the sellers and by recovering more-than-normal prices from their buyers, 

raising thus their average margins. In other words, they recover from the producers 

and consumers the risk premium. In the process, they tend to also aggravate the price 

fluctuations in the market. Paradoxical as though it may seem, such a situation could 

be avoided by opening futures markets in cotton, which would provide useful forums 

for managing effectively price risks and reducing thereby the overall marketing costs . 

. In order to boost the production of cotton, the Government have been 

announciilg the minimum support price of cotton since 1975-76. The steady rise in 

the minimum support prices have been shown vividly in Table 4. 7 and Graph 4.4. The 

support prices are fixed on the basis of the recommendations of the CACP. Further, 

in order to help farmers to obtain remunerative prices, the Government has also 

designated certain agencies like the Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) and the 

Maharashtra State Co-operative Growers' Marketing Federation (MSCGMF) to 

intervene in the market. Though the CCI and MSCGMF, which introduced the 

: ·r-
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scheme of Monopoly Procurement in 1972-73, have both been procuring cotton, 

· their combined purchases do not exceed 30% of the total production. Moreover, 

these two agencies do not act in unison. Consequently, far from influencing prices, 

their fortunes in fact fluctuate with the movements of the market prices which are 

determined solely by the overall supply and demand conditions and the pace of 

market arrivals. 

Clearly, to nnprove marketing and pncmg efficiency, it is time for the 

authorities to revive futures markets in cotton. The need for such markets is all the 

''·mnre'·nuw ;''1fs,ithe,'Countcy1,inls""not'~0'my !aChieved :;Se)lf..:sufficien:cy;m:¢he~ .. 4Commodity, 

but the Government has also adopted a more liberal policy than in the past for its · 

import and export. True, while imports have been brought under the OGL, exports 

are still subject to quotas. Nevertheless, exports exceed imports. Moreover, both 

domestic cotton production and consumption are rising from year to year. Even 

before the turn of the century, the country may reap a cotton harvest of almost 20 

million bales. The marketing of such a huge crop calls for an efficient pricing 

mechanism and an effective organisation for management of price risks, which futures 

markets alone can offer. 

At the same time to promote competitive efficiency in futures trading, it is 

necessary to ensure liquidity in futures markets. For that purpose, it is essential to 

develop relatively broad based futures contract for medium and long staple varieties 

of cotton separately. 

Although unitary control through a single futures market at the national level 

is ideal for ensuring -liquidity and averting manipulations, for a country like India 

where transport and communication systems still leave much to be desired, there 

seems need to have regional futures markets in cotton which is grown widely and in 

different varieties in several regions like the North, the West and the South. Each 

market may have one or two contracts, depending on the magnitude of the varietal 

differences in terms of quality and prices. For effective hedging, contracts should also 

be permitted for as many months as the marketing season may permit so that long 
• # 1. ~~- ~·-

. ·· .. ~ hedgers. can hedge in delivery months which coincide".with thefmaturity oLtb,eir,.-~ ·, 



deferred delivery transactions in the domestic and overseas markets. That ·would also 

reduce the costs on transfer of hedges from one delivery month to another. 
----· 

Incidentally, simultaneous trading in different markets, different contracts and 

different delivery months would necessarily promote arbitrage, improve liquidity and ... _ 

bring about an inter-regional as well as inter-temporal price equilibrium. 

GROUND NUT 

Although India has been one of the major oilseeds producing countries in the 

world, the total availability of edible oilseeds and oils have generally fallen short of 

· cdom.estic~::a-eqw-ements. il':ill:;il.93-9-.SO,'::the:sp.r.o.du.ction,lof.;;ediblefJOils:;m :rthe . ...,countn· 

remained around 27 lakh tonnes while the demand rose from year to year to about 3 5 

lakh tonnes. The shortfall in supplies were met by imports which went upto the level 

of 19.67lakh tonnes during 1987-88. 

To meet the increasing demand for edible oils as well as to keep edible oil 

prices in check, the country has therefore been resorting to imports of edible oils. 

With a view to increasing the production and productivity of different oilseed crops, 

the Government in April1981 set up the Technology Mission on Oilseeds Production 

with a four pronged-strategy covering crop production, post harvest technology, 

farmer inputs and market intervention. The various schemes introduced under an 

integrated scheme by the Technology Mission along with substantial enhancement of 

their support prices to boost production paid dividends in 1988-89 when the 

production ofmajor oilseeds rose to 18.03 million tonnes from 12.65 million tonnes 

in 1987-88, a major drought year. Total production as evident from Table 4.8 and 

Graph 4.5. showed a decline to 16.92 million tonnes in 1989-90, but recorded a 

steady increase thereafter reaching 21.48 million tonnes in 1993-94. As a result, the 

gap between demand and supply of edible oils in the country has narrowed down. 

Accordingly, the per capita availability of edible oil increased gradually from a 

low of 3.2 kg. in 1960-61 to 3.8 and 5.5 kg. in 1980-81 and 1990-91 respectively. 

(Refer Table 4.9). For 1994-95, it stands at a high of6.5 kg. 
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Groundnut is one of the major oilseeds produced in the colin try. Regulated 

-futures trading was permitted in groundnut and groundnut oil. However, such trading 

has not been permitted in groundnut and groundnut oil from October 1965. 

Groundnut is widely re?ognised as the king among edible oilseeds in the country 

primarily on account of its substantial production and widespread usage in different 

parts of the country. Groundnut accounts for 38.56 % of total output of oilseeds 

crop (in 19994-95) followed by rapeseed/mustard which accounts for 27.45 %. 

Groundnut oil is grown in the country on 85 lakh hectares yielding on an average_ 

about 76 lakh tonnes of groundnut in she1l It accounts for about 40 per cent of the 

area under oilseeds cultivation. India's share of groundnut (in shell) in world 

production stands at 31.9% for 1991-93 triennium average. 

Traditionally speaking, groundnut, groundnut oil and its cake have a long 

history of forward or futures trading. Prior to the ban on futures trading in such 

commodities, the futures markets in groundnut were in existence at a number of 

producing and consuming centres in different parts of the country, such as, Bombay, 

Rajkot, Sangli, Latur and for groundnut oil at Bombay, Madras, Akola, Ahmedabad 

and Delhi. 

Although there is some variation in the different varieties of groundnut 

grown, by and large, all these varieties are clearly distinguishable. As such, it is 

possible to formulate coherent futures trading contract/s for the different varieties. 

Groundnut is not immediately perishable and can thus be stored for a fairly long 

period. The same holds true, mutatis mutandis, in the case of groundnut oil. 

The production of groundnut and groundnut oil in the country is fairly 

substantial and has averaged at around 8.5 million tonnes and 2.4 million tonnes 

respectively in the course of the last five years. Again the production of groundnut 

and groundnut oil is not confined to a particular part of the country. Although, 

groundnut is essentially a 'kharif crop, is also grown as a 'rabi'/summer crop. This 

further ensures that there are adequate marketable supplies of groundnut ahnost 

throughout the year. As regard the demand for groundnut, in keeping with its status 

as a premier oilseed, the same' is fairly substantial. 
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l11e groundnut production in the country which was 5. 77 million tonnes 

during 1979-80 rose to 9.66 million tonnes during 1988-89. It however, subsequently 

fell to 7.76 million tonnes in 1993-94 (refer Table 4.10 and Graph 4.6). Similarly, the 

production of groundnut oil rose from I .33 million tonnes during 1979-80 to 2. 70 

million tonnes during 1988-89. It was 2.22 million to1111es in 1993.94. 

From Table 4.10 and Graph 4.6 it is apparent that such a leap in production 

was possible due to substantial increase in acreage, where the area under groundnut 

cultintion expanded from 7.17 million hectares in 1979-80 to 8.53 million hectares in 

1988-89. However, in 1993-94, it shrinked to 8.38 million hectares due to 

sribs'firution ·~of,'oth:er ,£fops ... J.\.uother crucial factor was that the coverage of the 

inigated area under groundnut cultivation concomitantly rose from 12. 1 %'"in 'l979-

80 to 18.6% in 1988-89 and further to more than 20% in 1993-94. As a result the 

yield. showed an impressive growth from 805 kg/hectare in 1979-80 to 1132 

kg/hectare in 1988-89. In 1993-94, however, it slackened to 926 kg/hectare. 

The government, on the advice and recommendations of the Commission for 

Agricultural Costs and Prices, fixes the statutory minimum prices of grotmdnut. 

Excepting this, the wholesale and retail trade in grmmdnut is left almost entirely to 

the private trade. Although public agencies like NAFED and the NDDB and a host of 

other state-tun C01vorations and Undenakings purchase and sell grmmdnut / 

grotmdnut oil.. a major part of the marketing of grmmdnut and groundnut oil is left 

\vith the private trade. l11e NAFED and NDDB are vested with the responsibility for 

maintaining the stability in retail and wholesale !Hices of grmmdnut and grmmdnut oil 

tltrough their procurement and market inten ention operations. In tact, as can be seen 

fi:om Table -l.ll and Graph 4. 7, the minimum supp011 ptice, as mmotmced by the 

Govemment. was enhanced substantially from Rs. 315 per quintal in I 983-84 to Rs. 

500 per quintal in 1989-90 and to a high ofRs. 860 per quintal in 199~-95, implying 

a rise of nearly 240 % over a period of 12 years. 

Despite this, the ptice trend in these commodities, shows that there has 

generally been post hmvest fttlls and lean petiod tise within a season. Such an intra

seasonal fluctuation in prices is evident fiom Table 4. 12 and Graph 4. S, where the 



highest and the lowest piices for groundnut oil as recorded in Bombay Oil and 

Oilseeds Exchange for the 1991-92 season is shown. The year 1991-92 chosen is as 

representative as other years as far as the intra-seasonal price fluctuations are 

concemed. The highest ]Jiice for groundnut oil rose fi:om Rs. 367 per l 0 kg. in July 

1991 to a high ofRs. 392 per 10 kg. in December 1991, and then started receding to 

a low of Rs. 322 in June 1992. From June 1992 again it showed an upward trend. 

TI1e lowest prices also showed a similar trend. Thus, seasonal fluctuations in p1ices 

are quite discernible. But, what is more disturbing is that the volatility in the range 

between the highest and the low·est prices, ranged from Rs. 33 in December 1991 to 

Rs. 11 in June 1992. Within the season, the difference between the highest JJiice ( Rs. 

392··m''l3ecemher 'l'99'~'J·'·an'd:·the:.{Gwest::pr.i~e'(R£,,··e:tQ <!.in :Ma'y -t9913 \'\Va&·tas\!righr:as 

Rs. 82 between a gap of six months. 

Thus futures trading in these commodities need not be considered as 

incompatible; having regard to the advantages confened by a futures market, such as. 

the availability of insurance against adverse fluctuations in piices, availability of 

competitive prices and the development of an integrated price structure. These 

benefits would also be available to these public agencies, which operate in the market 

for stabilising prices. It would also tend to reduce their operational costs to a 

significant exient as they would stand to gain considerably by the insurance coYer 

offered by the mechanism offittures trading. 

Since prices are the best barometer of the health of the economy, analysing 

the price trends of grmmdnut oiL which is the prime price setter for the entire group 

of edible oils, dming recent years, we find that grow1dnut oil wholesale p1ice at 

Bombay, has constantly been showing an upward trend. After touching a low kYd of 

Rs. 244 per 10 kg. in March-April 1993. to reach an all time high of Rs. 432 as on 

5th August 1995, representing an overall rise of77 %, or an average rise of 33 °o on 

an annualised basis dming a span oftwo years and four months. Considering that the 

general wholesale price index has recorded an aYerage rise of about 9 to any I 0 % 

per annum during 1992-95, the price tise in growtdnut oil is indeed very disturbing. 

particularly when viewed in the conte:\1 of the substantial imports of edible oils 



effected during the year 1995, following the liberalisation ofimports which have been 

mostly placed under OGL since March 1995. The prices of other edible oils have also 

followed suit, though to a lesser extent, ranging from 17 % in the case of sesame oil 

to about 28 % in the case of soyabean oil. This, in tum, reflects the strong consumer 

preference for groundnut oil in the face of increasing supplies of other edible oils vis

a-vis groundnut oil. This naturally continues to cause concern particularly because of 

the problem ofheavy demand during the festival season is yet to be encountered. The 

hardening trend of international prices and the weakening of the mpee against the 

dollar, have created new impediments to imports of required quantity by making 

imp01ts costlier. 

While imports by the State Trading Corporation of India went up fiom 11.50 

lakh tonnes· in 1982-83 to 18.19 lakh tolllles in 1987-88, it fell to only 1.46 lakh 

tolllles in 1993-94, reflecting that we are zeroing in as a self-sufficient producer 

country in oil seeds. However, as seen from Table 4.13, in value terms, it increased 

from Rs 507 crores in 1982-83 toRs. 1060.95 crores in 1987-88, while falling less 

than proportionately to Rs. 210.23 crores in 1993-94. 

Despite the ban on futures trading, the spot prices of oilseeds continued to 

rise due to factors of supply and demand. To give an example in the case of edible 

oils the Government of India improved the supply position by sizeable impmts of 

soya bean and Red Palmolin. The spot price of mustardseed at Delhi on 1st June, 

1964, when futures trading was banned mled around Rs. 112 per quintal. It has been 

1ising since then and after 32 years on 31st March, 1996, its p1ice had 1isen to Rs. 

1150 per quintal, a lise of I 000 per cent. Dming the pe1iod of 32 years production of 

mustardseed in the cmmtry had 1isen from 9 lakh tonnes in 1964 to 60 lakh tonnes in 

1996. Likewise the spot plices of grmmdnut keme1 in Bombay had 1isen fi:om Rs. 

115 per quintal on lst Jtme, 1964, to Rs. 1750 per quintal on 31st March, 1996, i.e. a 

lise of 1500% in 32 years. 

The volatile production and p1ice trends for groundnut and groundnut oil 

dming the last decade is sho\vll in Table 4.14 and Table 4.15 respectively. Table 4. I 4 

and Graph 4. 9 shows the production of groundnut, grmmdnut oil and groundnut 
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oilcake increased fi-om 5.12, 1.43 and 2.15 million tonnes in 1985-86 to7. 5, 1.68 and 

3.0 million tonnes in 1992-93 respectively. On the other hand, Table 4.15 and Graph 

4.10 jux1aposes the index number of production and ]Jlice trends of groundnut fi-om 

1980-81 to 1995-96. 

In fact, comparing the index number for groundnut with the base year as 

1981-82, as computed in Table 4.15, the wild fluctuations in groundnut production 

and wholesale ptices are superimposed with a rising trend in the prices. The price 

index rose from 97 in 1982-83 to 169 in 1987-88 before clipping to 155 in 1988-89 

and finally skyrocketed to 330 in 1995-96. 

It is reported that the groundnut crop in Saurashtra, the grow1dnut bowl of 

the country, riright nave stiffered a··sizea'ble 'sefback'''ni''lg9s:::'96 due-w,erratic ,and 

deficient rainfall in the region has aided and fuelled the bullish psychology in the 

edible oils market. All these developments have tended to aggravate the volatility of 

the sensitive market of edible oils. The relentlessly tising trend in edible oil ptices 

since Aptil 1993 reflects the growing sh01tage of edible oils. Once again, supply is 

lagging behind demand. The emerging imbalance in the supply and demand indicates 

that the momentum of unprecedented growth in oilseeds production witnessed dming 

1987 to 1992 has somewhat slackened and this underscores the need for conceited 

effotts to reverse the trend and put the oilseeds economy back on the track of tast 

progress. With population at over 92 crores and the per capita requirement of 7. 5 kg. 

the total demand for edible oils may be estimated at nearly 7 million tonnes. Wlule the 

Government has placed the total deficit of edible oils at about 0.6 million tonnes on 

the basis of the total indigenous supply of edible oils estimated at about 6.4 million 

tonnes, a large section ofthe trade places the overall sh01tage at as much as 1 million 

tonnes. 

As India's edible oils demand is highly income elastic, it is estimated that \\ith 

about 2 % growth rate of our population and to 3 to 3.5 % growth in per capita 

income, the growth in demand for edible oils, is likely to be 5 to 5.5 % per annum. 

This raises the question whether our oilseecls production is tising at a rate 

commensurate enough to match the growth in demand. Officially, the oilseeds 



production has registered a spectacular growth in fi·om the level of 12.6 million 

tonnes in 1987-88 to 22.5 million tonnes estimated provisionally for the year 1994-

95, disclosing a quantum jump of nearly 78 % over the last seven years, or an 

average annual growth of over 8.6 % at compound rates. In other words, the growth 

in supply seems to be commensurate with the growth in demand. As against the 

provisional official estimate of about 22.5 million tonnes, the trade estimates of 

oilseeds production at slightly less than 20 million tonnes. Looking at the relentless 

up-trend in groundnut oil and other edible oil prices, despite sizeable imp01ts of 

about 0.5 million tonnes by different agencies namely STC, NDDB and private trade 

.dmil1.g J 994~95~ ..it .appears that the trade estimates of oilseeds production is more 

realistic and nearer to the tmth. If so, it seems that oilseeds production has remained 

almost stagnant since 1992-93 when it had touched the level of20.1 million tonnes. 

The stagnation in oilseeds production during the last three tears seems to be 

the result of the production stress syndrome which is quite a common expetience 

after a spell of sustained high production growth. Therefore, looking to the past long

term secular trends in the oilseeds economy, not only there is no need to take an 

alannist view, but following the successful pioneeting effotts by the Technology 

Mission, the on going market oriented liberalisation policies and globalisation moves 

promise to tmleash the vast untapped growth potential and productive torces and 

tiigger another burst of rapid stiide in oilseeds production. The stagnation in oilseeds 

production dming the last two years could largely be atttibuted to vagaries of the 

monsoon and adverse climatic fluctuations. 

Apatt fi·om the climatic fluctuations. the bane of the oilseeds economy is low 

yields. Despite the phenomenal perfonn:mce in .'Oilseeds production dming the last 

seven years. our yields continue to be among the lowest in the whole world. To 

illustrate, as against India's per hectare ~idd of 850 kg., the world average yield is 

13 50 kg. per hectare. The main reason for India· s backwardness on the pro.ductivity 

fi·011t is that nearly 80% of the area is still dependent on rains. Though, our per 

hectare yield in oilseeds crops at 850 kg. may not appear to be too low compared 

with the world average of 1350 kg. per hectare, the same is only one half to one third 



of the yields in several countties. To illustrate, as against India's yield of 830 kg. for 

soyabean, the same in USA is 2810 kg. and in Canada 2740 kg. For groundnut, the 

conesponding figures are 680 kg. for India as against 1600 for China and 2240 kg 

for USA 

Recapitulating the past positive achievements, we find that not only the 

acreage under Oilseeds cultivation has risen from 18 million hectares in 1980-8 J to 

nearly 26 million hectares in 1993-94, representing a lise of 45 % but it is gratifYing 

to note that the productivity has increased from about 14 % to nearly 22 % by 1994-

95. Likewise, oilseeds fatmers have tisen to the occasion by increased application of 

fa1m ana 'tec'hn6'lo'gtta'i'~mputs ~Aike:,:feltiliseros,·.,,pesticides, . use of h_ybtid and high 

yielding vaiieties of oilseeds and adopting improved farm and crop management and 

marketing practices. 

The price of both groundnut and groundnut oil are subjected to considerable 

fluctuations. This being the case, there is every need for providing a Iisk cover to the 

trade, so as to insulate them from the losses arising out of the fluctuations in ptices. 

Futures markets through its hedging mechanism enable the stockists to 

protect themselves against possible fall in prices. Funher, the availability of likely 

future prices of a commodity would be of help to traders and govemment agencies 

like NDDB and others for deciding upon their buying and selling operations. as also 

the quantum of stocks to be held. The Kabra Committee, therefore, by maj01ity view. 

recommends that the Govemmeut should take immediate steps for resumption of 

futures trading in grmmdnut and groundnut oil at the major producing and consuming 

centres in the country. Prof Kabra and Prof Sen. however. do not faYour such a 

step. 

Having discussed the production and ptice pattems of cotton and grotmdnut 

\Ve conclude that \vhile there is a case for reviving futures trading 1n cotton in the 

tace of a comfot1able supply situation but accompanied with a marked volatility in its 

spot ptices, the case for groundnut does not appear that strong. While the ptice 

volatility coupled with production nncet1ainty makes it imperati\'e for the 



Government to allow futures trading in groundnut oilseed only as a transitional step. 

Keeping in mind the sensitive weightage of edible oil in an average household's food 

budget, where it constitutes nearly 3.86% in the W110le Sale Price Index, it will be 

prudent to keep the ban on futures trading in gronndnut oil till such time the country 

emerges as surplus producer and the benefits of futures trading in the groundnut 

oilseed seeps down also to groundnut oil as far as stability in its p1ices are concemed. 

Till such time, the Government might liberalise the NTSD contracts for Groundnut 

oil. 
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Table No. 4.1 

All India Area, Production and Yield of Cotton 

Year Area Production Yield %Coverage 

(m hects) (m Tonnes) (10 kgs/ hect.) Under Irrigation 

1949-50 4.93 2.75 9.5 8.2 

1950-51 5.88 3.04 8.8 8.2 

1951-52 6.56 3.28 8.5 9.1 

1952-53 6.36 3.34 8.9 8.5 

1953-54 6.99 4.13 10 8.4 

1954-55 7.55 4.45 10 9.8 

1955-56 8.09 4.18 8.8 10.0 

1956-57 8.02 4.92 10.4 11.0 

1957-58 8.01 4.96 10.5 12.7 

1958-59 7.96 4.88 10.4 12.5 

1959-60 7.3 3.68 8.6 12.9 

1960-61 7.61 5.6 12.5 12.7 

1961-62 7.98 4.85 10.3 13.0 

1962-63 7.73 5.54 12.2 14.1 

'""'1963'.:04 
_j ·cr22 .. ~- ''"'"575 

.. . "Yl:'9 .. "( .. ·'15.'3 

1964-65 8.37 6.01 12.2 15.5 

1965-66 7.96 4.85 10.4 15.9 

1966-67 7.84 5.27 11.4 16.1 

1967-68 8 5.78 12.3 16.7 

1968-69 7.6 5.45 12.2 16.5 

1969-70 7.73 5.56 12.2 16.4 

1970-71 7.61 4.76 10.6 17.3 

1971-72 7.8 6.95 15.1 20.3 

1972-73 7.68 5.74 12.7 21.0 

1973-74 7.57 6.31 14.2 22.1 

1974-75 7.56 7.16 16.1 22.9 

1975-76 7.35 5.95 13.8 23.5 

1976-77 6.89 5.84 14.4 24.6 

1977-78 7.87 7.24 15.7 26.2 

1978-79 8.12 7.96 16.7 27.2 

1979-80 8.13 7.65 16 27.5 

1980-81 7.82 7.01 15.2 27.3 

1981-82 8.06 7.88 16.6 27.7 

1982-83 7.87 7.53 16.3 29.0 

1983-84 7.72 6.39 14.1 29.9 

1984-85 7.38 8.51 19.6 28.5 

1985-86 7.53 8.73 19.7 30.2 

1986-87 6.95 6.91 16.9 31.1 

1987-88 6.46 6.38 16.8 32.0 

1988-89 7.34 8.74 20.2 33.0 

1989-90 7.69 11.42 25.2 34.2 

1990-91 7.44 9.84 22.5 32.8 

1991-92 - 7.66 9.71 21.6 33.1 

1992-93 7.54 11.4 25.7 -
1993-94 7.34 10.71 24.8 -
1994-95 7.9 12.1 26 -
1995-96 - 12.3 - -

Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 1995 and CMIE, July, 1996 
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Year 

1980-81 
1981-82 

. ~ .· .. '.~ 'i ;1"9'S2:83 ,.~ 

1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 

Table No. 4.2 

Index Number of Raw Cotton 
(Base Year: 1981-82 = 100) 
Production WPI 

88.96 80.4 
100.00 100.0 

..... ;~:'56'•'.-;, . :.· ''}"8'6:'9 •.'.,:, 

81.09 100.2 
107.99 116.3 
110.79 95.2 
87.69 86.6 
80.96 133.4 

110.91 140.9 
144.92 146.9 
124.87 145.5 
123.22 238.0 
144.67 218.0 
135~91 245.5 
153.55 388.3 
156.09 -

Source: Economic Survey, 1995-96. 

Export 
(Q) 
510.85 
100.00 

.• ''31'0.'08 

201.55 
104.65 
114.73 
859.69 
291.86 

21.71 
81.78 

1428.68 
273.26 
165.12 
550.39 
85.27 

-
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. _ Table No. 4.3 

Amplitude of Price Fluctuations 
in Cotton Prices During 1992-93 Season (September- August) 

Variety of Maximum price Minimum price Amplitude of 
Cotton touched during touched during price 

the Season the Season fluctuation 
(Rs. per Qtl.) (Rs. per Qtl.) (%age) 

R.G.J. 34 2812 1000 43.00 
S.G.J. 34 3121 2067 40.63 
V-797 2475 1800 31.57 
Y-1/Jyoti 2812 2123 27.91 
S.C.F. 414 4543 2432 60.53 
Bengal Deshifine 2292 1645 32.86 
H-4 (C) 3515 2671 27.28 
shankar-6 (B) 3937 2868 31.41 

Source: The East India Cotton Association Ltd., Bombay, 1996. 



1984-85 
Month 

September -
October 1862 
November 1632 
December 1508 
January 1491 
February 1403 
March 1526 
April 1639 
May 1576 
June 1497 
July 1490 
August 1444 

Average of 
the season 1552 

Table No. 4.4 

Monthly Average Prices of J-34 (S.G) Cotton : (1984-85 fo 1993-94) 
(Rs. per quintal) 

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 199'0-91 1991-92 
,;· 

- - - - - - -
1300 931 1541 1734 1783 1~59 2900 
1180 934 1500 1537 1771 2o23 2753 
1142 1140 1825 1585 

;.;-.-

1696 2090 3033 
~· 

1150 1217 2175 1698 1715 2033 3284 
1123 1223 2134 1625 1641 2111 3363 
1042 1389 1976 1874 1490 2379 3128 
950 1476 1797 2026 1452 ~Pt96 3071 .-.._: 

1002 1515 1973 1971 1541 2906 3022 
987 1716 1958 1949 1709 3024 3217 
968 1820 1993 1938 1786 3272 3336 
960 2097 2026 2003 1776 3767 3152 

1073 1405 1900 1813 1669 2569 3114 

Source : The East India Cotton Association Ltd., Bombay, 1996. 

1992-93 1993-94 

- -
2698 2770 
2469 2821 
2396 3272 
2229 3477 
2229 4165 
2481 4952 
2643 5332 
2715 5417 
2943 5467 
2959 5465 
3064 5236 

2621 4398 



1984-85 
Month 
September -
October 120 
November 105 
December 97 
January 96 
February 90 
March 98 
April 106 
May 102 
June 96 
July 96 
August 94 

Table No. 4.5 
,. 

Monthly Indices of Prices of J-34 (S.G) Cotton (1984 to 1993-94) 
(Percentage Relation to the Mean Price of the yeC!Y) 

;__ . .., 

1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-8 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 19g2-9 1993-94 
._, 
~'~~ 

- - - - - - - ~ill -
·?:•f 

121 66 81 96 107 72 93 103 63 
110 66 79 85 106 79 89 94 64 
106 81 96 87 102 81 97 91 75 
107 87 114 94 103 79 106 85 79 
105 87 112 90 98 82 108 ~5 95 
97 99 104 103 89 93 100 9!5 113 
89 105 95 112 87 109 99 101 121 
93 108 104 109 91 113 97 104 123 

·l 

92 122 103 107 103 118 103 112 124 
90 130 105 107 107 127 107 1b 124 
90 149 107 110 107 147 101 117 119 

Source : The East India Cotton Association Ltd., Bombay, 1996. 

Index of Seasonal 
Prices (Average) 

-
92.2 
87.7 
91.3 
95.0 
95.2 
99.1 
102.4 
104.4 
108.0 
110.6 
114.1 



Year October-January 
1984-85 -371 

(-19.9) 
1985-86 -150 

(-11.5) 
1986-87 286 

(30. 7) 
1987-88 634 

(41.1) 
1988-89 -36 

(-2.1) 
1989-90 -68 

( -3.8) 
1990-91 174 

(9.4) 
1991-92 384 

(13.2) 
1992-93 -469 

(-17.4) 
1993-94 707 

(25.5) 

Table No. 4.6 

Quaterly Changes in Monthly Average Prices 
of J-34 (S.G.) Cotton (1984-85 to 1993-94) 

.. 
January-April April-July 

148 -149 
(9.9) ( -9.1) 
-200 18 

(-17.4) ( 1 .9) 
259 344 

(21.3) (23.3) 
-378 196 

(-17.4) (10.9) 
328 -88 

(19.3) (-4.3) 
263 334 

(-15.3) (23.0) 
763 476 

(37.5) (17.0) 
-213 263 

(-6.5) (8.6) 
414 316 

(18.6) (12.0) 
1855 133 

(53.4) (2.5) 

Note: Figures in brackets are percentages 
Source: The East India Cotton Association Ltd., Bombay, 1996 

July-October 
-190 

(-12.8) 
-37 

(-3.8) 
-279 

(-15.3) 
-259 

(-13.0) 
-155 

( -8.0) 
73 

(4.1) 
-372 

(-11.4) 
-638 

(-19.1) 
-189 

(-6.4) 
-955 

(-17.5) 
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TableNo. 4.7 

Minimum Support Prices Of Cotton 

Commodity Crop-Year Variety/ MSP 
Quality (Rs. per Quintal) 

Cotton 1983-84 F -4 14/H-777 400 
;·.(K~.pas) 

II H4 527 
. ,.i~' .·,.-::,' 

1984.::85 -··f:<rr47H~777 ·? •'410 
11 H4 535 
1985-86 F-414/H-777 425 
11 H4 535 
1986-87 F-414/H-777 430 
11 H4 540 
1987-88 F -4 14/H-777 440 
II H4 550 
1988-89 F-414/H-777 500 
11 H4 600 
1989-90 F-414/H-777 570 
11 H4 690 
1990-91 ·. F -4 14/H-777 620 
11 H4 750 
1991-92 F-414/H-777 695 
11 H4 840 
1992-93 F-414/H-777 800 
11 H4 950 
1993-94 F-414/H-777 900 
11 H4 1050 
1994-95 F -414/H-777 1000 
" H4 1200 

Source : Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 1995 
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Table No. 4.8 

All India Area Production and Yield ofNine Oilseeds 

Year Area Production Yield %Coverage 
(m hects.) (m tonnes) (100 kgs/ hect.) Under Irrigation 

1952-53 11.18 4.73. 4.24 0.80 
1962-63 15.34 7.39 4.82 3.30 
1972-73 15.79 7.14 4.52 7.20 
1973-74 16.90 9.39 5.55 8.80 
1974-75 17.31 9.15 5.29 9.20 
1975-76 16.92 10.61 6.27 7.90 
1976-77 16.47 8.43 5.12 7.60 

1 A~ err:l.,-,7£ ·'•· 47:-;17 -;, . ·<::9~,66 ' ,,,5,£3 .1.0.40, ., 
1978-79 17.71 10.10 5.70 11.00 
1979-80 16.94 8.74 5.16 12.60 
1980-81 17.60 9.31 5.32 14.50 
1981-82 18.91 12.08 6.39 15.40 
1982-83 17.76 10.00 5.63 15.60 
1983-84 18.69 12.69 6.79 17.00 
1984-85 18.92 12.95 6.84 19.60 
1985-86 19.02 10.83 5.70 17.30 
1986-87 18.63 11.27 6.05 17.90 
1987-88 20.13 12.65 6.29 20.60 
1988-89 21.90 18.03 8.24 22.30 
1989-90 22.80 16.92 7.42 22.10 
1990-91 24.15 18.61 7.71 22.10 
1991-92 25.89 18.60 7.19 23.90 
1992-93 25.24 20.11 7.97 -
1993-94 26.80 21.48 8.01 -

Source : Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 1995 
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Table No. 4.9 

Per Capita Availalibility 
of Edible Oil 

YEAR Per Capita 
Availability 

(kg) 

'1960~61 .:.' '"3:'2 
1970-71 3.5 
1980-81 3.8 
1990-91 5.5 
1994-95 6.5 

Source : Economic Survey, 
1995-96 



Table No. 4.10 

All India Area, Production and Yield of Groundnut 

Year Area Production Yield %Coverage 

(m hects.) (m hects) (100 kgs/ hect.) Under Irrigation 

1949-50 3.98 3.43 8.63 -
1950-51 4.49 3.48 7.75 -
1951-52 4.92 3.19 6.49 -
1952-53 4.8 2.93 6.11 1.2 

1953-54 4.25 3.45 8.11 1.5 

1954-55 5.54 4.25 7.66 1. 7 

1955-56 5.13 3.86 7.52 1.7 

1956-57 5.53 4.37 7.83 1.8 

1957-58 6.42 4.71 7.34 2.9 

1958-59 6.25 5.18 8.28 2.5 

'"' .19.59::-60. _.:,· .. 6.44 )1 . 4_56' .. LOB. 
' 

.2.5 

1960-61 6.46 4.81 7.45 3 

1961-62 6.89 4.99 7.25 3.4 

1962-63 7.28 5.06 6.95 2.6 

1963-64 6.89 5.3 7.69 3 

1964-65 7.38 6 8.14 2.9 

1965-66 7.7 4.26 5.54 3.4 

1966-67 7.3 4.41 6.04 4.8 

1967-68 7.55 5.73 7.59 5.4 

1968-69 7.09 4.63 6.53 5.1 

1969-70 7.13 5.13 7.2 5.8 

1970-71 7.33 6.11 8.34 7.5 

1971-72 7.51 6.18 8.23 7.3 

1972-73 6.99 4.09 5.85 6.6 

1973-74 7.02 5.93 8.45 9.1 

1974-75 7.06 5.11 7.24 8.2 

1975-76 7.22 6.76 9.35 6.9 

1976-77 7.04 5.26 7.47 5.9 

1977-78 7.03 6.09 8.66 8.1 

1978-79 7.43 6.21 8.35 9.6 

1979-80 7.17 5.77 8.05 12.1 

1980-81 6.8 5.01 7.36 13.3 

1981-82 7.43 7.22 9.72 14.2 

1982-83 7.22 5.28 7.32 14.8 

1983-84 7.54 7.09 9.4 16 

1984-85 7.17 6.44 8.98 16.1 

1985-86 7.12 5.12 7.19 14.8 

1986-87 6.98 5.88 8.41 15.1 

1987-88 6.84 5.85 8.55 19 

1988-89 8.53 9.66 11.32 18.6 

1989-90 8.71 8.1 9.3 17 

1990-91 8.31 7.51 9.04 18.3 

1991-92 8.67 7.09 8.18 20.1 

1992-93 8.17 8.56 10.49 -
1993-94 8.38 7.76 9.26 -
1994-95 - 8.26 - -
1995-96 - 7.07 - -

Source : Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 1995. 
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Table No. 4.11 

Minimum Support Price of Groundnut 
(in Shell} 

Year MSP 
(Rs. per quintal} 

1983-84 315 
1984-85 340 
1985-86 350 
1986-87 370 
1987-88 390 
.1988-89 430 
1989-90 500 
1990-91 580 
1991-92 645 
1992-93 750 
1993-94 800 
1994-95 860 

Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 1995. 
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-

Month 

July 91 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 
Jan 92 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
Jun 

· au1 
Aug 

Table No. 4.12 

Seasonal Price Trends of Groundnut Oil 
(at Bombay, Rs. per 10 Kg) 

Price Lowest Range 
Highest 

367 343 
376 354.5 

375.5 362.5 
386 363 

383.5 369.5 
392 359 
378 348 
359 335 
346 328 

344.5 324 
332.5 310 

322 311 
~, /~~~1 ~''-32~ 

336 

24 
20 
13 
23 
14 
33 
30 
24 
18 

20.5 
22.5 

11 

~:,~~~ 

Source: Bombay Oilseeds and Oil Exchange Journal, 1993. 
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Oil Year 

Table No. 4.13 

Imports of Edible Oils by 
State trading Corporation Of India 

Quantity Value 
(Nov. to Oct.) (lakh tonnes) (in Rs. crore) 
1982-83 11.5 507 
1983-84 16.34 1310.99 
1984-85 13.68 1122.13 
1985-86 11.79 488.95 
1986-87 14.97 667.67 
1987-88 18.19 1060.95 
1988-89 3.73 245.71 
1989-90 6.07 328.82 
1990-91 1.02 73.49 
1991-92 2.15 178.13 
1992-93 0.52 45.34 
1993-94 1.46 210.23 

Source : Directorate of Economics and Statistics, 1995. 



Table No. 4.14 

Production of Groundnut, Groundnut Oil, and Ground nut Oilcake 
(in m tonnes) 

Year Groundnut Ground nut Groundnut 
(Nov. to Oct.) Oil Oil cake 
1985-86 5.12 1.43 2.15 
1986-87 5.88 1.65 2.47 
1987-88 . 5 .. 85 .1.64 2.46 

. .;: j,. .. 
1988-89 9.66 ·- 2~7 2i~6 

1989-90 8.1 2.27 3.4 
1990-91 7.62 2.1 3.2 
1991-92 7.1 1.59 2.84 
1992-93 7.5 1.68 3 

Source: Forwards Market Commission, 1993. 
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Table No. 4.15 

Index No. of Production and Price Trends of Groundnut 
(Base : 1981 - 82) 

Year Production WPI 
1980-81 69.39 -
1981-82 100.00 -
1982-83 73.13 97 
1983-84 98.20 111 
1984-85 89.20 118 
1985-86 70.91 112 
1986-87 81.44 138 
1987-88 81.02 169 
1988-89 133.80 155 
1989-90 112.19 156 
1990-91 104.02 209 
1991-92 98.20 245 

;' ~1~9'2tl9S ''1''1'6:'5'6 ~' ·~ '':236 
1993-94 107.48 230 
1994-95 114.40 284 
1995-96 97.92 330 

Source: Economic Survey, 1995-96. 
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CHAPTER: 5 

CONCLUSION 

. ', 

The economics of hedging and speculation in futures trading which has been 

discussed at length in the first chapter clearly brings out the advantage therein by 

locking in prices of commodities. The economic benefits of a hedge contract that 

accrue to the agents involved in the commodity is of crucial importance in the wake 

of a prolonged volatility of prices in the commodity markets and an economic order 

-¥t-here ;:.domestic· :prices ~l3r-e ·· <gradu:a«y :gettin.'gc:mtegra.tect>\\\<ith.·;:in.tema:tionnl.wnces:I3D.d 

control over ~e farm sectors are gradually being dismantled. Needless to say such an 

era will be marked all the more by a volatile price structure. It is precisely where 

futures trading becomes a crucial instrument of locking in prices and ensuring the 

avoidance of losses to those agents involved in a particular commodity. Such an 

insurance is complemented with an inter-temporal adjustment in prices in both the 

ready and futures markets. This is achieved by evening out the fluctuations, i.e. 

dampening the peak and lifting the valleys in seasonal prices. Even intra-seasonal 

price fluctuations are considerably reduced. However, the very short-term prices, i.e. 

day-to-day and hour-to-hour fluctuations in prices, do increase as a result of futures 

trading. It is only the long term prices which futures trading cannot influence. Such 

prices are ultimately determined by the complex mechanism of the forces of supply 

and demand. The price signal benefit of futures prices also helps the different 

economic agents involved in a particular commodity for their planning process. 

The inter-temporal adjustment in the inter and intra seasonal prices is of 

special significance in the case of agricultural commodities where the supplies are not 

continuous. The storage theory largely explains the built-in-mechanism for stabilising 

commodity prices. When supply is plentiful, the futures price invariably exceeds the 

ready price by an amount approximating to the cost of storage. 1bis enables 

merchants to earn storage costs and encourages them to accumulate stocks. 

Consequently, supply is more evenly distributed over time, preventing a slump in 

,., .. .., 
. . .. ,,. ~~-.,;.- ..... -



prices. On the other hand, when supply is scarce, the futures price falls below the 

ready price because the possession utility of the commodity (i.e., the convenience 

yield on storage) rises so much as to invert the normal storage cost. Such an inverse 

ready-futures price relationship discourages hoarding and inventory -demand, and 

encourages merchants and manufacturers instead to make relatively cheap 

anticipatory purchases in the futures market. As such purchases transfer, albeit 

partially, the immediate effective demand from the ready market to the futures 

market, they help arrest the rising trend in prices. 

Hedging will be attractive as long as there is a high degree of correlation 

between the rea!fy and futures prices and the variabiljty in the spot/ready prices is less 

than in the spread between ready-futures prices. An effective hedging mechanism 

entails a necessary condition where the positive( negative) spread between the ready 

and futures prices shrinks(widens) by the amount of carrying costs. To the extent 

such a relationship deviates, the distnlmtion of profits and losses takes place among 

the short and long hedgers. However, to the extent there will be a reversal in such a 

trend, there will always be a class of hedgers who will profit in both the ready and 

futures markets at the cost of losses (in both the markets) incurred by the other class 

of hedgers. A prime example, of such a case was in the Indian Cotton Contracts 

where the short hedgers suffered loss in both the markets. Another necessary 

condition is that there is a high correlation between movements in the ready-futures 

· prices. Such a phenomenon of bias against one or the other class of hedgers impairs 

the utility of the futures market for the hedgers. 

However, any benefit accruing to a hedger by buying the insurance is 

associated with a cost in terms of a premium. While for a futures market it is 

necessary that there exists an excess return, whereby the risk takers are compensated 

for bearing the risk of hedgers, for professional speculators the risk premium 

demanded by them tends to be high when the futures market is thin. Studies do 

indicate that while for short horizon periods (less than three months) on an average 

there is no excess returns, there do exist excess returns in the futures markets for 

longer horizons. One plausible reason might be that the lack of liquidity in the far out 
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maturities make it necessary for the speculators to ask for an abnormal profit. In the 

presence of a time varying risk premia, the efficiency of a futures markets is diverse 

at best. However this necessarily does not imply a market failure or that the agents 

involved in a futures market does not act rationally. 

The cost of hedging is inversely related to the volume of speculation. 

Speculation affects the cost ofhedging in two ways. Firstly, with the large volume of 

trade resulting from speculation, the rates of brokerage and margin deposits tend to 

fall. This is because the risk of commission agents handling futures trading business is 

more widely distributed, among their clients, with large turnover than with small 

;4umover.. ."'Secondly, ".and.,mor.e .. imp.ortantly., .. with heayy s.peculation, and active 

competition resulting from it, the futures market is in a position to absorb a large 

volume ofhedges, especially those that are not closed out, with less or little adverse 

changes in prices. As a result, the difference between the bid and asked prices tends 

to fall, reducing the transaction cost to the hedger. 

Hedgers and speculators are not two mutually identifiable class of operators. 

A hedger can also become a speculator. They not only avoid risk but like 

entrepreneurs they will also speculate to make profit without taking heavy risk. One 

ofthe important pre-requisite of futures trading is price volatility in that commodity. 

Price volatility is the cause and not the effect of futures trading. It is the volatility in 

prices which induces the speculators to take risks from the hedgers in the hope of 

profit, thereby increasing liquidity which in tum increases the efficiency. 

Although there has been a long standing debate whether futures trading is 

price stabilising or not, the present paper has sought to establish that if at all, there 

are quite a few reasons why they are not destabilising. Speculation in futures markets 

brings about an inter-temporal equilibrium in commodity prices and, as a result, 

reduces the frequency as well as the magnitUde of price fluctuations in physical 

markets. It is only the very short-term price fluctuations that get aggravated with 

increased speculative activity (especially by scalpers) which in fact is a pre-condition 

for the speculators to enter a futures market. It should be noted that an even 

proportion of hedgers and speculators help to act as a cushion whenever there will be 

... 
..... .--... ···;,. 
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a pressure on the prices for a commodity. However, the proportion of the volume of 

transactions between hedgers and speculators varies to a great extent between 

different markets and commodities. 

Once the role of speculation is distinguished from -that of gambling and 

manipulation, futures trading will be beneficial as an instrument of marketing and 

price risk management of commodities. Unlike speculators who assume risk which 

already exist in the market place, gamblers and those who wager create risks where 

none exists. While the success in gambling and wagering is a matter of chance, a 

speculator seeks to profit from the expected change in the futures price. At the other 

extreme, a manipulator attempts to profit by forcing a change in the futures price in 

the direction which is not justified by the underlYing 'demana and supply conffit1ons. 

However, it is often that there is a thin line distinguishillg speculators from gamblers 

and manipulators. Where speculation ends manipulation begins. It is precisely there 

that the Government has to protect the interests of those who are affected in the 

process. It should consider ways of preventing manipulations and reducing their 

adverse impact on hedgers and small speculators, whenever they occur. After all, 

manipulation is an evil that distorts prices and impairs the utility of a futures market 

for hedging and price making. Even one individual like Hamanka, more popularly 

known as the ''Five Per Cent Man" can cause havoc to the price structure of a 

commodity, the implications of which can be ominous for any trader in such 

commodities with a significant exposure. 

The point has been made that professional speculators merely anticipate 

market movements and take risks with reference to these movements but do not 

actually cause them. It is however true that speculators can temporarily increase total 

demand when they buy and temporarily increase total supply when they sell but in the 

long run they neither increase nor decrease the supply or demand. It is this temporary 

distortion of supply and demand, which is the cause of concern for consumers and 

producers and particularly for democratic Governments. If however we look at the 

proposition that speculation is a leveller of prices in the medium and long term. we 

should also look at the conditions for ensuring tltis in the Commodities Exchange 

'""' .... ; ~- :.. :,.. .. ~ : 
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administration as it is one -of the essential requirements for orderly speculation 

trading. There is, however, another important requirement in the minimum volume of 

activity required in trading of any particular commodity which will minimise the 

adverse effects of· speculation. Apart from the volume of trading activities, the 

velocity of trading would also have a bearing on the impact of speculative activities· 

for good or bad. In a thin market, speculation can deteriorate into a gamble or 

manipulation and affect the credibility ofthe market itself 

In the Indian context, many committees have looked into many of these 

aspects and selectively recommended futures trading. But in a country like India with 

its continued dependence on the monsoon, the production increases in the last seven 

years when we had gocia monsoon, cannoY"be13ketl'1:o'~-be~-a·:~eoolar~trend:-·'flle1:rec-em 

memories of good agricultural production should be compared with earlier memories 

of fluctuations in production and shortage in many agticultural commodities. The 

question is how to protect the interests of the producers during good years and the 

interest of the consumers in bad years, and whether these concerns under both 

conditions can be effectively met through the system of commodity futures trading. 

Thus analysis has to be made for each commodity with reference to a swing in the 

areas of cultivation, assured irrigation, productivity increases and export markets. 

The role of the Government trading agencies and influences on them and their 

influences on market supply and demand will also have to be taken into account. 

Thus, unlike the Kabra Committee Report, which has recommended resumption of 

futures. trading in a host of commodities ranging from certain edible oil like 

groundnut and mustard oil to commodities like onion and silver, a reassessment of 

the commodities should be done on the basis of the factors listed above whereby they 

satisfY the minimum self sufficiency in their production and a stable price structure. 

At the same time it should be recognised that in a country like India, where the 

structural reforms are still continuing, futures trading cannot be visualised as a 

substitute for stabilisation and support programmes. What futures trading, by itself, in 

suitable commodities, can hope to achieve is to give greater flexibility to the agents 

involved in a particular commodity. It cannot ensure a better price to the conswners 

~. .. . ,,; .;,. 
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(especially in necessary commodities) and also to the farmers, who, are far off today 

to avail the facilities ofhedging mechanism Even in a co_untry like the United States, 

the proportion of peasants are negligible who can make us of futures trading. 

There is also a general agreement that an efficient organisational structure in 

commodities exchanges is essential to con£ne speculation and trading to those who 

are competent to fulfil contracts either to buy or sell. It is in the interest of the nation 

that the exchanges be professionally administered by the institutions and not by the 

brokers (as in the case of the three year old National Stock Exchange), as is the case 

with the much older exchanges. A great deal used to be said about the virtues of self 

regulation but it was thought that it had failed in the stock exchanges only in India. It 

is now generally recogiiisea·~u'i"'li1<lia ·an(l even ;m:'the··we5tem·:countries·".tkat<self 

regulation can only succeed under the close surveillance of a strong regulator who 

should be prepared to step in whenever self regulation becomes inefficient. 

The public policy· and laws concerning the regulation and control of 

forward/futures markets for the instruments of Price Risk Management ( PRM) 

should reflect the overall economic goals and social priorities of the government. In 

India, it appears that the public policies and laws concerning forward/future markets 

have evolved with a view to serving the following objectives in varying limitations. 

In so far as the economic entities resort to forward/future contracts in order 

to cope up with price volatility, public policies may aim at ; 

(i) ensuring that speculation follows the rules of the game, does not involve too much 

of diversion of money/finance to sustain a bullish run on prices and thereby entail a 

heavy opportunity cost in terms of real, industrial investments foregone, and is able to 

prevent and eliminate the manipulation of market forces, 

(ii) working towards greater transparency, accountability, flexibility in the form of 

course- correction in the functioning of futures/forward trading, 

(iii) moving towards a realistic, enforceable form ·and extent of rule- based controls 

on non-spot contracts, 

(iv) giving primacy to the needs and interests of those participating m actual 

merchandising vis-a-vis those who are purely or mainly speculators, 
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(v) moving towards exchange-based trading, 

(vi) encouraging self-regulation, social accmmtability, transparency in the work of 

associations controlling and regulating forward/futures trading, and 

(vii) special attention to the interests of small market participants, particularly small 

growers, processors and consumers. 

Finally, we should try to do away with the regulatory system of imposing 

margins on open interest and likes. It is imperative for the Government to break up 

the total transactions into hedge and speculative positions. Such a step will make the 

watchdog organisation well equipped to keep track of situations where excessive 

speculation or manipulative tendencies are fostered. Moreover, the current daily 

trading limits for speculators (as in the developed countries) should be changed to 

daily limits on net position change. The present flat fixed limit on the number of 

contracts a speculator can trade during the day may actually cut back participation of 

speculators at the very time when they are most needed. On active trading days some 

speculators are forced out of the pit during the later hours of daily trading, thereby 

reducing liquidity. These daily trading limits are probably more binding on market 

performance than the speculative position limits. However when there is excessive 

speculation with the scalpers calling the shots to the detriment of small participants 

and hedgers, impositions of special margins on open interests in futures contracts, 

fixing limits on open interests and price fluctuations, prescribing minimum and 

maximum prices for trading in futures contracts, etc. Should be resorted to 

judiciously. Although these stipulations have impaired the utility offutures trading by 

distorting the price relationships, to check excessive speculation and manipulation 

these are the only weapons that the regulators can think of 

. ~-· 
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ANNEXURE I 

For tiDderstanding the mechanism and the rationale behind regulation of futures 

markets, it is necessary to tiDderstand the various types of instruments that are available for 

risk management and spell out clearly the distinction between the various types of contracts 

(instruments) with respect to their meaning, objectives and utility. · 

READY CONTRACTS 

A ready contract also referred to as a "cash" or "spot" contract, is a contract where 

both the delivery and the payment are made either immediately or within a short period after 

•the ~tnitti-s ··entered :into'"between""the ·romratiing ·vames .'\Most ''m~the•'Saie ::rurd,purchase 

transactions, with which ordinary people are accustomed to ~nd which they perform every 

now and then by paying for the goods almost immediately and taking the delivery of such 

goods soon thereafter, are ready delivery contracts. Under the Forward Contracts ( 

Regulation ) Act, 1952, (FC {R}) Act ), a ready delivery contract has been defmed as a 

contract where delivery and full payment thereof is made within 11 days from the date of 

entering into the contract. The ready delivery contracts are outside the purview of the said 

Act. 

FORWARD CONTRACTS 

The forward contract is a contract for the delivery of goods at a future date and 

which is not a ready delivery contract. It differs from the ready delivery contract in the sense 

that the length of time between entering into the contract and giving/taking delivery and 

making/receiving payment is more than 11 days. 

In the marketing of conm1odities, it becomes necessary in many contracts to provide 

for delivery at a future date, with the period varying anywhere up to six months or so. The 

FC{R} Act distinguishes between two types of such delivery contracts, which are also known 

as forward delivery contracts, viz., 

(i) The Non-transferable Specific Delivery ( NTSD) Contracts:-and 

(ii) The Transferable Specific Delivery (TSD) Contracts. 

The Shroff Conmlittee which scrutinised the draft Futures Markets ( Regulation ) 

Bill, 1950, had stated that Fotward Contracts are mainly of three types: Futures contracts, 

TSD contracts, and NTSD contracts. Futures contracts have in practice certain distinguishing 
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characteristics of their own, though, in formal appearance, there inay be -very little to 

-- '- distinguish them from TSD contracts. The Committee felt, however, that if futures contracts 

were defined with reference to such characteristics, and the scope of the Futures Markets ( 

Regulation ) Bill, 1950, limited to such contracts, there was a possibility of TSD contracts 

being used as futures contracts for all practical purposes with a view to evading the law. 

Furthermore, the Shroff Committee's attention was drawn to instances in which speculation 

had reportedly taken place, or was taking place on the basis of the NTSD contracts. 

(i) NTSD contract : In NTSD contracts, the terms of delivery and payment are 

specified before hand and delivery and full payment must occur between the original buyer 

and the seller. They are like ready delivery contracts used for merchandising, except that the 

.. ,duratio~d-5 Jon,ger .,thano .. U .,days,""Thus,"'in,a~SD,.contract,.,neither .the buyer.nor _the .seller 

whose names are mentioned in the contract, can transfer their rights and liability to any third 

person. 

(ii) TSD contracts: In TSD contracts, the terms of delivery and payment are 

specified but the original parties can transfer their commitments and liabilities so that the 

actual delivery and payment is effected between the last parties. The TSD contract has all the 

features of a NTSD contract, except that it permits the parties to the contract to transfer their 

rights and liabilities under the contract to any third party. Such a third party, in tum, can 

transfer his rights or liabilities to someone else. This process of subsequent transfers can 

continue until the seller gives the delivery in tem1s of the contract. 

Both the committees, Khusro and Kabra, on Forward Markets recognised the need to 

amend the definition ofNTSD Contract to make it precise and to provide for certain facilities 

required by genuine trade. With the proposed change in the definition of the NTSD Contracts, 

the Kabra Committee felt that the trade should be freely permitted into NTSD Contracts. 

However, unlike the Khusro Committee, the Kabra Committee felt that the time limit for a 

ready delivery contract needs to be extended to thirty days. Such a reconunendation was made 

after having regard to the fact that trade and conm1erce in a country of India's dimensions 

requires a sufficiently longer time to carry on their increasing pace of activities, especially so 

in the current liberalised economic scenario. 

~- ......... 
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ANNEXURE:ll 

LIQUIDITY 

Liquidity, that is a high volurrie of transactions and a large number of participants, is 

an essential condition for the proper functioning of organised futures exchanges. If the trade 

in a futures contract for certain contract month is liquid, those wishing to buy or sell can 

trade easily at little cost, i.e., the difference between the price paid for a contract and the price 

that would be received for selling it (the bid-ask spread) is minimal. If the trade in such a 

futures contract is not liquid, transactions cost include a high bid-ask spread, manipulation of 

prices is easier and, as there is little competition, prices offered may not reflect economic 

realities. Markets that are liquid, or "deep", can easily absorb large offers without prices 

being unduly affected. In a market that is not "deep", large-scale hedgers have to space their 

transactions carefully to prevent unnecessary losses. A market that is liquid can be used 

easily for hedging purposes; a non-liquid market should only be used when knows how to 

devise a strategy that takes the lack of liquidity into account. Another advantage of a high 

·degree of liquidity is that speculators do not make systematic profits at the cost of the 

hedgers. 

Lack of liquidity ts more a problem for commodity futures contracts than for 

currency or interest rate futures contracts. The volume of trade in practically all commodity 

futures, especially for further-out months (beyond six months), is not very high. The daily 

turnover on most conunodity futures markets, even the most liquid ones such as those for 

crude oil, is such that it will strain the capacity of these markets to the utmost if, for example 

a leading producer decides to use futures over a short period to manage the price risk of a 

substantial proportion of its output. The existence of a properly regulated .market is no 

guarantee that it has sufficient liquidity to be able to handle mediun1-to-large-sized orders 

without suffering substantial price swings. This severely limits the efficiency of hedging 

operations and affects the representativeness of price discovery. Large conunodity producers, 

traders, consumers and others wishing to lock in prices may react by moving into the over

the-counter market, by using the market to a lesser extent than they would have wished, or by 

adopting sub-optimal strategies (taking positions over a longer time period, taking positions · 

.. · 
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in nearby contr::tcts and rolling these over, or taking positions in "parallel" contracts, which 

exposes them to additional basis risks). 

Price discovery can also be negatively affected when a few market participants, 

account for a substantially larger amount of business than the other participants. These very 

large market participants may then feel tempted to affect prices through squeezes or similar 

forms of market manipulation. A different situation may arise when the traded commodity 

represents a minor part of input costs of firms using the commodity whereas it represents a 

major source of revenue for many exporters. These consumers may then not use futures 

contracts to any great extent because they can fairly easily outweigh even substantial 

unfavourable price movements on the markets by relatively small adjustments in their 

processing margins or sales prices. Trading could then be unbalanced with sellers relying on 

non-trade-related participants or trade houses to take opposite positions. This could affect the 

participation of all groups because of a perceived lack of connection of trading to supply and 

demand conditions. 

Commodity buyers and sellers wish to operate in markets with high volumes of 

turnover. This coincides with the desire of commodity exchanges to increase profits by 

promoting market turnover. Efforts to increase the role of speculative finance appear useful 

as they increase liquidity. But for that a major precondition is there should exist volatility in 

prices to lure the speculators to make profit from price differentials. However, if there are 

many users with solely non-trade-related interests relative to those with conm1ercial interests, 

the expectations of these users may unduly influence price determination. 
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ANNEXURE:ID 
---

CONTRACT DESIGN 

Two opposing forces influence contract design : standardisation versus market 

depth. Market participants would prefer the commodity underlying a futures contract to be 

clearly and narrowly defined, as it happens in the over-the -counter (OTC) markets, where 

contracts are tailored to the needs of the transacting parties. However, a narrowly defined 

contract, while useful to certain participants, may fail to attract sufficient participants to 

provide a deep and liquid market. A deep and liquid market is desirable for two reasons : 

·i.'fi<tst; '"'to 'iJernilt:'Seron:da:cy ~m~tket;:t~tiing :·~m ,,.si:ze'.;;to:.~:be ;\carried .:out·:Miith.,~ehrtivel~,~~tittle 

impact on price; and, second, to limit the possibility of comefs or snort squeezes. 

A comer or short squeeze arises when sellers of a futures contract cannot acquire the 

underlying commodity for delivery. If the commodity is narrowly defined, it is possible for 

someone to monopolise the supply of the commodity. If that individual also purchases futures 

contracts on the commodity, a comer· results---the individual owns or has a claim on more of 

the commodity than is available. lfthe contract is broadly defined to allow delivery of various 

related underlying commodities, control of the deliverable supply is much more difficult, and 

comers and squeezes are much less likely. If a narrowly defined underlying commodity is in 

large supply, the futures contracts can be narrowly defined. However, if the supply of a single 

grade is not large enough or if a single delivery location is not convenient enough , futures 

contracts are broadly defined to allow delivery of several grades at several locations. 

Most futures contracts must make provisions for the following features : (i) maturity 

months; (ii) contract size; (iii) method of contract settlement; (iv) grade of underlying 

conm1odity; (v) point of delivery; and (vi) time of settlement at maturity. 

(i) Maturity Months 

Too many maturity months reduce the depth and liquidity in any one month. Too few 

maturity months reduce the usefulness of a contract. How these co!1flicting objectives are 

balanced depends on the underlying commodity. It is worth noting that the number of days 

tmtil maturity of a particular futures contract is changing as the maturity date is approached. 

11lis is contrast to various f01ward contracts, whose quotes are for new contracts originated 

on that day. 



(ii) Contract Size 

Contract sizes vary considerably and are chosen to meet the needs of the users of the 

contract and the intrinsic character of the commodity. 

(iii) Method of Contract Settlement at Maturity 

Most contracts are settled by delivery at maturity. Should a contract be carried into 

the delivery month, certain rules and procedures govern delivery. With futures contracts, the 

seller of futures (the short) may make delivery of the underlying commodity during a time in 

the maturity month specified by the exchange regulation. Deliv~ry of tangible corrunodities 

may be made at any time during an extended period, such as two weeks, and usually takes the 

form of warehouse receipts giving claim to the commodity, which is stored at an approved 

location .. The by.yer of..futures"(the Jol).g)js .obl~gated to take .delivery if called .u_pon 1o .do .so. 

The assignment of delivery notices by the exchanges take various fom1s. In some markets, the 

oldest long is assigned the delivery notice. In other markets delivery notices are assigned 

randomly. Futures contracts differ as to the flexibility remaining to the long after the r~eipt 

of a delivery notice. In some cases, usually in the tangible commodities, the long has the 

opportunity to pass the notice on to someone else and to liquidate the futures contract. The 

shorts usually havethe greatest flexibility because they can choose the particular grade of 

underlying commodity that will be delivered as well as the exact timing of delivery. 

Certain futures contracts call for cash settlement rather than delivery at maturity. The 

buyer of a cash settled futures contract, holding the position until expiration, receives the 

difference between the final settlement price of the futures contract and the price at which the 

contract was purchased. The final settlement price of the futures contract is the cash price of 
) 

the underlying conm1odity. The seller of the futures contract receives a profit exactly opposite 

to tha~ received by the buyer. Cash settlement is particularly useful when the underlying 

commodity is difficult to deliver. 

(iv) Grade ofUnderlying Commodity 

When the underlying commodity has differing characteristics, the futures contract 

specifies the standard grade of the deliverable conunodity as well as the other grades that may 

be delivered. The choice for a particular grade of an underlying conm1odity to be delivered 

against a futures contract is left to the short, and the short naturally chooses naturally chooses 

the "cheapest to deliver". Indeed, the futures price at maturity reflects the price of the 

cheapest to deliver grade of underlying commodity, not necessarily the grade specified as 

standard in the futures contract. The cheapest- to-deliver conunodity may hang during the 
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futures contract life. The exchange specifies the price relation between the deliverable grades 

prior to the start of the contract. As market conditions change, some grades go to a premium 

or discount relative to the standard grade. 

{v) Point of Delivery 

An important feature of futures contracts ·on tangible commodities is the number and 

the location of delivery points. Transportation of tangible commodities to delivery location 

might be costly. As a result, an increase in the number of delivery locations benefits the 

shorts who are obligated to deliver. To see this, suppose a wheat futures contract calls for 

delivery only in approved warehouses in Chicago. If wheat is in relatively short supply in 

Chicago, it is possible for someone to buy up most of the remaining supply while at the same 

...time,byyin.g,wheatlUtur.es . .contracts . ..Such,an.individual would ha¥e,eqgineered a comer if the 

market did not have sufficient time to ship wheat to Chicago delivery location. As a result, it 

is sometimes desirable to specify several delivery locations in a contract, thereby making it 

difficult to comer the available supplies at all the delivery points. 

(vi) Time of Contract Settlement at Maturity 

Most futures contracts on tangible commodities allow a period of time in the maturity 

month during which delivery may be made. The seller usually has the option of when to 

deliver, what grade to deliver, and where to deliver. These features provide protection for the 

seller against the danger that someone may comer the available supply of the underlying 

commodity which must be delivered. When delivery is easy and the danger of a comer of the 

underlying deliverable supply is small, the time of delivery and other features, such as grade 

and location , are more narrowly prescribed. 
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ANNEXURE IV 

CLEARING HOUSE MECHANISM 

Two institutional features distinguish futures from forward contracts. These features 

are margins and the clearing house. Margins are performance bonds that both buyer and 

seller deposit to the clearing house before trading. The clearing house is an adjunct to, or a 

division of, the comrriodity exchange through which transactions executed on the floor of the 

exchange are settled. Margins ensure, on a daily basis, that neither party has an incentive to 

oefuiilt·1m ''file ·-contract. '::rfie "boFid ;,is --Tene-.'Ved r:tia11y -'<t"!>'"':"·~P'en ~hsit-ions: :are :inarked rto ~.the 

market, that is, gains (or losses) resulting from futures price changes are calculated for each 

contract and added to (or subtracted from) the initial margin. Should adverse price 

movements result in the initial margin dropping below the minimum level (minimum margin), 

a margin call is issued by the clearing house for a variation margin or additional fimds to 

raise the deposit to initial levels. The minimum margin is the smallest allowable margin for 

the establishment of a futures position and is tailored to offset the maximum allowable price 

fluctuation during a trading day. 

The clearing house acts as a third party to all transactions. Once a bid or offer is 

accepted, the futures contract is recorded with the clearing house and the clearing house 

becomes the opposing party to each contract. It assumes the selling position to each buyer 

and the buying position to each seller. Settlements by a clearing house enhances market 

liquidity by facilitating exit from the market and by depersonalising contract performance. It 

reduces the number of contracts which result in actual delivery of the physical conm1odity 

because traders are able to "close out" their contracts to sell (buy) by taking on an equal 

number of contracts to buy (sell). Such an offset trade leaves the trader with a zero net 

position with the clearing house. In sunm1ary, margins and the daily marking of positions to 

the market reduce the risk of contract default to zero. The clearing house, in acting as the 

third party to all transactions, establishes the principle of offset as a means of reversing a 

previous decision. Standardisation of contracts implies that for a specific delivery period, 

only the price is being detem1ined. These features in combination have the synergistic effect 

of reducing the costs of entering and exiting from the market, pem1it centralisation of trading, 

and thereby greatly increase the liquidity of futures markets. 



ANNEXURE: V 

-----
EQUILIBRIUM OF HEDGERS AND SPECULATORS 

The equilibrium mechanism for determination of futures prices by hedgers and 

speculators is explained below. The figure assumes homogeneous expectations on the part of 

the hedgers and the speculators. Hedgers are distinguished from the speculators since they 

have a position in the underlying commodity. The HH schedule in the figure depicts the 

futures market position that hedgers as a group would like to hold for alternative futures 

prices. The hedgers would sell futures at prices below the expected spot price as shown by the 

HH schedule which crosses the vertical axis below the ex:pected .s.pot price because of the 

attractiveness of the risk transfer. The position of the HH schedule depends on the nature and 

the size of the underlying commitment. The slope of the schedule depends on the amount of 

price risk of the underlying commodity and the degree of risk aversion ofthe hedgers. 

Figure A5 : Equilibrium of Hedgers and Speculators 

E ) 

Futures 

Keynes!Hicks/Cootner, 

Telser Professionals 

Telser 

e Telser Amateurs 

Beta 

The SS schedule depicts the futures market positions that speculators would accept 

for alternative futures prices. The SS schedule i_s downward sloping and intersects the vertical 

axis at the expected spot price. When the futures price equals the expected spot price, the 

speculator has no incentive to take a futures position ---- either long or short. When the 

futures price falls below the expected spot price, speculators earn a risk premium by taking a 

long position; and when the futures price is above the expected spot price, speculators earn a 
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risk premium by taking a short position. The downward sloping SS curve ilnplies that a 

larger risk premium is required to induce speculators to take a larger position. 

The equilibrium futures price, F0*, determined such that the short position taken by 

hedgers equals long position taken ,by speculators. Speculator~ ~xpect to receive a risk 

premium of E0(Sr)- Fo*, and hedgers expect fo pay that risk premium. Hedgers hold real 

assets (like wheat or common stocks) and sell futures to avoid risk. Speculators accept the 

risk; and, in return, earn a risk premium. Figure 4 is consistent with Keynes/Hicks/Cootner 

view and a CAPM in which the underlying commodity has a systematic risk. Under the Telser 

and Dusak views of speculators, the SS schedule would be perfectly horizontal and would 

cross the vertical axis at Eo(Sr). In such a case, hedgers would receive insurance at no cost, 

and speculators would, as a group, not earn a risk premium. 

It is possible that the risk premium is time-varying, particularly in agricultural 

commodities, which have a seasonal harvest cycle. In the case of a commodity like wheat, for 

example, hedgers might be long wheat and short wheat futures in the autumn after the harvest 

has come in, and they might be short wheat and long wheat futures in the spring when 

handlers of wheat make commitments to deliver wheat that they do not yet have in hand. In 

terms of the above figure, such a seasonal pattern would imply an HH schedule below the SS 

schedule in the autumn and an HH schedule above the SS schedule in the spring. In the 

autumn, speculators are long futures and F0 < E0(Sr); and in the spring, speculators are short 

futures and F0 > Eo(ST). Futures prices would display normal backwardation in the autumn 

when speculators indirectly bear the risk of the long positions in the conunodity that has been 

harvested. In the spring, futures prices would display contango when speculators indirectly 

bear the risk of the short positions in the underlying· 
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